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COVERS~ET

Lead Federd Agency: U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
Cooperating Federd Agency: U.S. Environmental Prot=tion Agency

~E:

Disposition of Surplw Highly Enriched Uranium Final Environmental Impact Statement
(DOE~IS-0240)

CONTACTS:

For futier information on this
environmental impact statement @IS),
cm (202) 586-4513 or fax (202) 586-4078
or contach
Mr. J. David Nulton
Director
Office of NEPA Compliance and Outreach
Office of Fissile Materirds Disposition
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, D.C. 20585
(202) 586-4513

For further information on the U.S. Department
of Energy/National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) process, cti (800) 472-2756
or conticc
Ms. Carol Bergstrom
Director
Office of NEPA Poficy and Assistance (EH-42)
Office of Environment, Safety and Health
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 hdependence Ave., SW
Washington, D.C. 20585
(202) 586-4600

ABSTRACT:

This document assesses the environrnenti impacts that may result from alternatives for the disposition of
U.S.-origin weapons-usable higMy enriched uranium (HE~ that has been or may be declared surplus to
nationrd defense or defense-related program needs. h addition to the No Action Mtemative, it assesses
four alternatives that would etiminate the weapons-usability of HEU by blending it with depleted
uranium, natural uranium, or low-enriched uranium (LEU) to create LEU, either as commercial reactor
fuel feedstock or as low-level radioactive waste. The potential blending sites are DOE’s Y–12 Plant at the
Oak Ridge Reservation in Oak Ridge, Tenness=; DOES Savannah River Site in Aiken, South Carofinw
the Babcock & Wilcox Naval Nuclear Fuel Division Facihty in Lynchburg, Virginia; and the Nuclear
Fuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant in Erwin, Tennessee. Evaluations of impacts at the potential
blending sites on site infrastructure, water resources, air qutity and noise, socioeconomic resources,
waste management, public and occupational health, and environmental justice are included in the
assessment. The intersite transportation of nuclear and h=ardous materials is dso assessed. The
Preferred Alternative is blending down as much of the surplus HEU to LEU as possible w~e gradurdly
selling the commercially usable LEU for use as reactor fuel. DOE plans to continue this over an
approximate 15- to 20-year period, with continued storage of the HEU until blend down is completed.

The Department of Energy issued a HEU Draft EIS on October 27, 1996, and held a formal public
comment period on the HEU Draft EIS through January 12, 1996. In preparing the HEU Final EIS,
DOE considered comments received via mail, fax, el=tionic btietin board (Internet), and transcribed
from messages recorded by telephone. In addition, comments and concerns were recorded by notetakers
during interactive pubfic hearings held in fioxv~e, Tennessee, on November 14, 1995, and Augusta,
Georgia, on November 16, 1995. These comments were also considered during preparation of the HEU
Final EIS. Comments received and bows responses to those comments are found in Volume ~ of the
EIS.
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Issue Bins

Chapter 1
Issue Bins

1.1 ~TRODUCTION

In October 1995, the Department of Energy (DOE)
published the Disposition of Surplus Highly
Enriched Uranium Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (HEU EIS). This HEU EIS analyzed the
environmental impacts of alternatives for the dis-
position of U.S.-origin highly enriched uranium
(HEW that has been or maybe declared surplus to
national defense or national defense-related
program needs by the President. The 78-day public
comment period for the HEU Draft EIS began on
October 27, 1995, and ended on January 12,1996.
However, comments were accepted as late as
January 30, 1996.

During the comment period, public meetings were
held in Knoxville, TN, on November 14,1995, and
Augusta, GA, on November 16, 1995. Two
meetings were held at each location, one in the
afternoon and one in the evening. In addition, the
public was encouraged to provide comments via
mail, fax, electronic bulletin board (Internet), and
telephone (toll-free 800-number).

Attendance at each meeting, together with the
number of comments recorded and comments
received by other means during the comment
period, is presented in Table 1.1–1. Attendance
numbers are based on the number of participants
who completed and returned registration forms but
may not include dl of those participants present at
the meetings. Comments that were received over
the telephone were transcribed. Comments
submitted via electronic bulletin board were down-
loaded. All comments received by mail, fax, elec-
tronic bulletin board, and telephone were stamped
with the date the comment document was received.
A total of 72 organizations and 125 individuals
submitted comment documents for consideration.

1.2 ORGANIZATION

The Comment Analysis and Response Document
has been organized into the following sections:

Table 1.1-1. Document and Comment
Submission Overview

Method of Documents Comments
Submission Received

hbtic Meetings

Knoxville,TN 101 131
Toti attendance–101

Augus@ GA 33 89
Totrd attendance-33

Hand-in at public 3 4
meeting

Other

Mail-in 69 169

F= 30 123

Telephone 76 160

Electronic Bulletin 8 12
Board

Tohl 320 688

commentsfromothersubmissionsare identified.

Chapter 1 describes the comment
anrdysis and response process and lists
the issue bins.

Chapter 2 presents the changes made in
the HEU Draft EIS as a result of the
public comments received.

Chapter 3 contains documents received
during the public comment period
showing the comments identified,
comments recorded at the public
meetings, and responses to d comments.

Note Commentsfrompubticmeetingsare recordedwhereas

●

●

●

toTables are provided at the end of this chapter
assist commentors and other readers in locating
comments regarding the HEU Draft EIS. Once
comments were identified, they were categorized
by issue (for example, emergency response or envi-
ronmental compliance) and assigned to an issue
bin. (An issue bin is the term used for a general
topic under which to identify comments for proper
response.) Table 1.2–1 lists the issue category and

1–1
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corresponding issue bin numbers. The majority of
comments were responded to on a one-to-one basis;
however, comments that were similar in content
were grouped together and one response addressing
that group was provided. Each comment, whether
an individual comment or a group of comments,
was assigned a five-digit number, starting with the
appropriate issue bin number (example: 10.024, 10
being the issue bin number and 024 being the 24th
comment in that bin).

Table 1.2–2 identifies the individurds who attended
the public meetings and how to locate the
comments and responses from those meetings.
Commentors interested in locating their comment
document and seeing how their comments were
binned can use Table 1.2–3. This table lists the
individuals, agencies, companies, organizations,
and special interest groups who submitted
comment documents. Commentors are listed
alphabetically by last name or organization name,
along with the corresponding page number on
which the actual comment document appears.
Also listed in this table are the issue numbers
assigned to the comments found within each
comment document.

As discussed in Section 1.1, comments were
received by mail, fax, electronic bulletin board, or
telephone in addition to the comments recorded in
the public meetings. In some instances, duplicate
comments were received from a single commentor.
Many individual phone calls were received to
support the phone campaign. The scan of only one
telephone call transcription representative of the
campaign is reproduced in Chapter 3. All individu-
als who participated in this campaign are referred to
the page upon which the scan for the representative
transcription is reproduced.

The issue bins identified previously are listed by
number in Table 1.24. This table provides the
number of the issue bin under which comments
received on the HEU Draft EIS were grouped,
followed by the specific comment number and the
page number(s) where the comment(s) can be
found. Multiple page numbers indicate several
comments on the same issue. Using the appropriate
issue number, commentors can use this table to see
if their comment was grouped with other comments
and how many were grouped together.

Table 1.>1. Issue Bins

ksue Bin
ksue Catego~ Number Content

Purpose and Need for ActiotiScope

1 H]ghly enriched uranium disposition process

2 Surplus disposition and its process

3 Nonproliferation objectives

4 Economic objectives

5 Timing of activities

6 Other purpose, need, or scope comments

Alternatives

7 Definition of alternatives

8 Implementation of alternatives

9 Need for additional alternatives

10 “Votes” in favor/opposition to alternative X

11 Other alternative issues

1-2
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Issue Bins

Table 1.>1. Issue Bins—Continued

ksue Bin
ksue Category Number Content

Programmatic Impacts
12

13

14

15

16

17

~ansportation hpacts

Site-specific Impacts

Related Actions

Public Impacts to DOE
Decision Proc~s

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

Technical ksues
33

Effects on uranium industry

Commercird nuclear power

Spent fuel disposal and low-level waste disposal

SecuriW,including potential terrorism

costs

Other programmatic impacts

Emergency response

Accident analysis

Other mansportation issues

Health and safety

Environmental resources

Environmentrd compliance

Socioeconomic/environmental justice

Other site-specific issues

Highly enriched uranium storage

Other related site-specific ~PA issues

Programmatic NEPA related actions

Highly enriched uranium disposition decision
process

NEPA policy issues

Surplus materials segmentation

Public participation issues

Technical issues

Not@NEPA= National Environmental Policy Act.

T&le 1.%2. Index of Attendance at Public Meetings

Commen~esponse
Public Hearing Attendew Page No.

November 14,1995- Knofie, Tennessee

A#ernoonSesswn 3–223to 3–248

Alsha, K., Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance, Knoxville, TN

A1exander,James, Knoxville, TN

Arms, Mike. Citizens for National Security, Oak Ridge, TN

Bailey, Susan, Nashville Peace Action, Nashville, TN

Berry, Un, Tennessee Depmment of Energy and Conservation, Oak Ridge, TN

Beziat, Pam, Nashville Peace and Justice Center. Nashville, TN

1–3
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Table 1.>2. Index of Attendance at Public Meetings-Continued

Commen~esponsc
Public Heating Atiendeu Page No.

Blevins, Steve, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc./OCAW, Erwin, TN

Boardman, Charlie, BN, Oak Ridge, TN

Broughton, Jeff, BM, Oak Ridge, TN

Bryan, Mary, Knoxville, TN

Buchanan, Ronald, Lynchburg, VA

Cater, Richard, TDEC~OE Oversight, Oak Ridge, TN

Charuau, Denis, COGEMA Inc., Bethesda, MD

Chemikow, Georgy, Knoxville, TN

Coates, Cameron, Knoxville, TN

Cox, Shirley, bckheed Martin Energy Systems, Clinton, TN

Craig, Gina, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Johnson City, TN

Crowe, Rocky, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN

Culberson, David, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN

Davenport, Smith, OCAW,Local 3-677, Hampton, TN

Dewey, Alexander H., Nashville Peace and Justice Center, Nashville, TN

Dewey, Kathryn F., Nashville Peace and Justice Center, Nashville, TN

Dover, H. Kyle, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN

Fitigerdd, Amy S., Oak Ridge Reservation bcal Oversight Committee, Oak Ridge, TN

Forester, William O., DOWOHER

Gage, Sherrell B., Nuclear Fuel Services IncJOCAW, Johnson City, TN

Hagan, Don, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Birmingham, AL

Hagan, Gary, Concord, TN

Hage, Daniel, Allid Signal, Metropolis, ~

Haselton, Hal H., Haselwood Enterprises Inc., Oak Ridge, TN

Helms, Kathy, Nashville, TN

Honicker, Jeannine, Nashville, TN

Hopson, David, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN

Hunter, Hayes, Knoxville, TN

Hunter, Joyce, Knoxville, TN

Hutchinson, Ralph, Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance, Oak Ridge, TN

Irwin, Hank, Sandia National Laboratory, Llvermore, CA

Jones Jr., John E., Haselwood Enterprises Inc., Oak Ridge, TN

Keyes, Marcus, Justice-Peace-Integrity of Creation, Knoxville, TN

Khan, Mohammad, American Nuclear Society, Alcoa, TN

bnhard, Joe, East Tennessee Economic Council, Oak Ridge, TN

Levinson, Bernard, Automation Consultants Inc., Knoxville, TN

Lipford, Patrick, Tennessee Department of Health, Knoxville, TN

Livesay, Mark, DO~P-812, Oak Ridge, TN

Marine, James, IC~, Kingston, TN

Medlock, John, DOWORO, Oak Ridge, TN

Modica, Linda, Sierra Club, State of Franklin Group, Jonesborough, TN

Moore, Marie, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN

Moss, Cheryl, Nuclear Energy Institute, Washington, DC

14
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Table 1.>2. Index of Attendance at Public Meetings-Continued

Commen~esponse
Public Hearing Atiendew Page No.

Murphy, John, Oak Ridge, TN

Nagy, John, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Johnson City, TN

Nevling, James E., ComEd, Downers Grove, E

Perry, Roger, State of Tennessee DRA, Nashville, TN

Perry, Walter, DONORO, Oak Ridge, ~

Pielich, G. M., Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN

Rice, Dayton, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN

Runion, Rick, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN

Rutledge, Mark, Johnson City Press, Erwin, TN

Sanford, Steve, S&A, Nashville, TN

Schlitt, Kerry, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN

Scott, Frank, International Chemical Workers Union -252, Clinton, TN

Shackelford, Randy, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN

Shelton, Ms, Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, Oak Ridge, TN

Shults, Debra, TDEC~RH, Nashville, TN

Sisk, Raymond C. L., Nuclear Fuel Services he., Erwin, TN

Smith, Stephen, Oak Ridge Environment Peace Alfiance, Knoxville, TN

Snider, Dave, Oak Ridge, TN

Snyder, Nancy, Oak Ridge, TN

Stephans, Dick, Albuquerque, ~

Stollberg, Horst, Blountville, TN

Venkatesen, P.,Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation, Oak Ridge, TN

Walton, Barbara, Citizens Adviso~ Panel (LOC), Oak Ridge, TN

Webb, Gerald, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN

Webb, Jennifer, Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, Clinton, TN

Wllbum, Bill, bckheed Martin Energy Systems, Oak Ridge, TN

Williams, John, OCAW,Johnson Ci~, TN

Williams, Shelby, Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Elizabethtown, TN

Willis, Harry, Oak Ridge, TN

Wilson, Carl, Nuclear Fuel Services IncYOCAW,Erwin, TN

Wood, Rose, Haselwood Enterprises Inc., Oak Ridge, TN

Wujciak, Steven, Department of Transportation - Volpe Center, Cambridge, MA

Wyatt, Steven, DOE - Oak Ridge Operations Office, Oak Ridge, TN

Yard, Charles, TDE~OE Oversight, Oak Ridge, TN

EveningSession
Baca, Joel A., DOE - Savannah River, Albuquerque, NM

Becker, Bob, Knoxville, TN

Cagle, Gordon, bckheed Martin Energy Systems

Deweese, Adam, TDE~OE Oversigh4 Oak Ridge, TN

3-249 to 3-253

Irwin, Hank, Sandia National Laboratory, Livermore, CA

Mann, Melissa, Edlow International Company, Washington. DC

Miller, Mary Ellen, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc.~e Creative Energy Group,
Johnson City, TN

Monk, Paul, Unicoi County, Erwin, TN
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Table 1.>2. Index of Attendance at Public Meetings-Continued

Commen~esDonse

Public Hearing Attendees Page No. -

Monroe, William E., TDE~OE Oversight, Oak Ridge, TN

North, Debra, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Knoxville, TN

Okulczyk, G. M., TDEC~OE Oversight, Oak Ridge, TN

Penland, Mark, State of Tennessee, DOE Oversight Division, Oak Ridge, TN

Webb, Eric, Ux Consulting Company, Marietta, GA

Zavadowski, Richard, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc.flhe Creative Energy Group,
Washington, DC

November 16,1995 -Augusta, Georgia

AfiernoonSesswn 3-73 to 3-82

Bratcher, de’Lisa, DOE - Savannah River, Alken, SC

Burris, Rod&e A., The Alken Standard, A1ken, SC

Cribb, Sharon, BSHWM, Nuclear Emergency Planning, Columbia, SC

Crawford, Todd, New Ellenton, SC

Femandez, LeVeme P., Fernandez Consulting, Noflh Augus~! SC

French, P. Mike, Aiken, SC

Fuszard, Barbara, Augusta, GA

Geddes, Richard L., North Augusta, SC

Girard, Guy, DOE - Savannah River, Alken, SC

Goff, K. Michael, Argonne National Laboratory, Idaho Falls, D

Hill, Marian, Atlanta, GA

Irwin, Hank, Sandia National Laboratory, Llvermore, CA

Kirkland, James, Transnuclear, Inc., Alken, SC

Martin, Donna, Westinghouse Savannah River Company, Aiken, SC

McFarlane, Harold F., Argonne National Laborato~, Idaho Falls, ~

McWhorter, Donald, Westinghouse Savannah River Company, North Augusta, SC

Newman, Bob, Fnpp Island, SC

Orth, Donald, Aiken, SC

Parker, James V., North Augusta, SC

Paveglio, John, BNFL, Inc., Alken, SC

Weiler, Robert, Babcock& W]lcox, Charlotte, NC

EveningSesswn
Bell, William E., Alken, SC

Bilyer, Jay, DOE - Savannah River, Alken, SC

Bridges, Donald, DOE - Savannah River, A]ken, SC

Campbell, R. Bruce, Mason& Hanger, Amarillo, ~

Goergen, Charles, Alken, SC

Irwin, Hank, Sandia National Laboratory, Llvermore, CA

Johnson, Carl, North Augusta, SC

Knotts Sr., Ronald E., Wllliston, SC

McCracken, Tricia, Augusta, GA

Poe, W. Lee, Alken, SC

Sanders, Joseph C., Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board, Washington, DC

3-83 to 3-90

Schmitz, Mark, Westinghouse Savannah River Company, Aiken, SC

1–6
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Table 1.>3. Index of Commentom

Commentor ksue Numbers Page

Alexander, Peter, Lynchburg, VA

American Friends Service Committee, Denver, CO

Atomic Trades and Labor Council, Oak Ridge, TN

Bittner, C. Steven, Ph.D. Scaggsville, MD

Blombach, Gerhard, Knoxville, TN

BNFL, Inc., Washington, DC

Bolen, James, Alken, SC

Boniskn, Kate, NC

Burkhart, Gordon, Knoxville, TN

Case, Diane L., Gaithersburg,,MD

Chubb, Walston, Murrysville, PA

Citizens for National Security, Oak Ridge, TN

City of Oak Ridge, Environmental Quality Advisory
Board, Oak Ridge, TN

Cobble, James A., White Rock, NM

Coggins, Nathan, Jonesborough, TN

Coggins, Nathan&Family, Jonesborough, TN

Colorado College, Colorado Springs, CO

CornEd, Downers, L

Conatser, Ray, Nashville, TN

Condon, Gary, Lynchburg, VA

Congress of The United States, House of
Representatives, Washington, DC

Converdyn, Denver, CO

Coops, Melvin S., Livermore, CA

Corcoran, Margery, Minneapolis, MN

Cox, Lucy, Oak Ridge, TN

Cox, Terry, Johnson Chy, TN

Daly, Susan, Nashville, TN

Davis, Stanley B., Longwood, ~

Duke Power Company, Charlotte, NC

Edlow International Company, Washington, DC

Ewald, Linda, Knoxville, TN

Ewald, Linda, Knoxville, TN

Faulkner, Sue A., Erwin, TN

Fearey, Kent, Knoxville, TN

Fernald Area Office, Cincinnati, OH

Fogel, Dan, Lakewood, CO

Friends of ORNL, Oak Ridge, TN

Gardner, Jack A., Erwin, TN

Genetta, Susan, Nashville, TN

Georgia (Augusta), Afternoon Workshop Plenary
Session

32.001

03.017,03.020

10.003.10.008

21.018

03.020,09.018, 10.023, 10.024

10.019

10.003

14.014

10.024

21.018

10.007, 14.001

09.025,10.008,20.006

10.003,24.007

10.025, 10.026, 10.027, 15.007

10.003, 14.015

10.011

01.009,04.012,04.013, 06.018,06.021,
09.021,12.012,12.013, 14.017,16.018,
16.019

01.006,04.015,10.003

03.020,09.018, 10.023,10.024

10.006

12.008

12.010, 12.021

09.011

10.024

10.023

10.008

03.020,09.018, 10.023,10.024,16.015

10.003

04.011,12.009

07.011

10.009, 14.002

03.020,09.018,10.023, 10.024

10.003

26.003

11.014

06.005

10.003, 10.008

10.003

10.034

01.005,02.003,13.005, 16.007,22.006,
25.001,30.010,32.009, 32.010

3-2

3-3

34

34

34

3-9

3–1 1

3–12

3-13

3-14

3–15

3-16

3-18

3–19

3–22

3-23

3-24

345

346

347

348

349

3-51

3-53

3-54

3–55

3–56

3-57

3-58

340

342

3+

346

347

348

349

3-70

3–71

3-72

3-73
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Table 1.>3. Index of Commentors—Continued

Commentor hsue Numbers Page

Georgia (Augusta), Afternoon Workshop
DiscussiotiSummary Session

Georgia (Augusta), Evening Workshop Plenary
Session

Georgia (Augusta), Evening Workshop
DiscussiotiSummary Session

Glland, Cliff, Erwin, TN

Goergen, Charles R., Aiken, SC

Grants Management and Intergovernmental Affairs,
Richmond, VA

Harris, Teresa, Unicoi County, TN

Hawkinson, Jean, Minneapolis, MN

Hedgepeth, David, Logan, UT

Heineman, Mary Ellen, Waverly, TN

Henry, R.N., Idaho Falls, ~

Hepler, John, Whitleyville, TN

Hirsch, Fay, Boca Raton, FL

Honicker, Jeannine, Nashville, TN

Honicker, Jeannine, Nashville, TN

Horton, Linda, Unicoi County, TN

Hunter, A. Hayes, Knoxville, TN

International Association of Educators
for World Peace, Huntsville, AL

International Chemical Workers Union,
Oak Ridge, TN

Johnson, Erik T., Maryville, TN

Johnson, John, Chattanooga, TN

Kentucky Resources Council, Inc., Frankfort, KY

Kramer, Claudine, Weaverville, NC

Lindquist, Katherine, Norris, TN

Livermore Conservation Project, Oakland, CA

Louisiana Energy Services, Washington, DC

McCurdy, Wade, Nashville, TN

Morgan, Russell, Landridge, TN

02.006,03.014,04.009, 06.031,06.032,
06.033,06.034,06.035, 07.008,08.005,
08.008,10.003,10.016, 11.012,11.013,
14.010,16.009,16.013, 17.008,17.009,
20.007,20.008,22.006, 22.007,22.008,
22.009,24.003,24.004, 30.006,30.007,
30.008,31.001

02.004,03.013,04.008, 06.026,06.027,
06.028,06.029,09.007, 09.008,09.009,
09.010,14.007,14.008, 14.009,16.008,
16.009,17.010

02.005,03.015,06.023, 06.030,07.007,
10.003,15.002,15.003, 16.009,16.010,
16.011, 17.005, 17.006, 17.007,28.001,
32.011,33.002

10.003

10.003, 13.001

20.011,23.001

10.003

10.024

03.020,09.018,10.023, 10.024,10.032,
16.015

02.008,03.020, 10.023,10.024

07.010,09.016,16.014, 21.009,21.010,
21.011,21.012,21.013, 21.014,21.015,
21.016,21.017,22.016, 25.003,28.002,
33.001,33.002,33.004, 33.005,33.006,
33.@8

10.031

10.024

04.010

04.010

10.002

07.004

03.020, 10.023,10.024

08.006,10.003,25.005, 25.006

03.020,09.018,10.023, 10.024

03.020,09.018,10.023, 10.024

09.022

10.026

10.024

10.015

12.016.05.012

10.023

03.020, 10.003

3-75

3-83

3-87

3-91

3-92

3-93

3-102

3-103

3-104

3-106

3-107

3-115

3-116

3-117

3-118

3-119

3-120

3-121

3-122

3-124

3-125

3-126

3-127

3-128

3-129

3-130

3-133

3-134
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T&le 1.>3. Index of Commentom—Continued

Commentor Jssue Numbers Page

NashvillePeaceAction,Nashville,TN
Neading,Mary,Knoxville,TN
NoNameSubmittti, Lynchburg,VA
No NameSubmitted,Lynchburg,VA
No NameSubmittal, Lynchburg,VA
NoNameSubmitted,Lynchburg,VA
NoNameSubmittti
NoName Submitted

No Name Submitted

No Name Subqitted

No Name Submitted

No Name Submittal

No Name Submitted

No Name Submitted, Silver Mountain, TN

North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission,
Weigh, NC

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Norcross, GA

NU~M, Inc., Stamford, CT

Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alfiance, Oak
Ridge, TN

Oak Ridge Reservation Local Oversight Committee,
Oak Ridge, TN

O’Donohue, Kathleen, Huntsville, AL

Oil, Chemical &Atomic Workers Intl. Union,
Lakewood, CO

OJ1,Chemical&Atomic Workers Intl. Union,
Lakewood, CO

ONeill, John, Madison, W

Parker, James V., North Augusta, SC

Phelps, John E., Knoxville, TN

Pillay, K.K.S., hs Alamos, NM

Poe, W. be, Jr., Aiken, SC

Proctor, Bernard, Madison Heights, VA

Proctor, Jane, Madison Heights, VA

Proctor, Katy, Madison Heights, VA

Quatman, Vicki, Lake City, TN

Randall, Robert, Brunswick, GA

Rundle, Bob, Knoxville, TN

Sanford, Charles S., Nashville, TN

Sanford, Charles S., Nashville, TN

Sanford, Charles S., Nashville, TN

Scheldorf, Genny and Cindy, Louisville, KY

Shackelford, Randy, Johnson City, TN

30.005 -

10.024

10.001

10.001

10.001,10.003

08.001,22.001

10.001

10.002

21.001

10.029

10.024

10.024

10.013

03.020,10.024

23.001

05.011,09.009

12.017

01.007,03.012,03.021, 03.022,04.014,
05.008,07.009,09.013, 09.014,09.015,
11.016,14.012,14.013, 17.011

05.007,05.010,07.012, 10.008,11.001,
11.015,14.016,14.019, 16.015,17.013,
21.007,21.008,22.011, 22.012

03.020,09.018,10.023, 10.024

06.014,06.016,12.018

09.001,12.001,30.002, 32.003,32.004

06.001,06.002

06.004

10.020

06.007,08.004,10.003, 12.007,15.004

01.008,03.018,03.025, 04.016,10.003,
12.022,15.005,24.006, 28.004

21.002,22.002,26.001

06.003,32.002

20.001

09.018, 10.003,10.024

03.020,10.023,10.024

03.020,10.023,10.024

06.006

29.002

04.011.10.018, 16.006,32.012

03.020,09.018, 10.023, 10.024

08.005, 10.003

3-135

3-136

3-137

3-138

3-139

3-140

3-141

3-142

3-143

3–144

3-145

3–146

3-147

3-148

>149

3–150

3-152

>157

>162

3-165

>166

3-177

3-179

3-180

3-181

3-183

3-186

3-188

3-190

3-191

3-192

3-193

3-194

3-196

3-197

3-198

3-199

3-200

1-9
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Table 1.>3. Index of Commentors—Continued

Commentor hsue Numbers Page

Shearer, Velma M., Englewood, OH 3-201

Sierra Club, Jonesborough, TN

Southern Nuclear Operating Company,
Birmingham, W

Sparks, Dennis, Unicoi County, TN

State of Missouri Office ofAdministration, Jefferson
City, MO

State of New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection, Trenton, NJ

State of Tennessee, Department of Environment and
Conservation, Oak Ridge, TN

State of Tennessee, House of Representatives,
Nashville, TN

State of Tennessee, Johnson City, TN

Tennessee (Knoxville), Afternoon Workshop
Discussion Group A

Tennessee (Knoxville), Afternoon Workshop
Discussion Group B

Tennessee (Knoxville), Afternoon Workshop
Discussion Group C

Tennessee (Knoxville), Afternoon Workshop
Plenary Session

Tennessee (Knoxville), Afternoon Workshop
Summary Session

Tennessee (Knoxville), Evening Workshop Plenary
Session

Tennessee (Knoxville), Evening Workshop
DiscussiodSummary Session

Tennessee Valley Authority, Chattanooga, TN

Town of Erwin, Erwin, TN

Ulman, Robert, Erwin, TN

03.024,07.013,09.006, 09.020,14.005,
15.006,30.009

06.022,09.023,21.020, 22.014,24.008,
25.002,25.004,32.013, 32.014,32.015

12.011

10.003

23.001

23.001

02.007,10.003,14.020, 16.015,20.012,
21.019,22.013,22.015, 22.017,22.018,
25.007,25.008,28.003, 33.009

10.003

10.003

01.002,03.007,03.008, 04.007,06.009,
06.010,06.020,06.024, 09.004,09.012,
10.003,10.008,10.009, 11.005,11.006,
11.007,11.008,12.004, 14.003,16.003,
16.004,20.006,20.009, 21.006,22.010,
24.005,26.005,29.001, 32.007,32.008

01.001,03.001,03.002, 03.003,03.004,
03.005,03.006,04.002, 04.003,09.002,
11.003,11.004,16.009, 20.005,21.003,
21.004,21.005,22.005, 24.002,32.006,
33.001

01.004,02.001,03.009, 03.010,03.011,
03.017,04.006,05.002, 05.005,05.006,
05.013,06.011,06.015, 06.017,06.019,
07.002,07.004,07.008, 08.003,10.003,
10.009,10.014,11.010, 13.002,13.003,
13.004,14.006,14.011, 17.012,19.001,
20.002,20.003,20.010, 24.001

01.003,04.005,05.001, 06.012,09.002,
09.005,11.009,14.004, 15.001,16.005,
22.003,22.004,23.002, 26.002,26.004,
30.004

08.007,10.003

04.002,04.004,05.002, 05.003,07.002,
08.002,09.003,10.003, 12.003,17.001,
17.004

02.002,05.004,06.025, 07.005,12.004,
12.005,12.006,17.002, 17.003,20.004,
29.003,33.003

07.003

10.003

10.003

3-203

3-207

3-209
>210

3-211

3-212

>220

3-221

3-223

3-231

>236

%244

3-248

3-249

3-252

3-254

3-255

3-256

l–lo
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Commentor hsue Numbers Page

Unicoi County Board of Wucation, Ewin, TN 10.003 3-257
Unicoi County Memorial Hospitrd Inc., Ewin, TN

United States Department of the Interior,
Atlanta, GA

United States Enrichment Corporation,
Bethesda, MD

United States Environmental Protection Agency,
Washington, DC

Uranium Producers of America, Santa Fe, NM

Uranium Producers of America, Santa Fe, ~

U.S. Energy/Crested Corp., Riverton, WY

Utility Resource Associates, Rockville, MD

Vhginia Power, Innsbrook Technical Center,
Glen Allen, VA

Walton, Barbara A., Oak Ridge, TN

Werth, Kenneth F., Arvada, CO

Western North Carofina Physicans for Social
Responsibility, Asheville, NC

Wilcox, Bob, Savannah River, SC

WIICOX,Robert, Martinez, GA

Wood, Adelle, Nashville, TN

Young, Faith, Dixon Springs, TN

M, Peter, Erwin, TN

10.003

20.013,21.011

03.026,04.017,09.024, 10.003,11.011,
12.023,33.007,33.009, 33.011

07.014,07.015,07.016, 33.002,33.010,
33.012

11.002, 12.002, 16.001,30.003,32.003,
32.005

03.023,07.006,12.014, 16.015

05.009,09.019,12.015

10.003,13.006

12.019, 12.020

05.007,07.012,10.008, 11.001,17.013,
21.007,21.008,22.011, 22.012

06.008

03.016,03.020,10.009, 14.002

10.003,21.018,23.006

07.001

10.023,10.024,14.018

10.009

10.008,10.021,32.016

3-259

>260

>261

3-263

3-267

3-270

3-282

3-287

%288

3-290

3-292

3–297

3-298

3-299

3-300

3-301

3–302
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T&h 1.M. Index of Issue Bins

ksue Bk Page hsue Bti Page hsue Bti Page

01

01.001
01.002
01.003
01.004
01.005
01.006
01.007
01.008
01.009

02

02.001
02.002
02.003
02.004
02.005
02.006
02.007
02.008

03

03.001
03.002
03.003
03.004
03.005
03.006
03.007
03.008
03.009
03.010
03.011
03.012
03.013
03.014
03.015
03.016
03.017
03.018
03.020

3-231

3-223

3–244

3-237

3–73

345

3-159

3-187

341

3–237

3-253

3-73

3-83

3-88

3-75

3-215

3-106

3-231

3-231

3-231
3-232

3–232

3-232

3–225

3-225

3-236
3-237

3-238
3-157

344
3–79

3-88

3-297

3–3, 3-238
3–186

3-3,3-8,346,
3-56,345,3-104,
3-106,3-121,
3-124,3-125,
3–134, 3-148,
3-165,3-193,

03.021

03.022

03.023

03.024

03.025

03.026

04

04.001

04.002

04.003

04.004

04.005

04.006

04.007

04.008

04.009

04.010

04.011

04.012

04.013

04.014

04.015

04.016

04.017

05

05.001

05.002

05.003

05.004

05.005

05.006

05.007

05.008

05.009

05.010

05.011

05.012

05.013

06

06.001

3–194, 3-199,
3-297

3–158

3-158

3–273

3-201

3-186

3–262

3-198

3-232,3-249

3-232

3-249

3–244

3-239

3-225

3-84

3–75

3-117,3-118

3-58

342

3–32

3–157

345

3-186

3–262

3-244

3–236, 3-249

3-249

3-253

3-237

3-237

3-162,3-290

3–157

3-286

3-163

3-150

3-131

3-238

3-179

06.002

06.003

06.004

06.005

06.006

06.007

06.008

06.009

06.010

06.011

06.012

06.014

06.015

06.016

06.017

06.018

06.019

06.020

06.021

06.022

06.023

06.024
06.025

06.026

06.027

06.028

06.029

06.030

06.031

06.032

06.033

06.034

06.035

07

07.001

07.002

07.003
07.004

07.005

07.006

07.007

07.008

07.009

07.010

3-179

3-190

>180

349

3-196

3-184

>292

%224

%225

3-236

3-245

3-167
3-238

3-176
3-238

3-24

>238

>224

>31

>203

3-89

3-224

3-252

3-83
3-84

3-84

3-84

>87

3-80

3-75

3-77

3-77

3-79

>299

3-236,3-249

3-254
3-120,>238

3-253

3-275

3-89

3-79,3-237

>157
3-109
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Lsue Bin Page hsue Bin Page hsue Bin Page

07.011

07.012

07.013

07.014

07.015

07.016

08

08.001

08.002

08.003

08.004

08.005

08.006

08.007

08.008

09

09,001
09,002
09.003
09.004
09.005
09,006
09.007
09.008
09,009
09.010
09,011
09,012
09,013
09.014
09.015
09,016
09.018

09,019
09,020
09.021
09.022
09,023
09.024

340

3-163,3-290

3-201

3-266

3-265

3-266

3-140

3-249

3-237

3-185

3-79,3-200

3-123

3-248

3-80

3-177

3-232,3-244

3-249

3-223

3-244

3-202

3-83

3-83

3-83,3-151

3-83

3-51

3-223

3-157

3-158

3-158

3-108

3-8, 3+6, 3-56,
3+, 3-104,
3-124,3-125,
3-165,3-192,
3-199

3-286

3-201

3-32

3-126

3-205

3-261

09.025

10

10.001

10.002

10.003

10.006

10.007

10.008

10.009

10.011

10.013

10.014

10.015

10.016

10.018

10,019

10.020

10.021

10.023

10.024

3–17

3-137,3-138,
3-139,3-141

3-119,3-142

34, 3–1 1, 3–18,
3-22,345,3-57,
3+6, >70,3-71,
3-81,3-87,3-91,
3-92,>102,
3–122, 3-134,
3-139,3-183,
3-186,3-192,
3-200,3-209,
3-214,3-220,
3-221,3-226,
3-238,3-248,
3-249,3-255,
3-256,3-257,
3-259,3-261,
3-287,3-298

347

3-15

34,3-17,3-55,
3-70,3-164,
3-225,3-290,
3-304

343,3-225,
3-239,3-297,
3-301

3-23

3-147

3-238

3-129

3-80

3-198

3-1o

3-181

3-302

3-8,346,3-54,
3-56, 3*, 3-104,
3-106,3-121,
3-124,3-125,
3-133,3-165,
3-193,3-194,
3-199,3-300

3-8.3-13,346,
3-53,3-56,344,

10.025

10.026

10.027

10.029

10.031

10.032

10.033

10.034

11

11.001
11.002
11.003
11.004
11.005
11.006
11.007
11.008
11.009
11.010
11.011
11.012
11.013
11.014
11.015
11.016

12

12.001
12.002
12.003
12.004
12.005
12.006
12.007
12.008
12.009

3-103,3-104,
3-106,3-116,
3-121,3-124,
3-125,3-128,
3-136,3-145,
3-146,3-148,
3-165,3-192,
3-193,3-194,
3-199,3-300

3-20

3-19,3-127

3–20

3–144

3-115

3–104

345

3-72

3-162,3-290

3-268

3-232

3-232

3-223

3-223

3-224

3-225

3-244

3-236

3-261

3-79

3-79

348

3-163

3-159

3-177

3-267

3-249

3-224,3-252

3-252

3-252

3-184

348

3-58
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hsue Bin Page ksue Bin Page Zssue Bin Page

12.010

12.011

12.012

12.013

12.014

12.015

12.016

12.017

12.018

12.019

12.020

12.021

12.022

12.023

13

13.001
13.002
13.003
13.004
13.005
13.006

14

14.001
14.002
14.003
14.004
14.005
14.006
14.007
14.008
14.009

14.010

14.011

14.012

14.013

14.014

14.015

14.016

14.017

14.018

14.019

14.020

1–14

349

3-207

3-32

3-36

3-270

3-282

3–130

3–152

3-167

3-288

3-289

3-50

3–187

3-262

3-92

3-236

3–236

3-238

3-73

3-287

3-15

342,3-297

3-223

3-244

3–201

3–239

3-83

3-83

344

3-80

3-239

3–157

3–158

3-12

3-22

3–163

3-31

3–300

3-163

3-218

. .

Z5

15.001
15.002
15.003
15.004
15.005
15.006
15.007

16

16.M1
16.002
16.003
16.004
16.005
16.006
16.007
16.008
16.009

16.010

16.011

16.013

16.014

16.015

16.018

16.019

16.020

Z7

17.001
17.002
17.003
17.004
17.005
17.006
17.007
17.008
17.009
17.010

17.011

17.012

17.013

3-245

3-87

3-87

3-184

3:187

3-201

3-19

3-267

3-88

3-223

3-225

3–245

3-198

3–73

3-83

3-75,3-84,3-88,
3–23 1

3-87

3-88

3-80

3–110

3-56, %104,
3–163, 3-215,
3–274

3-36

343

3-215

3-249

3-252

3–252

3–249

3-88

3-89

3-89

3-76

3-81

3-83

3-158

3-236

3-163,3-290

19

19.001

20

20.001

20.002

20.003

20.004

20.005

20.006

20.007

20.008

20.009

20.010

20.011

20.012

20.013

21

21.001

21.002

21.003

21.004

21.005

21.006

21.007

21.008

21.009

21.010

21.011

21.012

21.013

21.014

21.015

21.016

21.017

21.018

21.019

21.020

22

22.001

22.002

22.003

3-237

3-191

3-237

3-237

3-253

3-231

3-17,3-225

3-75

3-78

3-224

3-237

3-94

3-216

3-260

3-143

3-188

3-231

3-231

3-231

3-224

3-163,3-290

3-162,3-290

3-110

3-111

3-111,3-260

3-111

3-111

3-112

3-112

3-112

3-110

3-6,3-14,3-298

3-215

3-204

3-140

3-188
3-244
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hsue Bin Page hsue Bin Page ksue Bin Page

22.004

22.005

22,006

22.007

22.008

22.009

22.010

22.011

22.012

22.013

22.014

22.015

22.016

22.017

22.018

23

23.001

23.002

23.006

24

24.001
24.002
24.003
24.004
24,005
24.006
24.007
24.008

25

25.001
25.002
25,003
25.004

3-245

3-231

3-73,3-75,340

3-80

3-80

3-80

3-223

3-163,3-290

3–162, 3-290

3-216

3-204

3-216

3-111

3–216

3-216

3-96,3-149,
3-210,3-211

3-245

3-298

3-236

3–231

3-80

3-81

3–226

3-187

3-18

3-205

3-73

3-204

3-109

3-205

25.005

25.006

25.007

25.008

26

26.001

26.002

26.003

26.004

26.005

28

28.001

28.002

28.003

28.004

29

29.001

29.002

29.003

30

30.002

30.003

30.004

30.005

30.006

30.007

30.008

30.009

30.010

31

31.001

3–123

3–123

3-216

3-217

3–188

3–244

347

3–245

3–226

3-88

3–1 10

3-214

3–186

3–225

3–197

3-253

3–178

3-268

3–245

3-135

3-75

3–75

3–79

3–201

3–73

3-78

32

32.001

32.002

32.003

32.004

32.005

32.006

32.007

32.008

32.009

32.010

32.011

32.012

32.013

32.014

32.015

32.016

33

33.001

33.002

33.003

33.004

33.005

33.006

33.007

33.008

33.009

33.010

33.011

33.012

3–2

3-190

3-177, 3–267

3–178

3-268

3-232

3-224

3–224

3-73

3–73

3-88

3-198

3-204

3-203

3-205

3-302

3-108,3-232

349,3-110,3-266

3-252

3–108

3-109

3-109

3–261

3–1 10

3-215,3-262

3-265

3-262

3-265

1-15
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Changes in Environmental
Impact Statement as a

Result of Public Comments

Chapter 2
Changes in Environmental Impact Statement

as a Restit of Public Comments

During the 78-day public comment period, DOE
received a total of 688 written or recorded
comments (Table 1.1-1) on the HEU Draft EIS. Al
comments were considered and responses prepared.
There were several major issues that emerged from
public comments on the HEU Draft EIS. Some of
these comments necessitated changes in the HEU
Draft EIS, which were incorporated into the HEU
Final EIS. The major comments received and
changes made in response to these comments are
summarized below.

There was, among those who submitted comments,
overwhelming support for the fundamental
objective of transforming surplus HEU to a non-
weapons-usable form by blending it down to low-
enriched uranium (LEO (for either fuel or waste).
A few commentors, however, argued that surplus
HEU should be retained in its present form for
possible future use, either in weapons or breeder
reactors.

There was substantird opposition to commercial use
of surplus HEU in the form of nuclear reactor fuel.
The commentors holding this view indicated that
such use would increase proliferation risk by
creating commercial spent nuclear fuel, which
results in the generation of W. These commentors
generally supported blending surplus HEU to LEU
for disposal as waste instead of blending for
commercial use.

Some commentors from the uranium fuel cycle
industry expressed substantial concern that the
entry of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU from
both Russian and U.S. weapons programs would
severely depress uranium prices and lead to the
closure of U.S. uranium mines, conversion plants,
or enrichment plants. There were other comments,
however, from several electric utilities that operate
nuclear plants and from one uranium supplier
indicating that reactor fuel derived from surplus
HEU (Russian and U.S.) would enter the market at

a time when worldwide production is expected to
fall considerably short of demand and prices are
expected to be rising substantially, which, in fact,
has occurred over the course of completing the
HEU Final EIS. These commentors felt that the
likely impact of market sales of LEU fuel derived
from surplus HEU would be to moderate sharp
price escrdation.

Seved commentors argued that DOE should have
evaluated in the HEU Draft EIS blending some or
all of the surplus HEU to either 19- or 4-percent
LEU and storing it until some later, undefined time.
They argued that blending surplus HEU to below
20-percent enrichment and storing it indefinitely
would have considerable nonproliferation
advantages since it would not generate spent
nuclear fuel, which contains Pu, while preserving
its eeonomic or beneficial use options.

Many commentors also argued that DOE should
have developed a formal economic analysis
evaluating the cost of each dtemative, as well as
benefits anticipated from the sale of LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU in the commercial
market. They indicated, in general, that without a
comparative cost analysis between various
dtematives and the Preferred Atemative, it would
not be possible to fully weigh the environmental
risks and socioeconomic impacts of the Preferred
Mtemative against the risks and benefits that could
be achieved by implementing other dtematives.

Many commentors expressed support for or
opposition to the use of particular facilities for
surplus HEU disposition actions. Similarly, several
commentors indicated either support or opposition
to the Preferred Mtemative an~or expressed their
Preferred Alternative. A few commentors expressed
concern regarding the projected worker latent
cancer fatality consequences for facility accidents.
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Disposition of Surplus Highly
Enriched Uranium Final EIS

In response to comments received on the HEU
Draft EIS, as well as other changes in
circumstances and knowledge, the HEU Final EIS
has been modified in the following respects:

● The discussion of potential impacts to
the uranium mining and nuclear fuel
cycle industries (Section 4.8) has been
revised to reflect enactment (in April
1996) of the U.S. Enrichment
Corporation (USEC) Privatization Act
(Public Law [P.L] 104-134), and to
better reflect cumulative impacts in
light of the U.S.-Russian agreement to
purchase Russian HEU blended down
to LEU. The HEU Final EIS recognizes
the possibility that the market may be
able to support only one U.S.
enrichment plant after the year 2000 (as
projected in the Environmental
Assessment for the Purctise of Russian
Low Enriched Uranium Derived from
the Dismantlement of Nuclear Weapons
in the Countries of the Former Soviet
Union [USEC EA]) when Russian
shipments of LEU derived from HEU
are scheduled to triple. However,
decisions regarding the continued
operation of the enrichment plants
would be made by USEC or its
successor and would be based on the
prevailing market conditions.

● Revisions were made in Chapters 1 and
2 of Volume I of the HEU Final EIS to
modify the discussion of the rates of
disposition actions that could result in
commercial sales of LEU to better
reflect the composition of the surplus
inventory, the time required for DOE to
make HEU available for disposition,
and the new legislative requirement (in
the USEC Privatization Act) to avoid
adverse material impacts on the
domestic uranium mining, conversion,
or enrichment industries. As a result of
the Secretary of Energy’s Openness
Initiative announcement of February 6,
1996, Figure 1.3-1 was included in
Volume I of the HEU Final EIS to

●

9

provide the forms, locations, and
quantities of surplus HEU in the United
Stites.

In response to several comments, a
qualitative discussion has been added in

Section 2.1.3 of Volume I of the HEU
Final EIS regarding the option of
blending surplus HEU to 19-percent
LEU and storing it. As explained in
Section 2.1.3, DOE does not consider
this option reasonable because it would
delay beneficial re-use of the material;
delay recovery of the economic value of
the materird; add storage costs; reduce
net revenues in the near term; not meet
all aspects of the purpose and need of
the proposed action; and be practically
applicable without additional
construction to only a small portion (20
metric tons [t] or approximately 40 t if a
solidification facility is proposed and
constructed at or near Savannah River
Site [SRS]) of the current surplus
inventory.

The assessment of impacts to
noninvolved workers and the public
from accidental releases (radiological)
was revised to improve realism in the
calculation of doses and the results were
incorporated into Chapters 2 and 4 of
Volume I of the HEU Final EIS.
Accidental radiological releases of
uranium were remodeled using the
MELCORAccident Consequence Code
System (MACCS) computer code with
more detailed site-specific information
to better estimate noninvolved worker
(and public) cancer fatalities at each
candidate site. The results revealed
substantial reductions in projected
cancer fatalities for all the blending
alternatives at each site. DOE believes
that these results reflect more realistic
consequences since MACCS offers
better capabilities in terms of modeling
accident conditions and uses detailed
site-specific information.
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Changes in Environmental
Impact Statement as a

Result of Public Comments

● Volume I of the HEU Final EIS has been
modified to reflect the fact that SRS has
effectively lost the ability to do metal
blending and currently lacks the ability
to solidify and crystdim material at the
4-percent enrichment level. SRS is now
assessed only for uranyl nitrate
hexahydrate (UNH) blending, and the
fact that other arrangements must be
made for oxidation of commercial
material is reflected.

● Several changes have been made to the
cumulative impac~ section (Smtion 4.6
of Volume I) to reflect changes in the
status of other projects and their
associated National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) documents (for
example, Oak Ridge Reservation [ORR]
was not selected as part of the Preferred
Alternative in the Tritium Supply and
Recycling Programmatic Environ-
mental Impact Statement and Rword of
Decision [ROD]).

Q Based on comments received, Section
4.4 of Volume I has been revised to
include a discussion and comparison of
risks associated with materials handling
and transportation for all blending
processes at the Y-12 Plant. Section 4.4
has also been revised to include an
assessment of impacts for potential
transportation of surplus HEU currently
located at SRS and Portsmouth directly
to blending sites instead of sending it to
the Y–12 Plant for interim storage.

past “earthquakes and potential
impacts to facilities that could result
from future seismic activity.

A separate Hoodplain Assessment (and
Proposed Statement of Findings) has
been added to the HEU Final EIS
(Section 4.13 of Volume ~ pursuant to
10 CFR Part 1022. This assessment is
based, in large part, on information that
was presented in the water resources
sections of the HEU Draft EIS. The
discussion of potential flooding at the
NFS site has been expanded in response
to comments.

Numerous other minor technical and
edhorid changes have been made to the
document.

Some DOE policy positions have remained
unchanged between the HEU Draft and Find EISS
notwithstanding comments that counseled a
different approach. These comments were
associated with keeping surplus HEU in its present
form for possible future use, perceived
nonproliferation concerns due to plutonium @) in
spent nuclear fuel generated as a result of using
LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU in commercird
reactors, and the request for economic costienefit
analysis of dtematives in the HEU Draft EIS. (A
cost analysis of the rdtematives has been prepared
and is available for public review.) The unchanged
policy positions are explained in detail in Section
1.5.4 of Volume I of the HEU Find EIS.

● The geology and soils sections for
all of the candidate blending sites
have been augmented to address a
comment requesting a discussion of
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Chapter
Comment Documents

3
and Responses

This chapter presents all dmuments submitted to DOE on the =U Draft EIS, comments recorded in public
meetings and identified from documents, and DOE’s response to each comment. Comments that were
identicd or similar in nature were grouped together to develop a single response. The responses developed
for each group were then repeated in this swtion for each comment in that group.
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~te R*i* Illlws
-Ot ID Pool?
Name: PetarN-ndw
Nd= LynMburg,VA

Tmn~ti:

~mdting fmmLyn&burg,Wrghla,ati Idanl aea hamtiat thera’agoingto ba a
publicwarkahoptnLynmwg, wnsldedngUmt’aona ofthetwoplainsIsone of tie two
fadl~s amongthemndtiatestiesferthlsproposeddbposMonofsurplusHEU. I
wld Ilketo haveaernethlngbl mfiar thathaveto takemyUmeto go outto 32,001
tioti~, Ten~*ae, to attenda wotihop. 1thinkthatwou~ba fafr,andIthinkWa
@ht andtha~awhatIWOUMGke10see. Ihkemyphoneall ratumadpleaw Myname
IsPeler-amtar, andMYnumbr la8U~W145. ThankYou.

32.001: The Department of Energy welcomes your comments on the ~U Draft EIS.
DOE must work within the constmints imposed by available funding and resources.
Because DOE is trying to reduce the costs of complying with NEPA,and due to the geo-
graphical proximity of three of the four candidate sites identified in the ~U EIS, DOE
determined that two pubfic meetings (fioxville, TN and Augusta, GA) would be appro-
priate for this program.
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DaleRei\rd 01/106
Commmt ID FO056
NamG timaa M. Wuch
Ad&. Arndmn FriendsSW= Cotittco

lW ~aycttc Stmct
Denver,Colorado80218.

Tuctiptiom

I’m dhng on JSOW 12@ 199d to apseas our orgmriatims’sconcernabouttheDepartmentof
Sncrgy’s ~vhnnsmti lmpastStatemmton thedispositionof surplushi~y cosichsduranium.
A majorpmblcmvdti thecurrentDmft~U HS is thatitaclcctsh dmtms smsuncrsiduse
optionw the favoti option..~t i%theHEU EIS mmmcnda that85% ofthc uraniumbs
dow blindedto theImcl of nuslw rmstor fuel. Wts wodd m~t intensof tiousandsoftona
of apsntnuslear &l mntining plutoniumondhighlydchsd dmn, boh usablefor nuclear
WPOS fiSS mms=iu, butthe Psssldent’s1993 Nonpmfif-ion and~ti ControlPolicy
Stotemcntwuims thatnonpm~fcmtionbo a highsrpriotityindctccmininghowto dd witi
surplusspccia3matfflds. ~ -ation of weapons-wble makrids as an cndrssdt of a prwss
motivatccfby mmmsmid gain fim thede of rmctor gradeumniumrelc8atesnonpmtifcmtion
gds to a Iowcrpsiotity. Even tithout the Fmaidmt’s 1993 JSOECYstatement,wethti it foolish
to crmtc mom wmpo~umblc mattids whenthm is anotheroption,tit is dow blending
HEUtola ti 1%and~sing of it os Iow.lacl wostew thatit mn’t k usedinwmports.
Nonpmtifcrotion~tid bs our majorpriotity.

FinoUy,wc rcsommmd thattheHEU EIS at Imatkgin to dd withtbc issueofhtcmatiod
controlson allnuclearnmtcrialsin oticr to lcmen weapons pmfifcmtionondto kttcr msusc
cnvironmsnti psotition. ~c UnitedStotmsbou3dtic tbc IcadinassuringthatOUsnotcrids
uaablcfor nuclmrWJMOS k sontmlledby theicstsrnatimmlcommunityxcurcly and

~flY.

Nnscmlyyoq
ThommM. ~Uti,
Diwtor, DIsarmamentaod R* Flats PM-
titiw Fricn& Scrviw Commiti,
IW May* Stress
Denver,Colorado80218.
Ourphonenumberis mea *C (303) 8324789. Thmrtsyou fortheoppmttity to sommcnt.

)3.017

03.020

03.017: The Department of Energy does not agree that commercial use of LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU increases the proliferation potential. DOE considers altern-
atives2 through 5, which represent blending different portions of the surplus HEU to
waste or fuel, as roughly equivalent in terms of proliferation potential and much more
proliferation resistant than the HEU in its present form. That is, LEU at both 4- and
0.9-percent enrichment and spent fuel are all considered to have low proliferation poten-
tial because both enrichment of uranium and reprocessing of spent fuel to separate Pu are
difficult and costly.Although fuel derived from U.S. SUWIUSHEU and sold abroad could
conceivably be reprocessed in some countries to separate Pu for commercial (non-mili-
tary) use in mixed oxide fuel, that LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would simply
replace other fuel, so no incremental PrJwill be created as a result of this program.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) controls. There
is some HEU under WA safeguards at the Y-12 Plant, as well as some W at the Han-
ford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE’s intent to make additional quantities of surplus
material subject to international controls to the maximum extent possible.
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21.018: Accident consequences presented in the WU Draft EIS were estimated using
the GENH computer code. GENH is generally used and best suited for modeling impacts
of radiological releases under normal operation of facilities because it handles a large
number of radiological isotopes and accounts for the ingestion pathway. GENII was used
with 50 percent meteorology (average meteorological conditions that would occur 50
percent of the time in any given period) during the accident. It is assumed that the nonin-
volved worker is placed in the sector that yields the maximum dose calculated by GEN~.
Latent cancer fatalities were calculated by applying this dose to all workers assuming that
they are located 1,000 meters (m) away (or at the site bounda~ if less than 1,000 m) from
the accident due to lack of data on site-specific worker distribution. This was done to
compensate for a lack of data regarding onsite worker distribution, but yields highly con-
servative results. Also, Wlsapproach yielded disproportionately higher impacts at Y-1 2
and SRS because of the larger workforce at those sites compared to commercial sites.

In response to public comments, accidental releases of uranium were re-modeled using
the MACCS computer code with more detailed site-specific information to better esti-
mate noninvolved worker cancer fatalities at each candidate site. MACCS is a widely
used code and offers better capabilities than GENII in terms of modeling accident condi-
tions. It uses actual (recorded onsite) meteorological conditions and distributes data
recorded over a l-year period. The worker distribution data for each site were also col-
lected and incorporated into MACCS runs to obtain a more realistic estimate of potential
worker accident consequences.

The results obtained from MACCS runs have been incorporated into Section 4.3 of the
~U Final EIS. The methodology for the accident analysis has been added as Section
4.1.9. and Appendix E.5 of the ~U Final EIS.
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. .
Januaw 10, 1996

WE / Fissile Materials Disposition FM # 1-800-820-5156
c/o SAIC/HEU EIS
Washington, DC 20026

Gentlemen:

11m tnubled by reports that you plan topemit the inking
of nuclear reactor fuel from highly enriched uranium. Thie lo a
bad idea and I object because:

10.024
● It will create npent fuel, a highly toxic and radioactive

waste we have no nolution for.

● It will create plutonium, a violation of our non.
proliferation goals.

● other optiono have not hen ade~ately explored, including
storing domblendcd uranium. I 09,018

On the other hand, I do support the following:

● ~wnblending all highly enriched uranium so it cannot be
used in weapons.

10.023

● Developing the capacitytodomblend all uranium declared
surplus in ten years.

● Having intentional controls on all nuclear materials. I 03.020
I sincerely hope you will give careful thought to the well

being of future generationsbefore you take action.

g;%

Knoxville,Tt6 37921
FM #1-800-522-2409

10.OM: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from namral uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the NationalAcademy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce
net revenues in the near term, not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro-
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventoV.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to WA controls. There is some HEU under WEA safeguards at
the Y–12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOES
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.
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10.019

10.019: me HE[ EIS analyzed environmental impacts of the proposed action at four
candidate sites. ~ese candidate sites cumentlyhave~echnically{Iabie uranium blending
capabilities and could blend surplus HEU to LEU for commercial fuel or waste. Once
environmental, cost, and scheduling studies are completed, DOE will make program-
matic decisions as to whether surplus ~U should be blended for commercial use or for
waste. Decisions about where specificbatches of HEU will be blended are expected to be
based largely on business considerations and may involve USEC, other private entities
that may act as the Government’smarketing agent, or DOE.
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14.014: The Department of Energy’s Preferred Alternative is to blend down the ~U
but minimize the amount of waste generated. Commercial use of the material minimizes
the waste generated, because ~U blended to fuel replaces fuel that would be used any-
way; ~U blended to waste is addhional to the amount that would be otherwise gener-
ated.

I
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10.024

10.OM The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from tils program. Although spent fuel contains W, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
poficy of the United States to m~e weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.
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21.018: Accident consequences presented in the HEU Draft EIS were estimated using
the GENH computer code. GENU is generally used and best suited for modeling impacts
of radiological releases under normal operation of facilities because it handles a large
number of radiological isotopes and accounts for the ingestion pathway. GENH was used
with 50 percent meteorology (average meteorological conditions that would occur 50
percent of the time in any given period) during the accident. It is assumed that the nonin-
volved worker is placed in the sector that yields the maximum dose calculated by GENH.
Latent cancer fatalities were calculated by applying this dose to all workers assuming that
they are located 1,000 m away (or at the site bounda~ if less than 1,000 m) from the acci-
dent due to lack of data on site-specific worker distribution. This was done to compensate
for a lack of data regarding onsite worker distribution, but yields highly conservative
results. Also, this approach yielded disproportionately higher impacts at Y-12 and SRS
because of the larger workforce at those sites compared to commercial sites.

In response to pubfic comments, accidental releases of uranium were re-modeled using
the MACCS computer code with more detailed site-specific information to better esti-
mate noninvolved worker cancer fatalities at each candidate site. MACCS is a widely
used code and offers better capabilities than GENII in terms of modeling accident condi-
tions. It uses actual (recorded onsite) meteorological conditions and distributes data
recorded over a l-year period. The worker distribution data for each site were also col-
lected and incorporated into MACCS runs to obtain a more realistic estimate of potential
worker accident consequences.

The results obtained from MACCS runs have been incorporated into Section 4.3 of the
HEU Final EIS. The methodology for the accident analysis has been added in Section
4.1.9 and Appendix E.5 of the HEU Final EIS.
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14.001
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10.OOZ The No Action Alternative does not satisfi the purpose and need for the prm
posed action. It would leave the nuclear proliferation problem unaddressed, continue to
incur storage costs, and not recover the economic value of the material. DOE agrees that
the surplus ~U material represents a national treasure and therefore does not intend to
dispose of it as waste if that can be avoided. DOE’s goal is to m~imize the economic
value of tils ~U by blendlng it to LEU and gradually selting it in the commercial mar-
ket for use in commercial reactors. See discussion of the Preferred Alternative in Section
1.4.2.

14.001: The ~U disposition program does not propose to “dilute” ~U with non-ura-
nium materials merely for purposes of disposal. Rather, the ~U that must be disposed
as waste would be blended with depleted uranium down to LEU primarily to make it non-
weapons-usable. The resultant product to be disposed of would be essentially pure ura-
nium oxide, at an etichment level (about 0.9 percent) that approaches a natural level. It
is true that the volume would be greatly increased (by about a factor of 70), and that dis-
posal is not a simple matter, which is one major reason DOE prefers to minimize the
quantity that must be disposed of as waste by using as much as possible in commercial
fuel.
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10.008

09,025

20.006

10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the HEU EIS as
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with
NEPA, the HEU EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide
this information to the decisionmakers.

09.025: Uranium hexafluoride @F6) blending would only be used to make fuel for the
commercial reactor industry. h light of existing UNH and metal blending (at the Y-12
Plant) capabilities of the DOE facilities, DOE believes that it would not be reasonable to
add UF6 blending capability at DOE sites for commercial fuel feed due to the capital
investment required and the limited use, if any, of such capability for other DOE misions.

20.00& Assessment of impacts resulting from the proposed action were conducted at
sites where facilities for UNH and metal blending processescurrently exist and would not
require new construction even for a new UF6 capability at commercial sites. This pro-
vides the decisionmaker a reasonable range of site options to consider. However, because
environmental and transportation related risks are low for all alternatives, it is anticipated
that decisions on blending locations will be a function of other factors, such as material
forms, availability of facilities when needed, and business decisions.

Transportation risk assessments showed that risks would be only slightly lower for blend-
ing to low-level waste (LLW) at ORR. For blending to fuel feed material as UNH crys-
tals, ORR is not the lowest risk alternative. ~o significant factors contributed to these
conclusions: (1) onsite material handling represents the greater part of the total risk, and
such handling would still be necessary even to blend at ORR, and (2) the highest trans-
portation risk for these scenarios is not in transporting HEU, but in transporting the sig-
nificantly larger volume of fuel feed material and LLWafter blending,
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10.003: Comment noted.

January10, 1996

0.s. Deparment of En-r y
?office of FiasileMaterals Disposition

c/o ~C/HW EIS
m BOX 23786
Washington,oc 20026-3786

Mar OfficeOr FiSSi10Mte;~alS Disposition:

The city or mk tidseEnvironmental@alitY MViSOrY ~ard (~) ‘S
reviewedthe mpartient of Enex9yDraftEnvirouenul ImpactStatement
(DEIS)on DiswsitionOf SWIUS Hi9hly ~riched uIsni= and haa made
the followingobaemations:

1.

2.

3.

Ntemative 5, Mximm C-arcial use of surplushi hly enriched
!uratiu, ap ●rs to k the ewizomentally prefax~ e alternative.

rm0n9 the a ternatimsconsideredin the EIs,the mxhm
cmazcial me alternativewuld derim the 9reatestbenefitfra
paot efforu to obtainand enrid thm mani~ thatis now
consideredmu lUS. This ●lternatiwwouldamid 5m new

?anviromentil n~cts ftm minin, dllin9, and enrichin9new
?nourcesof uraniu forcmercia reactorfuel,and itwould

minimizethe imacts frm diswsal of ~terial thatcouldbe a.—...-.—-
valuablexeao=ke.

mtiromental impactsfrm activitiesat the Y-12 Plantwouldnot
M si9nifl-ntunderan altexmtiva)however,socioeconomic

3tipcts at Y-12 analyze in thisDEIScouldb si9nificnnt.
Spcifically:

Sbaltermtims involtinguse of c-ercial facilitiesonly to
blendsusplusUxani- (suchaa Nternaclves4B end 5B) giw us
concern,as tieywouldcauseseriow a~erse smimconmic iwacta
in Oak Rid9edue to the 10S8of aplowent opportunitiesat tho
Y-12 Plant.

9houldyou hava westiou regardin9thesecments, pleasecontactW.
Ellen9mith,vica~ir of ~, at (423)s74-73g6.On behalfOf the
Board,we appreciatethe Opportunityto Cmnt on thisDEIS.

Sincerely,
For the %d

cc: HonorableM or and -rs of -k RId9eCitycouncil
I-y Fitzqerad, o= -1 mrsight Chttee

10.003

24.007

M.00% me types of socioeconomic impacts assessedin an EIS include potential losses
in income and employment arising from downsizing or phasing out of facilities. For pro-
posed actions involving large construction projects, potential adverse impacts to public
services and municipal financesare also assessed.However, to assess the potential loss in
employment opportunities because a project might be located at a site other than ORR is
beyond the scope of the HEU EIS. Furthermore, surplus HEU disposition would generate
a mwimum of 125 direct jobs, which would have an insignificant effect in the region
where the work would take place.
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10.026: The Presiden6 acting on the advice of the Nuclear Weapons Council, has deter-
mined that sufficient quantities have been retained in the strategic stockpile and that the
materials declared SUTIUSare not needed to address any credible threat. More HEU
could be declared su~lus in the future if additional treaties are signed between the United
States and other countries that possess nuclear weapons. As the commentor notes, the
price paid to make HEU has been quite high. However, DOE believes that the value of
surplus HEU is not proportional to the cost of making it. Value is what the surplus HEU
could be sold for in the commercial market. DOE had more HEU than it needs and since
storing and safeguarding the material would continue to incur cost, DOE intends to sell
LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU to recover moneta~ value and to set an example to
other nations.

15.007: Although the volume of surplus HEU is relatively small, it is nonetheless a suf-
ficient quantity to potentially make thousands of nuclear explosives if it gets into the
wrong hands, The United States is properly safeguarding the material in its current form,
but to reducecosts and set an example for other nations, the United States proposes to
make the SUTIUSmaterial permanently non-weapons-usable.
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10.026
cont.

10.027

10.025

10.O2R The No Action Alternative, which preserves the option of continued storage,
does not serve the purpose and need for the proposed action because the material would
remain in weapons-usable form. DOE agrees that maimum commercial use is the most
intelligent option and acknowledges that political considerations (in an international
rather than a domestic partisan sense) constitute an important aspect of the purpose and
need for HEU disposition actions.

10.025: The Department of Energy agrees that blending for disposal as waste should be
minimized, although it will not be possible to avoid it altogether because some of the sur-
plus material would not be economic to develop for commercial use. The blend of all
surplus HEU to waste was evaluated in the HEU EIS to provide a comprehensive evalua-
tion of a full range of alternatives. The waste from this program would be disposed of in
a LLW repository,not a deep geologic repository for transuranic waste, such as the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant facility near Carlsbad, NM. DOE also agrees that fissile materials in
Russia constitute the real proliferation threat, as opposed to U.S. fissile materials. How-
ever, we dsagree that domestic fissile material disposition actions are merely empty ges-
tures, as the willingness of Russia and other nations to continue to work to address their
proliferation problems would be limited in the absence of any reciprocal actions on our
part.
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10.003: Comment noted.

14.015: Any utility purchaser of nuclear fuel derived from surplus HEU would be
responsible for disposal of the resulting waste. Under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act,
DOE manages the Nation’s civilian radioactive waste program in return for fees assessed
on nuclear electricity generation, so the waste would eventually be sent to a DOE perma-
nent repository (or possibly an interim storage facility). A location where LLW derived
from DOE’s down-blending to LEU can be disposed of has not yet been designated.
Additionally,Rocky Flats is neither evaluated as a waste disposal site nor considered for
any aspect of the HEU EIS.
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NathanCoggins& PQmilY
255 TaylorBridgeRd
J~nesbarO”gh,~ 37659

Novomber15, 1995

ME Officeof Fio5i10MateralsDisposition
c/o SAIC-NEUX1S
P.O. ~X 23786
Washington,DC 20026-3786

ancinlly.
““d “artial

Dear wE:
1S you are trhlyseekinginputfromare ronidentswho have no

interestpro or con,with nothingto looseor gain fino
HO=O is ono familiosco~entn, banedon tho Su.m.rv of
and continued examinationof tho fullstudy,IDi
HighlyEnrichedUraniumDraftEnvironmentalIMP~

Prom thosopublications,pcrnonaI am famil
my own personalexperiencesand beliefs.1 havo formnd
opinionof the mattarzAn I undorntandthe laantha:mft
ba toblandall HEU dmn to LLW hmovor thismay not bI
coat effoctivo.I fromlimitedinformation,bolievo
to all 4rensand rcl
markmtfor LEU. WOU]

... .. -- -... . ------
i5p05iti0nof Surpluo
act Study}.
liarwith at NFS and

this following
U1 methodwould
. th” m“.t.. .“tii io;ost impact

sidcnts,and tho most feasibleIf thereis a
ld be to distributetha NEU evenlYto all four

n~testo ba‘bi~nded.My reason$ngis; 1Sttherowouldbo no tran-
sportationcostor risksat 0SS. 2nd Even thoughtho nr-nround NFS
isthe most Ppulated of the comorcialsites,if thowork is to bc
distributedt? all avolibleatomicworkornin all fourlocations,
this locationshouldrocicvoit’sshareono fourthof tho work.
3rd Sincothis is m veryhazarouoand ptontially leathalsubstance
Altornntive5 Socmotho most sensible way to handlothe Pr0c05s

to the Soasibility of
AlthoughLEU should

;nan“o fimurento indicate

if it is profitable.I have no fIgUreSas-t
blendingNEU to LEO vs blondinqHEU to LLW.
have a much highox vnluOthanLLV1.1 havo n... .
this,but I willass~e khi.in SO. nistributinoLhO 2ootOf I!cu:0
all foursito%;iuldminimizeimpacton any one ~ltuplus finishtho
lob hs timlv manner.This wouldreducethe rinkof accidents
&uring transfiort&tionand duringactualblendingto any ono aito
vs ono or two sitesdoing 1008 Of tho ‘work. TO’ uno less than 411
four siteswouldgreatlyincreanethe rInk5to the othersites
and surroundingaronn.NEU i5a hazardousmaterialthatneedsto
be dealtwith swiftlyunderC1OSOFad GOvt scutinyto assuresafty
ana rcducolonotermoffactsof thisprojecton tho areasInvolved.

?hls is n~t the typeof industryroildents,richor poor,
educatedor uneducated,ara sqekingfor theirarea,no matter
what industrialracrutors,politicians,or the mediamy axprcso.

This‘1sa opportunityto changonogatlvefor positive,lct?n
eat it don. as swiftlvand 5afelYand with tho lowestamountof
;ijaiiveimpactsas pinsible. -

2Z.Y

10)011

10.011: The HEU EIS analyses showed that blending down the entire stockpile of sur-
plus HEU to LLW would generate the highest environmental impact among other altern-
ativesevaluated in the EIS (Table 2.+2). Moreover, DOE agrees that the fastest and
safest disposition course would be, as described in Section 1.4.2, the Preferred Altern-
ative,to blend down surplus HEU to LEU using a combination of four sites.The goal is to
achieve DOWSobjectives that would satisfy programmatic, economic, and environmen-
tal needs, beginning as soon as possible after the ROD is issued and proceeding, as neces-
sary, until all surplus material is blended down.
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To DOE for lnclu~on in the -merits m the MU OEIS.
I reatize ttis is aaveml X pa- the &atine, but @ease lndutfe the
fdlw.ng in the mmcnts M the ~
on the Ms@tion of Mghb Sndtied Umnium.

THE DISPOSITION OF WEAPON-GRADE PLUTONIUM
ANO M*Y ENRIWEO URANIM COSTS ANO TRAOEOFFS

Wltiam J. Weida
Econornkts Ntied f~ Arms Re~ti.as/~e Colorado College

Cdmdo SWinw, ~, 80903//719-389.6409
Januaw 16, 1996

Introduction
~is papsr ex~ores sme of the ecortonrlc i== wrrwrtdng a

majw area of expendturss nw fadng the US the d~ti~ of weaWn-
grade ~utmlum and highly enti~ed uranium (WU) either thrwgh huming’
in nuclear reactors fw pmvm gmeratiw w by other means.1 Undti the
arrant budgeting fiil=my, programsmanaged by MO OCPa~ment of
Energy (OOE) tend to compete tith me another for the total fun&
asigned to that agency, For example, In the FYl 99S 00E ~dget a trsdsoff
wa9 made between Incrmsed tindng for nuclear wea~ and reticed
fundng for Ste cleanup. Thus, no matter whi~ d~~tion alternative is 06,018
chmen, if dspositim funds are costrdlcd by the DOE, dsp~tion ig tikely
to compete drectp w Indrectly Mth other alternatives fw mergy
hmdng. Md if subddzed by the US government, either recearch into
@ut~ium w HEU as reactor fud or the operations a=odated tith mch
ucs are likely to concumc furtda that might othe~ce be awllable to
suppti sustainable energy altsrrtatives.

Over the last three years, thn unecmomlcal a~ects of burning
plutonium have been made abundantly dear by a number of studes. In
spte of ttis, of all the matetials, ~tems, tiatities, and Iaboratodes

I FMaa~e, cao
-w, tinG.ad Kt~th& 30bmn,Llm’C~MS ~cad of\Vea~WaMeFNh
Mllhls ~tbmlWramuRO*JI~~~i~u~*l~. ~n~a~~1 -1993. ad

~ atittiem lntemtb~l=dty
andAnr9~nmt Utbml-da~ or3cknca%Wtbml -dew Pm%Wa*lwtom D.C,
1994.
.8uW b * ttiwtiw wti hr ~ PUorWUh ntiar reactm w &wwwti~
(eccsnWMy,dW@) *U m maccnrmmahumrdumortilmPutiUrmnlm tOrm a
Mtd OxMerd (WX)~t on b ~MSd h Mt Mterreactom(Lwm).

W.018: The Department of Energy agrees that there is increasing competition for funds
within a declining DOE budget. However, this program would require very little of
DOBS diminishing budget for implementation, because it would use either existing DOE
facilities or commercial facilities, may involve commercial financing of disposition
actions, and would use revenues from sales of LEU to recover blending costs. By provid-
ing for disposition of this material, DOE would save storage and safeguards costs.
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If an -ts of p!utmium cnd HEU were tideret both matrnds
wald h -e of the ma CXP* items CVM seated by man. ~e tma
-ta of genmting ~ut~ium and WU thrwgh dmantiement of nuclear
weapom wwld have co Include the MIWng pa= c-

~e rtiearsh c- acamulated In devdodrrg the matedals.
me Inlcfal c== to extract umnlum, toprffythe matmials and to

make Cfemmts wch as #utrnium in reactm w HEU thrwgh
gaseous tiffusion.

~e c=t to tibficate the matedak inta weaws.
~e cost tomaintain the matetiak in wcawns.
~e * to dsmantle the wcapw and free the materials fw other

uses,
Md finally, the Ilst of costs wwld have to Include the titure cmts of
disposition,

Accwnting fw any pact cmts of #utonlum and KU w~ld make
either material tm expsntive fm any alternative use and, tiether
le~tlmately w not, these cmts are usually cwnted as the costs of doing
budne= duting the Cold Vlar. AC a r=ult, alternative uses of these
materials are umally considered under the a~mptlon that all past c-
are sunk c-ts and titurc &dacms are hazed MV M the titure costs of
disposition.

~en the alternative of bummg k evaluated for dsp-ition, cenaln
phwIcal WICS ap~fi Flint, rcactom u#ng any acceptable material--
uranium, plutonium-based MOX, w down-blen&d HEU-WIII generate

aPPrOximate!Y the same amwnt of Pwer from those matmials. And
second, the total quantity of material put Into a reactor till become the
total quantity of s~nt ficl generated by the reactor. ~us, only two cost
comparisons are apWo@ ate to chow whether @utonlum or HEU can be
burned wth any economic benefiti

(1) The crnt of prwe=ing and tibricating reactor tiel--and whether
this cmt would be Mghcr w lower Men plutmlum w HEU is used, Lower
c=ts may apply in the case of burning HEU, but this has not been
demonstrated.

(2) Mether the cm of tispmlng of these materkls might be
lowered by burning them In a reactor, or whether the overall cats of
d~dtlw can be re~ced by dm@y disposing of either material tithout
fimt submitting it to a reactor. Here, there must be c~nted ammg the
cats three of Ptible reuse In weapcms if the materials are dsposed of
Improperly.
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~c Mture of the Intiatry

snm its inceptim, wbcidea have been a WY of fife in the nudcar
power Intiatry. A 1992 reporttind that wer the @& 19S0 to 1990.
20% or $96 Wllionof the $492 Wllrn (In lggo ~lam) W~t tO *~OP
and cbtdn nudmr pmvw ws pod~d by the federal govemment.~
Accordng to the -, of total wtidrn to the aem sector Vm.ded by
the federd gwemmcnt in 1992, nuclear mew recehed $899 milllm of
$4.88 billlcm e~tiw about 18%. Hwever, Mile mm other swrces
of energy (ul, coal, ete) recdvcd &ther tax abddca to Iowti ~ces or
dract mbcidea to encwmgu c~mcr use+oth of whl~ acted to
ztlmulate demand for the PoWct+udear energy recdved dmmt all of
Its x~dec ($890 d of $899 mllllon) In Rtiarch and Development. In
fact, nuclear energy recdved 44% of all energy R&D wbcfd= In 1992.4

Over the last fq yearc, tindng of nuclear energy reacarch hae
cmtinucd Mth I/ttle actual Im#ementatim of the resuks of thh
rczcarch. x -wdirn of new react~ has ~~d, a f~ lar9e
cmparrim have dayed In the raactw r=mrti and bdo~ent budne=
tithwt hating to sell ecm~lmlv tiaue reactm. In W* a 4tuad0n,
there has been no need fw commerdal prdcts--inatead, the emphaslg
has bem on zdling and maintaining large r-arch and dcvelopmmt
p~ams. As reaticr cmatmctim h- ceased, eati new R&O project
p-l has been tirther and tirther rawed from the last po~ct
@wte Indstry and the Wbllc ws tilting to accept and tind On= rezult
of this @cy of R&D subddzatla haa been to create an intitry
Intw=ted in the Avdmmt Of sour- Of POWW, nOt Me ec~~i= Of
~~dng WU.

~ls helpz exp2aln the nuclear Intitry’s cmtinulng research Into,
and attempts to commerddlze the uee of, @utalum burning reactm in
the face of ovetielming etidcnce that such reactora wald be
=c~omIcaIIy unfm4ble. AC time has ~s=d, theec~omic tiatilltyof
wm standard nuclear reactws has Attimted mm Is unlikely to
improve in the fiture whm @ans to generate power frm dutmium or HEU
bumlng are vcpoced to take date. $hearcm Lehman rewe thaK
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=tidence auggeats the ●wrage cf3cmting es of nuclear wer @ants
=e now Mgher than th- of wmtimal @ants and other powti auw
alternatives.% And M@s haa atatti thati

“GWm Inaecdrtg com~tltlm tiorn othw ~ of genemting
fadlltl=and renewed etis @a m-dm and demand dde
managm3mt p~ms to re@ce the need fw new capadty atitmns,
nuclear per’s ec~omi= must be -praMe Wth alternative fuel
wr- and aergy effidenzy and c~se-tion qtlons. In a
~egulating erwirament, the pr-re to maintain competitively
IW ratc3 till -~1 Utititi= to adect the mmt ecmmic optim.
Artd @en the tiallenges outlined above, we do not think that nuclear
tiants are Ilkely to wotide cuti economic benefits.%

hong other things, thh casts tibt on the future feadtitity of
u~ng WU in nuclear reaams-unl- ~endng and tiel fabrication
can be acti~+ed at prfces dgnificantiy lwer than the already
*Meaaed ~.ce nm mcmntered fw nwal low endched uranium (UU)
fuel fabrication.

Burning Plutonlum

~e use of mixed oti~ tiel (MOX) staining @utsmlum m Light
Water Read- (LWRS) is tedmisally poven. Reactsv3 that usc low
enndred uranium can have 1/3 of their wc In MOX. ~rcc reatiom of the
S@em 80 t~ at the Palo VerA Mdear Generating Statim are
pr=fized Ilght water rca~m (PWRa) that could hande a full core load
of MOX. Ucing three react~, it wwld take 30 reactw yearn-or 10 yearn
fm all three reamor~-to convtit SO tms of plut~lum Into spent tiel.7

A National AcaAmy of Qencee Mudy =tlmated that a new MOX
fa~atim fatiflty would crnt between $400 miltim and $1.2 tiltion and
wwld take about a &caA to com~etc.s Eadmates are that the co3t of
MOX fud fabrication is wer $2000 p3r kilwam of hea~ metal, abmt 4X

s~, .Are tir Nwkar hnts Srrn-ti?, ln~hw r.m ●

Lehmn mtira *w8M tinfem~., WL 2. N. Z1. W 2701992. P L
6~ ws ss1 Urrmmt, W* lnvtnora scNka, *W Yoti, NY, A@L
1993, p. 7.
7WkMpnl, Ar]m, ad Ati *kMpd, ~, ~ER PIESS
Tak- Pa*, WN2M 1993. % 26.27.
8w~ OP -I ~ 1s3-160
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estimated that thmal @e @utatim u*13 WI not b feaSMe mti
the ~.rn of wnh~ating ~-e radt- $1OOU md thsy
estimatsd that ttis will not ar & SO ymmlt Thsy funher ~o~aed
that hm rsam~ Ml] not be ~ofitaMe until ydlw=ke @~ r-ch~
$220~ In ah 100 ycam.ls

Note that the -S of burning #utcatium are almya -Fed W
the coats of timing HEU w UU in react-. ~ua, the hhment -SC
(waste d-l, w~er health, cmtaminatlon, etc.) indved in any
nuclear operations--including plutonium burning--are never dsctassed,
The till C- +mld akfi k c-.dcred hen mmpadng altsmative
~er wrc~

D~-blmc3ng and kming HEU

me ec~orrtim of *-Meriting HEU fw uas in reactm may &
more fawable than three for @utaium. Wea~qada HEU t~ml~
cmtains over 90% W23S that mmt be dluted to levels of 3-S% to
generate the Imv endckaed uranium used In reactora.la OOE’a Otiober,
1995, Draft Environmental Impct Statment m the Ois~tlm of Highly
Endded Urcnlum (OUS) defln~ HEU as an~hlng sndded above 20% U-
235, and a=mes an average md~mmt of SW W235, h of January,
1996, 00E had dedard 165 metric tms of HEU “w@us” to the ct+le.
Of cwrae, arty swategy to ti+lmd H3U and sell it as reactor ticl till 14.017
reWlre evmtual stwage of the highly totic and radoatiive spsnt tiel-
titi will till cmtaln both @utonlum and ~tJ.17

To -blind HEU it b dm~ blended Wth natuml uranium,
dc@etcd uranium (.2-.3 percmt W235), w dightly enfitied uranium (,8 to
2 pecmt u-23 S). It Is PAMC that this can be dme so It IS @ce-
competitive Mth fuel made horn uranium and thus, is as commerdally
tiable as stantird reactm,la A ~aQ-pfivate c~watlon, US,
~ri~ment C~atim (USEC), has been established to purchase the 06.021
P~amouth, OH, and Paducah, KY, enri~mmt #ants from the DOE fw the

13R,~c,~w P“ ~M u fmm -“t b,! a“d ~ PWM~flW tixed.~xwa (Wx) fwl j“
Weml n~ear ~er *nw
1*w andwormn, ~, a~, W.XAxti,
15W, & Xw,
16MkN~ti ~ti Mktibti, OP. UL, P 1&l?.
17~, U.S.
Oapanmantof mew, mfti of FIWle Wtetib WpJtk WaMWtom 0.C, &toti, 1995,
18wkhl~”l and tikhl~ti, OP. al., P. 17.

14.01% Use of HEU blended to LEU as reactor fiel would indeed lead to spent fuel
storage. However, spent fuel that results from commercial use of LEU fuel derived from
surplus HEU would displace spent fuel that would be generated in any event in the
absence of the HEU disposition program. In fact, overall, DOE betieves that the environ-
mental consequences of blendlng down HEU would be considerably less than the conse-
quences of mining, milling, conversion, and enrichment for the displaced natural
uranium. me spent fuel would be managed and eventually disposed of together with
other domestic commercial spent fuel pursuant to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. Com-
mercial spent fuel contains some Pu but does not contain HEU.

M.021: me blending of surplus HEU to LEU would be done to recover the full eco-
nomic value of the material at going market prices (it will be “price competitive”).
USEC was created by the Emrgy Policy Act of 1992 to take over DOE’s uranium ennch-
ment operations. Although USEC may be used to market LEU derived from DOE’ssur-
plus HEU, that is not the purpose of USEC; it is strictly an ancillary function. USEC
only leases the enrichment plants from DOE. DOE does not agree that commercial use of
LEU derived from SUWIUSHEU increases the proliferation potential. Although fuel
derived from U.S. surplus HEU and sold abroad could conceivably be reprocessed in
some countries to separate Pu for commercial (non-military) use in mixed oxide fuel, that
LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would simply replace other fuel, so no incremental
Pu would be created as a result of this program.
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W-e Of w~in9 ~-blm~ng as a cemmerdal vmture. 003 has
atidem that US fid~mmt ~ (USEC) w.11ma~et the reactw I 06.021
fud intmatiwalb. The US wmld not atrd the apcnt fiel generated by
fwelm reamm and this vent Nel wmld be a unddate fw rewose~ng cont.
to enmzt the @ut~lum. No w@ds ftid rew~ecdng w re~lre the
return to the US of apt tid gmemted frm this material. !g

Fwr d~endng azsnarios ha~ been mddcrd by DOE to meet
its stated gmls of na~feratim and reafiting the “~acetil bmcfidal
use” of KU In a way that Wll return mwcy totheUS TreawV.~

1, Oomblend to Ie= than 1% W23S and d~me of as low level
waste. ~ls would atie~ all v~lferatlm cwcem.

2. timited cmmerdal u- Am-blend 3S% of HEU Into reactw
tiel, the rest to less than 1% W23S.

3. Qbstantial cmmerdal use- -blend 6S% into mactzs tiel,
the rest to Ieaa than 1% W23S.

4. Mtimum sommwdal use - -Mend 8S% into reaztw tiel,
the rest to Icaa than 1% W23S.

00E’s Wefemed optlffl b maximum cmmerdal use tilch, DOE
dalms, till return the mm mmey to the US TreawW. Hwever, the DEIS
*S not ~esent ● medble anaws *monstratlng a @tive =ondc 04.013
return, and the maximum cmmerdal use wtirn wmld weate mere than S
mil~rn Pnda of $Wnt nuclear tiel (2,3S0 metric tons, awming an
aaazy of SM enri~ment fw 170 metic tw of material). Further, un~r
its bzt- tiMen&ng scaari-~.blend to 4% and sell as rcaztm
tiel+OE’s tian wwld take 10 yearn to WW- 200 tons of KU. Oudno
that 10 yearn,itb tike~ that more HEU till be dedared w@us. DOE
arWea this till not Increase the amwnt of apmt tiel, dnce re:ctm till
bm smething an~ay. Further, it will re~- emfrmmental impacts 12.012
dnce new uranium till not have to h mined fw reactw tiel.zl FW this
claim to be tree, the use of down4zlended HEU till have to be so cmdete
that it redacca the amat M uranium mining ln~~ry, and If this
OZWE, it is W=ti~aMe ticther thla inhs~ cwld ever be rcatarted.

Mother optlm, down-Nendng to 4% fw stmge until esmomlc and
re~~czdng c~mma are atieed, h= ben reJected by ME Mo I 09,021

l-p ~w
m
~lbld.
zl,b~.

04.013: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped to provide the decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to
make decisions. The cost analysis, which is available in a separate document with the
HEU Final EIS, supports DOE’s position that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from
surplus ~U makes the most economic sense and would save considerable money. The
spent fuel that would result from commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU
would supplant spent fuel that would be created in any event in the absence of the pro-
gram.

12.012 The Depatiment of Energy believes that it is not necessa~ for domestic ura-
nium production to be completely displaced in order for the quantity of uranium mined to
be affected by HEU disposition actions, Rather, the quantity of reactor-grade uranium
that enters the market horn ~U disposition actions at market prices will displace an
equivalent quantity of material that would otherwise have to be mined, milled, converted
to UF6, and enriched to make it suitable for use in reactor fuel. The amount of su~lus
HEU (103 t) that would eventually be blended over a 10-to 15-yearperiod would provide
about 4 percent of current annual domestic needs for LEU fuel.

09.021: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending HEU for
extended storage reasonable because it would delay recovery of the economic value of
the material and incur unnecessary costs in a very tight budget environment as well as
environmental impacts due to the need to build addhional storage capacity to accommo-
date the increased volume of the material. Spent commercial nuclear fuel contains some
inaccessiblePu, but it does not contain any HEU.
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The ~mmt au~ss @utaium ofih, d@eted uranium otide, and
the sfte Ie=e, all at no drarge, and it further a~ees to sdewrca
imr3atim sdces frm the @ant.

The “annual fees- required from the govsrnmsnt tvere e3tlmated at $78
milllm for @utaium burning alon~about a 10% su~~.

An annual fee w~ld ala be —d fw titium ~htim based a
rewnuc l-es and other fzm=.sl

The gmment drared KaMhty fw any Inmeased c-ts he to
regulat~ changes w any othm fare- over wtidr the consdum
had no cmtrd.~?

Smllar mbddm are ltke~ to be re~ired by project Isaiah beause
a majtity of the pr~wd revenuez fr~ both WoJects are from
decttical genwatlon, An dectddty~~drrg, plutfiium-burning light
water reactor IS not ecmmimlly feadble bemuse of the addtimal
facilities and sscurity p=edures reWired for @utonlum hanfing. MOX
fabricatlm till also add hunticda of mllllms of dollara to nwmal
operating wts. Each of these factws inmeascs the fiananclal risk
a=m’atad Mtfr buildng a new reactor.

Dlgposltlmr Requirements

Total Quantities of Plutonium

In 1991, the US had abwt 19,000 rrudear warhea~ and the Fomer
Sodet Unim (FSU) had about 32,000, Mder START I and START 11,the US
and FSU agreed to reduce to 3,S00 US and 3,0W FSU strategic warfrea~ by
2003, Wmbem of remalnlng tactical warhesb may =ry, but a good
eat[mate would be abwt 1,s00 US and 2,000 FSU tactlml warheads. ~us,
eati *de till have about 5000 nuclear warheads In 2003. About Z,SOO
warhead3 c~ld be dsmantled each year In the US, but mly abmt 1,170
wfll be dmantled if parity is maintained tith the FRS’S rate of 2,2S0 per
year.~s

At ~esent, SO or more metric tons of exce~ weapon grade
@utzvrlum exist w eati t!de,3Q In addtlon, based on the assumption that
there are Iesg than 4 kg of ~utmlum in eoch warhead and there are 20
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metric tws of ~ut~ium in the mihta~ inventwies of other rtudear
wea~ pmverz, the ~bal Inverttdry of plutonium ix

Mtitary plutonlum 248 mtk tons
Smmred -n wtodum 122 mtti tom
~wmted Vutwbm h &tin ~m fuel S32 mti t0n83s

Total Quantiti~ of HEU

To firthw nzm-woliferatim goals, the United States has also agreed
to buy a total of S00 tons of Ru=ian HEU fw $11.9 Nllirn over the next
tWenty yearc If certain Cmdtims are met. The US @ans to r~cll thl$
mattial to tilfill demand fw nuclear fuel In kmestic and wodd
markets.~s Accmdng to arrent pans, HEU Frm the fwmer Stiet Unl~
Is to be de-enri~ed by US Enrichment C~rati~ (USEC) at its @ants in
Pa&zch, Kentucky and Ptiatrtath, Otio. U~C Is suwmed to be a fw- 16.018
Wofitcmsrpany, and &ring thcze operation a price f- MU may actually
be establizhcd Hmvever, at this time the actual wtih of HEU is unknown
and here IS no market mccftanism for generating ita market value. ~s
m[ses ~Htl~s abmt how the $11,9 bllll~ price was detemlrted,
tiethcr It can be regarded a9 a real, market prfce of WU and, If not, wftat
@cc till actually charged for thb material,

A9 ~posed to @utmlum, HEU ia neither used nw made in reactorc.
Thereareabwt 2300 metrictas of WU wwl~ida, almost all of it in the
fwmcr ~tiet Mm and the US.3T Total US HEU prdctlw from 1945 to
1992 was 994 metric tws,Of this, 483 metric tms were ma& at the K.

12.013
2S fzzillty at the Sawrtnah River Site between 194S and 1964, and 511
metric t~s were made at the Portsmmth, Ohio pant between 1956 and
1992.~B

ss~mp”l and Mkhljanl ~ UL, % 11.

36-~ * UL, P s.
37hkN~nC ati MkhljanL ~ ~., b 16.17.
3SWCJW,Mzel, R.~ti tiwetiw a ods bet met on mu, M Wtiwmh 0.C. Jam 27.
1994.

16.018: tirrent plans for the Russian HEU are to have it blended down to LEU oxide
in Russia prior to its shipment to the United States. Even if the Russian HEU were to be
blended down in the United States, the work could not be done at the Portsmouth or Pad-
ucah enrichment plants, because those facilities can only blend HEU in the form of UF6
(a gas). There is no need to establish a market for HEU—indeed, it is the nonprolifera-
tion policy of the United States to avoid the development of such a market. The value of
HEU is realized after it is blended down to LEU. There is clearly a need for fuel-grade
LEU, to fuel existing reactors, on a global scale.

12.013: The HEU EIS is concerned only with the disposition of up to 200 t of current
and expected future surplus HEU. The quantity of HEU that remains in the U.S. strategic
stockpile (non-surplus) remains classified. At present, there are 113to 138 t of domestic
surplus HEU (the larger number includes an additional 25 t that may be declared surplus
in the future) and 500 t of Russian HEU that are considered likely to become commercial-
ized worldwide (an additional 62 t of surplus U.S. HEU is considered unlikely to be com-
mercialized in the near term due to its forms). There appears to be little point in
speculating about the impacts on the uranium market of blending 2,300 t of HEU, as such
quantities are well beyond any reasonable expectation of what maybe declared surplus.
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I

1. VtificaUm of #mmtim mixed tith gmm*mltting fitim
w@cts w the rdting ~aaa logs meet the mt tidatandardss
ma MM pr~cta ham much ahtier half-rwea than
@utdum. FW examde, the half+fe of -urn 137 Is orrb 30
years as -d to 24,000 years h #utmlum. ~ue, the mix
wwld beccme Ieaa r+ant to prdiferatirnwer time. ~b is
Kke~ to takelongerSncs Vitdficatlm@ants are not ~epared fti
this ta*sS

2. Vtrkficatim of @utonlum Wth ~eted uranium or some other
alpha-producing element.

3. Wttification of dutmium tith a nwadoamive demerit, such as
eur@um, that wwld ren~r the mixture tmwltaMe for weams
without reprocessing.m

Accwdng to one pr~l, the US cwld in~te high level waste
(~W) Ilk= d.tmlum Into 2S,000 tas of daaa at a rate of .bwt 1MO
tms of @ass pcr year. ~k wwld allow the dapoaal of 100 tcrss of
@utmium In fiw yeara if the ~asa contained aw 2% @uttilum. A recent
ana~ by Padfic Ntiwsat bboratwles mtiatea the total addtimal
- at $100 mllllrn to sonvm 100 tons of #utmlum metal to od~ and
mlx It Mth other *W-ten times deapcr than atwage, and ten to fifty
tlmcs ches~ than ~X.at One could also #ace a batier to mlwse by
eubnatimal grap by making the canlcters In which titdfied @utmlum Is
atwed hlgh~ radcaactlve.ti

COncluaiOn

Several studes co the alternatives available fw d~tion of
~utcanlum and HEU have noted that de to potmtlal prdiferatiorr problemo
and the danger thecs pme for all ~~e, depcdtictn Iscuca drould be 01.009
~d~ based on evdertcy and =fctY, and e~~lc ~d~~ti~
ahwld not @ay a majw rde In thk WOC-.GJ However, a student of the
mifitary bu~ting process or the bu@et con~deratlrns aumwndng a

s% wnt fwl stitird POPSSSconb ~tmkmas fl~t m mtti asIt wu h if it
ml Intha formh * h akta h n-r rQaccOrW tit *S M htitsd (Wd) to ti
~tsnt tit R-n m ~err~ utaln a *h raa*nand ths * *en remv~ ~~
M raar fw dmml WS hdbti til W~lM f~n @* -km ●nd
rrawran4c bs
‘%tihnl ad ~khl~n~ @ UL, p E&
w.. p 4.
alFmttw, St4w, @ Gt., ~ 144-140.
~F4akN~nl and mkhljan~ ~ Ut, B 89.
63For~xz~, ~ ~m~nl ad mM~nL @ C4L

01.009:The Department of Energy agrees that nonproliferation objectives (particularly
in terms of setting an example for other nations) rarepreeminen~ however, cost consider-
ations are also important in the current budgetary climate. DOE deems all of the action
alternatives (Alternatives 2 through 5) to be roughly equivalent in terms of serving non-
proliferation objectives of the program. On the other hand, the sale of LEU fuel derived
from surplus ~U would yield returns on prior investments to the Federal Treasury. off-
set blendlng costs, and reduce Government waste disposal costs. Consequently, the non-
proliferation and economic objectives are complementary in the surplus HEU disposition
program, particularly for the Preferred Alternative since both favor commercial use of the
resulting material.
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ma~ intiu dcease mch a, NDS till reahze thatth~ isno
Wccedentfw rea~dd dccbiesvm th=e that cmm threats to
lar~ numbcra of pc~~ng mab in an mtirmmmt free of camic
cmsfcferatlm, In fict, In making W* deddms It b not unwal for
ecamnlc c- and bmefite to be cmddered first, not la~. For thk
ressa, k b necesssry to I*ntlfy th= fsctc6s hvdved In the
ti~tim arss that tiU aeate amm -s a~oss all opti~s, and to
cpedfy three weas tiere spedfic tidm are Iikew to b maw *
@em that -Id dm.minate between the wtiws ds~ti~ cptims

~m WPer has *W that tile HEU can be ~.bknded and br”cd
by nuclear reamw fw Pcr genmti~, It till tice the =me OCMMSIC
fwcec aa the nuclear ln~stry In gmeral. M a r=lt, all mhcr &es
adds, it Is untikdy tokcfinmda~ wcmful in the United States In
the Img run, Current KU &@tiM prqram appear to b predcated a
a @tive finandal return to the US government, Snm thii se~s to be
unrealistic, other gods may haw to be dsvelopd FM e~m@e, the US 04,012
may have to a@y the me stantircb to HEU deti~ as it a~es to
dut~ium. InSstcnce M ~dglng the wcce= of the HEU Wogram based ~
ecm~ic return Is likely to end up gmemtlng a large amwnt of weapm-
grcde w d~-Mended HEU for Mlch drere Is no eccesmlcal~ tiablc
reuse ~~rcm and there are no other Manned dsptl~ optl~s.

Itb also dear that kmlng @utonIum in Per grneratlng reactors
IS not econcmicd and, tirther, it k unlike~ to becmrc ecmmrl=l at any
time in the near titure, M the recent Natimd Accdemy of Sdencea atuo
stated,

=@dtlng the energy WCIUOof @ut~lum timid not be a central
dtetim fcr dedd~ making, both bcmw the ccot of fabdcating
and mfeguating @utmlum fuek makes them currmt~
uncmrpctitive Mth &eap and Moldy awilabk I*mfi*ed
uranium tids, and bcawe Matever ecmmlc WIUC thk plutonium
might r~esent now m In the titurcr IS small by cmpatirn to the
sccudty stak=”ct

Hwcnr, even if burning ~utm;um k not acmmlcd, h it still cheaper
than other meth~ of dedlng Mth w d@ng of ~ut~lum? ~ls
wectlm lnc~t~ both prdlfcmtlm M and economl=, and the
fdlting timcwd of ‘~vms’ Wotidee a Wy In whldr k might be
considered

~ m~,p 3,4.

04.012 The Department of Energy does not fidge the success of the proposed surplus
HEU disposition program on economic return. The overall economics of HEU disposi-
tion actions from the Government’s perspective will be determined more on the basis of
avoided waste disposal costs than on any conclusion of positive financial return. In other
words, even if the costs of blendlng exceeded the proceeds from market-price sales of
LEU fuel derived from SUWIUSHEU, the Government would still be economically ahead
because it would not have to pay to dispose of the material. Any revenues from sales of
LEU would help to offset blending costs and thus result in less Government outlays than
noncommercial options—including storage over the long term with its attendant costs of
storage, safeguards, maintenance, international inspections, etc. An analysis comparing
the costs of HEU disposition alternatives has been prepared to aid the Secret~ in reach-
ing an ROD in Wls program. The cost analysis, which is available separately from the
HEU EIS, supports DOE’s prehminrtry conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU makes the most economic sense and would save considerable
money.
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Fimt, It is titims Mat Inmeccd handing of a matcrfd fike
pfutrnium leak to increased -s and increased prdfmtiorr
risk,

Secwd, any propml to bum @timlum in reaaora to reach a cpent
fuel *andard mlgfrt alao be amm~~ed more Smw and
cfrea~ by mixing pfutmlum wtfr waate to a cpent tid ctan~rd
to Sarc Mth.Gs ~ an isot~.cdp dfferent demerit, @utaium
=n ahvaya be dremlcd~ ~parated from spent tief vdrether it
was gmemted Indde a reactm w dmpfy mixed tith etiting
spent fuel, althwgh the dfficulty as~ated tith ths ~rctim
an be Inweaced by addrrg otfrcr elements to the mik

Third, wste ctmage C*S, Irrespective of the method of ctorage
cfr-, arc based on volume and radoactltity and will be the
same fw all bumlng and nm.bumlng ~ti~~. In any pr=ess that
re~ir= ptting materfal in a reactw, tiether fw prover
generatl~ w tim~ to dspme of the material, the volume of
matedal till remain instant thrmghwt the pr~ecc and the
radoactitity of the ~nt fuel will bo a~otimatdy the same for
stwage md&ratlOns. The mly excqtion to ths Nle wcum
*en reprocecdng b Involved Then bh waste volume and cocts
rlsc dramatically.

And fwrth, for tranmutatl~, cocta are altered because one 19
handing hotter material fw relatively ahmter ~fiob of time--
but these time pdok are still so extensive that dscounted c-t
comparisons between altmatives ccnnot drmv siwificant
df ferencca. In addtlm, trancncutatim technologfec atilf rewire
reproco=.ng and they still mu~ akorb the coti of research and
develqment. Other qtfmrs do not have either of the9e rtcgativac,

Mewed in this light, final waste dspwl c=ts WIII bo Inwrred
tiatever d~md option Ie taken. Thege cmts c~ld potentially be ofket
by ddng smethlng profitable Mth the ~ut~lum and HEU pdor to final
storage, but this paper has ahmvn that firrdng a profitable use fw either
material is unlikely. Thus, the mwe prdrable case is one where the cmts

16.019
of bade waste storage ara increased by whatever c=ts am accodated
tith the dspodtlon Wtion chosen. The factors most likely to
dgnlffc6ntly Increase coatg are the majw cmt drfvers that create

6ap0ra ~~~~” ~, ptentl~I pm~,~~ a~ Mnefiw asscbted wth .ti a“d ~lt. ap~oames
to pluwtim dlsposltin, w wrmxnta bywolfoa~PanOf~, KetinWenzelet al, andNex
DeVol~In‘letter$., ~ , WL S2, no. 1, Januav/Fcbwary,
1996.

16.019: me Department of Energy is confident that a profitable use for LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU will be available. me commercial use of HEU will shift the
costs of waste disposal from the Government to the commercial user that derives benefit
from the use of the fuel, and their costs would not increase beyond what they would have
been anyway: (1) DOE does not agree that commercial use of HEU would need to be
subsidized. @evenues would offset blending costs for commercial material.) (2) Repro-
cessing would not be necess~ for HEU disposition actions, although reprocessing of
some DOE irradiated fuel for other reasons, such as stabilization for storage or disposal,
might result in more separated HEU requiting disposition. (3) Once HEU is blended
down to LEU, security costs would be minimal, and once it is sold, they would be zero.
(4) No research and development is necessary for HEU disposition actions. Some of the
commentor’spoints may have some validity with respect to Pu, but they do not appear to
be valid with respect to HEU.
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10.003: Comment noted.

04.015: The HEU EIS contemplates the shipment of UNH crystals, not liquid, to fuel
fabricators. DOE recognizes that the nuclear fuel industry would prefer to deal with UF6:

however, most of the surplus material is in metal and oxide forms and no capability cur-
rently exists to convert it to ~6 form. The analysis of ~6 blending was added to the
alternatives to cover the possibility that some commercial entity may provide this capa-
bility in the future. (Both of the commercial firms whose facilities are analyzed in the
HEU EIS, Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) and Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS), have indicated
that they may install UF6blending capability.)

01.006 It is correct that few companies have Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
licenses that would permit them to be in possession of HEU today. However, title to
HEU might nonetheless be transferred to commercial entities, who would need to con-
tract with properly licensed facilities (such as the B&W and NFS facilities analyzed in
the HEU EIS) or DOE itself to blend the material on their behalf.
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10.024

09.018

I 10.023

I 03.020

10.OM: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendationsof the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the
material; delay recovery of economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce net
revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the proposed
action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small por-
tion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed at
or near SRS) of the current surplus in inventory.

10.023: Existingfacilitiesanalyzedin the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However,DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventory.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to WA controls. There is some HEU under WEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOES
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.

,
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10.006 Commentnoted. However, it should be noted that the B&W Naval Nuclear
Fuel Division is one of two ticensed commercial facilities in the United States capable of
processing ~U. B&W has been processing and fabricating HEU material at the Naval
Nuclear Fuel Division and has maintained its NRC fi~nse for 37 years by adhering to
radiological and health physics procedures and NRC license provisions to protect its
employees and the environment surrounding the facifity. me proposed action in the
HEU EIS is well witiln the stills and experience, and could be implemented consistent
with existing NRC license ~uirements for the B&W facitity.
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We-r 27, 1995

91nc. ctig to angresm,1 bv. been ucefullyraviewingthe
-Istration’sact{o- e~t mi9ht~ct t- OWraciO~ Qf thO
gas-s diKf.sion91antinPaducah,KentuW. rnlsplant.tiichis
lomtd in v mog=oi-1 District,is me of the lawesL
*1WCX8 inW.tarnXentucty.
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12.008

the USEC Privafiwtion Act ~,L. l&134), and to address the prospects for the future
operation of the U.S. enrichment plants in greater detail. DOE must adhere to the provi-
sions of P.L. l&134 that require the Secretary of Energy to avoid adverse material
impacts on the domestic uranium indust~, tting into account uranium transactions
under the U.S.-Russian HEU agreement and the suspension agreement, when mtilng
decisions about domestic surplus HEU disposition.
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JanUarY 8, 1996

W. J. David Nulton, Director
Office of NSPA @wliancc and Outreach
Office of Flssile Materials DisWsition
U.S. ~partient of Energy
1000 IndependenceAvenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear k4r.Nulton:

Re: Disposition of Sumlus Highly Enri*ed Uraniu Draft
Enviromcntal ~pact statement (DoE/EIs-0240-D)

On behalf of ConverDm, I - pleased to have the op~rtmity to
uubmit the following cements regarding the referenced draft
environmental impact statement (“EIS”). COnverOyn 18 a joint
venture between affiliates of Mliedsignal Inc. (NOrristem,
New Jersey) and General Atomics (San Diego, califocmia) which
nrket8 uraniu conversion services worldwide. ConverDn has
excluaivo marketing rights for tho output of Alliedsigmal Inc.’s
Metropoli9Work9, locatd at MetroWli9, Illinois,which represents
the 801Q remaininqdomestic facility for the conversion of natural
uranim concentrates (U30e) to natural uranium hoxafluoride (UFG).
More than 380 paople are currently ewloyed at tbe Metropolis
Works. ConvorDfl”s current sales aqroement portfol10 includes
nuclear utilitie9 in the United States, Acia md Europe.

ConverDp has reviewed the referencedEIS and finti tbe docment,
in its draft fore, tobe significantlydeficient in the area of
potential mrket impacts of the propsed actiona/alternatives 12.010
reqardinq the disposition of SUW1U5 hiqhly enriched Uranlu
(“MU”) from the U.S. inventory.

As YOU my be aware, the nuclear fuel market [natural uranim
concentrate, conversionsewices and enrickent semices) has been
tironicallydepressed for mre than 10 years. Mthouqh the factors
contributingto this period of severe price dopre5sionare complex,
the nuclear fuel supply industry has only recently beoun to
recover. [n fact, due to depressed conversionmrket conditions,
the uranim conversion facility omed by Sequoyah Fuels
CorWration, an affiliate of General Atomics, located at Gore,
Oklahom, was placed on extended standby which will lead to final
dccomiseionlng with the attendant 1099 of hundreds of jobs.

Mm W w h.tiiea. kw.ro mll.lw l,k~ (IN)=$7 F* 09JI771.16M

12.010: me Department of Energy has received conflicting comments from different
segments of the industry regarding their expectations for the umnium market in general
and the conversion industry in particular. me ~U Final EIS notes that the indus@ has
been ovemuppfiedin recent years, but the conversion market has tightened recently with
the departure from the business of one of the domestic suppfiers.me USEC PrivatiUtion
Act, enacted in April 1996, requires the Secretary of Energy to determine that any DOE
sales of uranium would not have adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium min-
ing, conversion, or enrichment industies. h light of these developments, DOE has modi-
fied the ~U Final EIS (Section 4.8) with respect to impacts on the conversion industry,
and now concludes that those impacts are unfikely to be significant in the long tern.
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Mr. J. David Nulton
Page 2
January 0, 1996

Mthough the draft EIS explicitly acknowledges the Uranim
conversion sewent of the overall nuclear fuel cycle, there does
notappear to have been any rigorous analysis of the ~tential
tipact on conversion of the propoEed alternative. Under
section 4.8, ‘Impacts on Uraniu Mning and Nuclear ~el Cycle
Industries,a the draft EIS recognizes that “the current PriCR
(constant dollars) of the uraniu conversionprocess is less than
it was 10 years ago, and cmetition is stZ0n9. PriCes are aPt to
r-in depresseduntil productioncapacity is reduced. Presently,
there is an oversupplyof mnnrsion capacity and little growth in
dand. ” (Page 4-182).

Under “Economic ConseWencc8 of the Prowssd Action,” tho EIS
remgnlzes tha potentialwrket @act of blendingtiwn Russian SEU
into co-rcial grade fuel and then mncludos that “blending ME
NEU to ~U for comercial use also would have some effects on the
conversion industry. The already oversupplied sector of the
nuclear fuel cycle would remain dcpresged for a slightly longer
perid of ttie than if thie alternative were not i~lmented. ”
(Page4-185). ~nsidering the fragilenature of the currentmarket
recovery, ConvarOyn feels strongly that aud an oversiwlification
is not appropriate for an i5sue as crucial as dis~sition of
surplus U.S. NEU.

The daestic nuclear fuel cycle suppliers have been engaged in a
protracted struggle to ensure that disposal of both Russian and
U.S. origin NSU 16 conducted in .a responsible mnner by the
govorments involved. The proposad “USEC Privatization Mt”
contains specific criteria for the wrket introduction of
HEU-derived MU f xm kth sources. mnverDyn supports the
processes and procedures incomrated in that legislation and
believes that the EIS atiessing disposition of sucplus U.S. HEU
should fullY recognize thoce provisions.

Reaards,—.-

A
\_ .p.L

,.Jme J. Grahm
~ Pre den

JJG/sav

cc: Cheryl Moss, NSI

12!010
cont.

12.021

12.021: The future uranium market is uncertain<lfferent industry groups have prof-
fered conflicting projections. Congress has indicated through provisions of the Energy
Policy Act of 1992 and the USEC Privatimtion Act that DOE’s ~U disposition actions
should avoid adverse material impacts on the uranium industry.The latter act includes a
schedule that limits introduction of LEU into the U.S. market. DOE expects to abide by
this requirement to avoid adverse material impacts on the industry,but also intends to sat-
isfy the objectives of the fissilematerials disposition program and the President’s nonpro-
liferation poficy,as reflected in the ~U Hnd EIS.
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09.011

09.011: Aclassifiedquantityof~U is beingretainedin the strategicstockpileforuse
in theNavrdNuclearPropulsionprogram.me quantitiesof ~U declaredsurplusdonot
includematerialthatis beingretainedfornavalnuclearpropulsion.

Retainingsurplus~U in its currentweapons-usableformwouldnot be consistentwith
the purposeandneedfor the proposedaction. WhiletheNationalAcademyof Sciences
has expressedsuppofi for the demonstrationof advancedfast reactor systems, the
NationalAcademyof Sciencesalsoconsidersit essentialto our long-ternnationalsecu-
rity to reduceglobalstockpilesof weapons-usablefissilematerials. It is the currentpol-
icyof theUnitedStates@residentialDecisionDirective13)to discouragethecivilianuse
of fastreactorsdueto concernsabouttheirpotentialforbreedingPu in Ia%equantities.
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Mmptftivo Wodd dti futi.

:mlm

09.011
Mnt.
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Dti ~CtiVd Olllm

COtimt ID
Nmc Mqq ConM
Addms Mlmaprw Mimcwh

Tmtiplion

This is MUgCVUmm fmm Mim=wfis, MImeWWmd I m wiling to Sy & not SUPPR
ting highly etichcd miw into nuclw fuel. Wedon’t how whd to do tifi what wc I 10.024
bvc now. We’re fighting ova ti~ in Mimewb. Plmc, PIMC. Bye byc

10.OM: me spentfuel that wouldbe createdas a consequenceof commercialuse of
LEUfuel(derivedfromsurplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
~us, in accordance with recommendationsof the NationalAcademy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to m~e weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.
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10.023: Existing facilities analvzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend---. .—
down all surplus-HEU to LEU-~n a reasonable timeframe. However,- DOE does not
anticipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.
~erefore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus
HEU inventory.
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10.008: TheY-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the HEU HS as
having the capabili~ to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with
NEPA, the ~U EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide
this information to the decisionm~ers.
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Date Received: 01/lti96
Comcnt ID PO057
Nmc SussoDsfy

Ad& 21 137th Avffluc No&
NsshviUc,Tcm=w 37201

Tm*fiplion:

~Is is SW Ddy fmm Ndvillc, Tcmuwc. 1~tcd toputwmcnts intotie mwti thatI I
do not suppmt m&ing highlytithed tium intothenuclm mwtorfuel. My objmtiom w
that it’s going to c~atc spnt fiel wMch is jmt h toxic md toomdioxtivc andwc don’tXSIIY 10.024 I
how ho-wto-wt it or smc iL Theotbwobjectionis thatitmtm plutoniw wtich would& a
violation ofthc ~npmtifcmtion @ty, md Omt’s wmsthing M I’ve b working on for I
xvcd ycm. Aothm objmtion is tit I &n’t fml that all options bavc km wplomd,w~ch
wouldimludcstotingdom blcmfcddu. Tbcotherobjwtionistit &cmhssn’tbscnn
coti mmlysisthat the public’s&en ableto xc anNy lhmshowsthewc wst IO~payccs ifthis
~U isdow blmdd intofuelmd thenwld to utifilics.I’m notsw *aI tbc~p-cnt of
Ene~ wmddget@k dl tic moneythatwmddbs n=dd to ~mpo~ slmc,dotheactti
dow blcding, md thenwlfingil at tcucCOS.I’m dtid the~Pym wouldgetstucktith tit
deficit,md m w how, thin’s almtiy tw Mga deficitrightnowinthegovment.

~c thfn$ tit I wuld supwstis dow blendingdl thehighly etichd wium don to 0.7%
m tit it -o! bs uxd inwrapm. 1dw suppti developingthempcity to dom blendall
mim dmld swlus inthepa tm ycmcmd dso havinggoodwn~ls intsmtio~ly on
dl nuclmsmatetids. M youvcw much. Justin w YOUnmdmyaddms, it’s21I 37th
Avenue Noti, Ap*nt B-9, NmhvillqTW6W 37201. ~ti you.

09,018

16.015

10.023

03.020

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendationsof the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the
material; delay recove~ of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce
net revenues in the near term, not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro-
posed actiow and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constmcted
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.

16.015: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped to provide the decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to
make decisions. The cost analysis, which has been provided to this commentor and all
others who have expressed an interest in this subject, is available in a separate document
with the HEU Final EIS. It supports DOWSpreliminary conclusion that commercial use
of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared to the
alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However,DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.
Therefore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15to 20 years to blend the entire surplus
HEU invento~.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to Q controls. There is some HEU under ~~ safeguards at
the Y–12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOES
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.

1

1,

,
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12.009: The Department of Energy agrees that avoiding adverse material impacts on
the uranium market will depend in part on DOE being predictable in its uranium transac-
tions. The USEC Privatization Act requires DOE 1) to determine that its uranium sales
would not have adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium mining, conversion,
and enrichment industrie$ and 2) to sell its uranium at not less than market prices.

04.011: The Department of Energy would seek to meet American Society of Testing
Materials fuel specifications for commercial material to the maximum extent possible.
However, some of the surplus HEU inventory has isotopic compositions that would pre-
vent the blended down product from meeting current American Society of Testing Mate-
rials specs, particularly with regard to the U-234 and U-236 isotopes. Such off-spec
material may nonetheless be commercially usable in reactors at slightly higher enrich-
ment levels (to compensate for the fission-poisoningeffects of U-236) with NRC license
modifications. Recommendations concerning the appropriate commercial arrangements
for blended down material are not relevant to environmental (NEPA) issues, but will be
considered to the extent appropriate in the ROD(s) for this program.
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07.011: The HEU Hnal EIS has been revised to eliminate the cited text.

JanUaw 5, 1996

U.S. Department of SWCrw
office of Fissile Materialo Dismsition
P.O. BOX 23786
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786

mar Office of FiSSilC Materials DiOpOsitiOn:

Thank you for the op~rtunity to comont on the DiBPDi tion of
m~l”s Highly ~rfched Vrmfm Draft &vimmmtal WCt
StatemenC. wc would Iik# tg $o~e,nd YOUF office fOr pr0vidin9
informationon the draft EIS via-several?venues; the intcrnet.s~te
has been particularlyuoeful in quic~y transmittinginformationon
the fiesile materialo diopooitionprwram.

Tbfi you also for the opprtuity to participatein the Nove*r
14, 1995 public meeting in nmille, Tennessee. As discussedwith
representatives of your office at that time, I muld like to
reiterate my concern with a statement contained in the SumW
document for the &aft EIS. In the section on ‘Hig~y ~riched
uranium Diswsition Alternative., fatnote E (P. s-10) OtateO,

‘Foreign fUe> fabricators and ?Oreig Come=cial
electrical ~wer nuclear reactors are not as reasonable
or as likely as domstic fabricator ad reactoro for a
n“tier of rensO.s~
~m
accOmmodaa .@ (~hasi~ added.)

TMs statement gives the ermneoue impressionthat there are mdue
concens ass~iated with the international transpnrt of low
enriched uranium. M you are aware from the Department’slengthy
experience in the sale of MU to foreim ~atocexs, the tr~sPOrt
of = is a routine pncpdurc; nonethdeas subject to strict
re~ixements regarding packagifigad hadl:ng.

07.011
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U.S. ~partment of Energy
Office of Fisslle Materials Dispnaition

REF: DISPOSITION OF SURPLUS HIGHLY SNRI~~ WI~ D~FT
E~IRO~NTAL IMPAST STAT~
Page 2

The comorcial nuclear Pwer induotv hue a tremendous 3afety
record with regard to trans~rtn ;:ic~ll ;~~ioactive mterialn.
Edlow International Company, provided expert
tran~~rtation management sonicca to the nuclear power induatv
for over 38 years, can attest to thio excellent safety record.

Deopite this record,many Opponentoof Comercial nuclearPwer oee
fit to attack the lawful transport of LEU and other radioactive
materials. It would be unfortunateif the above etatemcntcould be
taken to reflectMB’ e on concernin this r@gard. Accordingly,we
re~eot that tho Department clarifythe statementto avoid possible
confuoion or misconceptions.

Thank you for your attention in thin regard. Pleaec do not
heoitate to contacc me at (202) 403-4959 should you rewire
additional informationin connectionwith these comments.

Dcetrcgaxdo,

.,tis+btti
Meliona am
Manager, International Affairs

07.011
Mnl,
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14.002

14.00A It is correct that the use in reactors of nuclear fuel derived from surplus HEU
would result in the production of spent fuel. However, this fuel simply supplants nuclear
fuel that would be produced from natural uranium anyway, so no additional spent fuel
would be generated as a result of this program. Although spent fuel contains h, it is
extremely hazardous to process and separate the W. It is a tenet of U.S. nonproliferation
policy, consistent with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, that
weapons-usablefissile materials be made at least as proliferation resistant as spent fuel.
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10.009:Blending down the entire st~kpile of surplus~U to lessthan 1 pe~ent and
disposingof it as wastewas evaluatedin the ~U EIS as one of the alternatives.me
analysesshowedthat this alternativewouldgeneratethe highestenvironmentalimpact
amongotheralternativesevaluatedin the ~U EIS ~able 2.+2). DOEhas developed
mst estimatesassociatedwith the dtematives analyzedin the ~U EIS and has made
themavailablein a separatedocumentwith the ~U FinalEIS.me cost analysisindi-
catesthatcommercialuseof LEUfuelderivedfromsurplus~U makeseconomicsense
andwouldsavebiltionsof dollarscomparedto the alternativeof blendlng~U for dlS-

posal as waste. DOE believes that all of the action alternatives (2 through 5) evaluated in
the ~U EIS meet the objective of nonproliferation and will send a positive message to
other nations.
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10.OM: me spentfuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from namral uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains W, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the W.
~us, in accordance with recommendationsof the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
poticy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018:me Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce
net revenues in the near tern, not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro-
posed actiow and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constmcted
at or near SRS) of the cumentsurplus inventory.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.
~erefore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15to 20 years to blend the entire surplus
HEU inventory.
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03.020: me United States has begun to subjut its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to MA controls. mere is some ~U under NA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Rats sites. It is DOES
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible,
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Data:

T-

Suqact

From:
Fcrnald Area Office
7400 Wllay Road
Clnclnnatl, Ohio 46D30
pho~:S13-048.3181
~8X: 61 S648.3070

Tho posslblllW oxlti that some of ths low andchad umnium ILSU) blendstock for
tho pmpoaad Mondlng actfon wIII coma from tha Famald ~vlmnmtnul
Managamnt WoJect In Femald, Ohio (360 MlU). Howevsr, tht Draft EIS
document does not cloady Indlcatc this potential Fwnsld courcs of LEU Mondmook
h Ita dlscucalon. It only noteB Fcmald as bolng a sourco of depleted matodal.

Racomm8ndatlons:
1. Add “LEU In rental or oxldo form would h shlppad from Fema!d, OhlOg, In ffih
bullet paragmph of Section 2.2.1 ~J/s fwArmMsti.

2. Add text to tho pamgraphs under tho Importation of Blondstock Wtofltls
heading In ~ction 4.4.3,2 Surplus H&h& WW Umnlum Dlsposltlon
Ahamatlvaa that dctcrlbes tho posnlbla transportation of LEU in metal or oxlda

form from Fomald. Poaslbly ●dd this altomatlve to tic trcniponatlon RADTRAN
annlyalt, although the Hanford annlyals msy ba tufflclent shea Hanford la hlno
usti as ● mpmient~lvs skc.

3. Addlnfomadon wMmappropristo ontho~tantial Farnald LEUblatistook
courco to any other sncUrma/dl-gmms thti dlscuaa ** blendctock mawrlals ti
●nsure thntd. envlronmantil Impacts of thlc pmlblllw have bacn fully assnssed.

Thsnkforths opWrtunltY tocommnt. Hopotha program laauccettil.

11.014

11.014: The observation that LEU blendstock could orieinate from the Femald facilitv–=––-
is correct. The ~U Final EIS has been revised to reflect this in Section 2.2.
tion 4.4, Intersite Transportation.

and Sec-
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10.003: Commentnoted.

10.008: TheY-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the ~U EIS as
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with
NEPA, the ~U EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide
this information to the decisionm~ers.
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DateReccivd 1/11/96
CommentID PW4
Nncne: SW Gmctm
Addccs Nmhville,Tennw

Tmnssriptiom

W, my nae is Sum Gene@ ad I’m a rcsidmtof Noshvillc,TCM==, md todcyis
WAcsday, Jrm~ thetmw rmdI’d fiketo Imvejust onc or twoskti -s rcgmdingh
cndchcddum bciig soldinthewrld morkctosplutotiu. It is my opinionthotthii is nota
good id= I wdd Hketo scc no nuclemmatccialskught mrdsoldintic intcmtiond m~cL 10.034
md I wodd pcsfcr the United Stotsc did not get involvsdincbging thecmichcdmium inlo
plutofiomm be usd inthe mwkeL If youwmtidplmc trikehto considcmtionmy comments.
~t’s howI feel, ~d you vw mu~. By&bye.

10.034: me Department of Energy’s proposal to blend down surplus IWU to LEU
as reactor fuel for commercial use is aimed to eliminate proliferation potential of the
weapons-usable HEU. Although LEU used in power reactors would generate spent
fuel, since this fuel (derived from surplus HEU) would replace nuclear fuel (created
from newly mined uranium without this action), there would be no additional spent
fuel generated. Spent nuclear fuel (generated as a result of the use of this fuel in
power reactors) contains ~; however, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate
the W. In accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it
is the policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as
proliferation resistant as spent fuel.
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32.009: As part of the HEU Final EIS, all comments, along with DOES responses,
will be provided to the decisionmakers for their review and consideration prior to issu-
ance of the ROD. All comments, both written and oral, regardless of the method in which
they are submitted, have been given equal attention and consideration by DOE during
preparation of the HEU Final EIS.

02.003: SurplusHEUthat is off-specis beingstoreduntilall optionsto utilizeit have
beenexhausted.It appearsthat a considerableportionof it maybe usefulas commercial
fuel.If nouse is foundforthe material,it willbe blendedanddisposed of as LLW.

25.001: The vitrification facility of the Defense Waste Processing Facility is currently
undergoing an operational readiness review.It is expected to become fully operational in
the first quarter of 1996.

01.005: The Department of Energy and the Department of State jointly proposed (in
the Final EIS for the Proposed Nuclear Weapons Nonprol~eration Policy Concerning
Foreign Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel, February 1996) to adopt a policy to man-
age spent nuclear fuel from foreign research reactors to promote U.S. nuclear weapons
nonproliferation policy objectives. The purpose is to remove as much U,S.-origin HEU as
possible from international commerce while giving the foreign research reactor operators
and their host countries time to convert to operation with LEU fuel and to make their own
arrangements for disposition of subsequently generated LEU spent nuclear fuel, The
Government does not seek to indefinitely acceptor otherwise manage spent nuclear fuel
from foreign research reactors. The foreign research reactor spent nuclear fuel program is
outside the scope of the HEU EIS. Whh regard to the fear of nuclear proliferation, the
United States and others have determined that growing world stockpiles of excess weap-
ons-usable fissile materials present a significant threat to U.S. and global security.Reduc-
ing those stockpiles is the primary objective of the HEU disposition program.

22.006: The potential for water and aquifer contamination from the proposed action
around SRS and other candidate sites under normal operations is highly unlikely because,
as discussed in Chapter 4 of the HEU EIS, there would be no direct discharge to ground-
water.Any wastewater (nonhazardous) released to surface water would be treated prior to
being discharged and would comply with its National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit.
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32.010: The Department of Energy supports the public’s involvement and is fully com-
mitted to giving the pubfic access to information about its activities and opportunities for
involvement in DOE’s decisionmting process. DOE m~es efforts to coordinate meet-
ings with other offices and agencies to the extent possible consistent with programmatic
requirements. Unfortunately,some schedule conflicts are unavoidable.

Because public involvement is critical to the success of the program, other methods for
submitting comments were also made available throughout the comment period toll-free
fax and voice recording, electronic bulletin board, and U.S. mail. These methods can also
be used to request additional information or to be placed on the Office of Fissile Materials
Disposition’s mailing list.

30.010: Comment noted.

13.005: Publicutilitiesdealin uraniumoxideandUF6but notmetal.Conversioncon-
tractorswillneed to m~e oxide or hexafluorideproducts for sale to the utilities. No com-
mercial contractors have the capability to blend uranium metal.

16.00Z Four million dollars are budgeted for both Draft and Final versions of the HEU
EIS.
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22.006: The potential for water and aquifer contamination from the proposed action
around SRS and other candidate sites under normrd operations is highly unlikely because,
as discussed in Chapter 4 of the HEU EIS, there would be no direct dlscha~e to gmund-
water.Any wastewater (nonhazardous) released to surface water would be treated prior to
Wing discharged and would comply with its NPD~ permit.

02.006 The ~U EIS covers the disposition of all HEU that has been or may be
declared surplus in the future. To date, 175 t have been declared surplus, and the EIS ana-
lyzes also an additional quantity (assumed to be 25 t for purposes of analysis, although no
such additional quantity has been identified or proposed) that may be declared surplus in
the fumre. A classified quantity of ~U that remains in the national security reserve is
not part of the surplus HEU disposition program.

20.007: The HEU EIS identified all potential transpofiation routes required for each
alternative and evaluated the impacts associated with each. The impact assessments
included transporting surplus HEU and the blendstock material from their storage loca-
tions to the blending sites and the LEU product from blending sites to either fuel fabrica-
tors or a representative LLW disposal site. The scope of the transportation assessment,
details of the analysis, and the potential health impacts from transporting materials
between sites can be found in Section 4.4 and Appendix G of the ~U Final EIS.

30.006: Socioeconomic impacts for each site are assessed in Section 4.3 of the HEU
EIS, and socioeconomic impacts on the uranium and nuclear fuel cycle industries are dis-
cussed in Section 4.8. As discussed in Section 1.4.2 of the HEU EIS, DOE considers the
nonproliferation implications of all the action alternatives (2 through 5) to be essentially
equivalent, that is, LEU is non-weapons-usable whether it is at 4-percent enrichment for
commercial use or at 0.9-percent enrichment for disposal. DOE believes the HEU EIS
contains all the elements required of NEPAdocuments.

06.032: It is expected that HEU will continue to be stored as HEU until it can be either
blended down for commercial use or blended down and promptly moved to a LLWrepos-
ito~ for disposd. Thus, extended storage of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU is not
expected to be necessary. Until the HEU is blended down, it would be stored as HEU at
the Y-12 Plant pursuant to the Environmental Assessment for the Proposed Interim Stor-
age of Enriched Uranium Above the Minimum Historical Storage kvel at the Y-12
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Plant, Oak Ridge (DOE~A-0920, September 1994), and, as appropriate, at the storage
site(s) identified for HEU storage in the ROD for the upcoming Storage and Disposition
of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Final Programmatic Environmental Impact State-
ment.

16.009: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped for inclusion into the ROD(s) and are available in a separate document with the
HEU Hnal EIS. The cost analysis supports DOE’s preliminary conclusion that commer-
cial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared
to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.

04.009: The Government would be unable to sell uranium at above market prices and
has no intention of doing so at below market prices, with the possible exception of off-
spec material, which will probably be sold at some discount to compensate for the addi-
tional costs attending its use. The ultimate value of surplus HEU will be determined by
the market at the time of particular sales.

30.007: The Preferred Alternative in the HEU EIS is to maximize conservation of the
resource value of surplus HEU, and to conserve depletable natural uranium resources, by
blending surplus HEU down to LEU and making it available for commercial use. The
Preferred Alternative would also conserve the depletable resources required to mine, mill,
convert, and enrich the virgin uranium that would be displaced by LEU fuel derived from
surplus HEU. DOE disagrees that the document disregards these issues—indeed, they
constitute a primary basis for the PreferredAlternative.

17.008: The Depafiment of Energy’s Preferred Alternative is to maximize commercial
use of surplus ~U, and to minimize the portion that must be disposed of as waste. This
preferred alternative is thus fully consistent with the spirit and letter of the Resource Con-
servation and Recove~ Act.
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17.008
cont.

I 06.033

06.034

06.033: Because reactor fuel derived from SUWIUSHEU would simply supplant reactor
fuel that would be used anyway, the use of the fuel in reactors would not constitute an
incremental impact from this program and is not assessed in the HEU EIS. Thus, altern-
ativefuels are also not assessed.

06.034: The future of nuclear power use in this country is not affected by the HEU dis-
rrositionDro~ram,since LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would simply supplant fuel

I ~erived ~ro;natural uranium. The HEU EIS assumes that nuclear power gene~tion will
I continue in this country and abroad and be able to use the LEU fuel derived from surplus

I HEu.

31.001: The United States has agreed to purchase LEU derived from Russian HEU
(blending is done in Russia) from its weapons stockpile in order to make that material
non-weapons-usable and keep it out of general commerce, as well as to provide Russia
with hard currency to aid in its economic rebuilding efforts. The U.S,-Russian HEU
agreement is covered by an environmental assessment that was prepared by USEC (Envi-
ronmental Assessment for the Purchase of Russian bw-Enriched Uranium Derived from
the Dismantlement of Nuclear Weapons in the Countries of the Former Soviet Union,
USEC~A-94001, DOE~A-0837, January 1994).This EA evahrates potential impacts of
transporting Russian HEU which would already be blended to LEU to USEC facilities in
the United States. The HEU EIS is concerned only with activities in the United States
with regard to the disposition of HEU that has been declared surplus to the U.S. nuclear
weapons and energy programs and any additional quantity of HEU that may be declared
surplus in the future. Storage of non-surplus weapons-usable HEU is addressed in the
Storage and Disposition Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS). The
transportation and blending of the Project Sapphire material, which is currently being
processed at the Babcock& Wilcox site in Lynchburg, VAwas evaluated in the Environ-
mental Assessment for the Disposition of Highly Enriched Uranium Obtained from the
Republic of Kazakhstan (DOE~A-1063, May 1995). DOE does not currently anticipate
receiving additional quantities of HEU from foreign sources except in the form of
research reactor spent fuel, which is not weapons-usable material unless it is reprocessed
for other reasons. The foreign research reactor spent nuclear fuel program, which is out-
side the scope of the HEU EIS, is addressed in the Final Environmental Impact Statement
for the Proposed Nuclear Weapons NonprolVeration Policy Concerning Foreign
Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel (DOE~IS-0218F, Febmary 1996).The HEU EIS
considers cumulative impacts associated with all these actions in Section 4.6. These
related actions are not connected because they have differentjustifications for implemen-
tation, origins, alternatives, transportation scenarios, and impacts.
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20.008: The transportation analysisconsideredfactorssuchas routestraveled,typeof
packaging,and quantityof material.Radiologicalimpacts were calculatedusing the
RAD~ computercode (designedfor this purpose). The total health effect from
transportation is presented for each transportation scenario. The methodology for the
transportation analysis is described in Section 4.4 rmdAppendix G of the HEU Final EIS.

For security, HEU is transported by safe secure trailers and receives continual surveil-
lance and accountability by DOE’sTransportation Safeguards System. Shipments by safe
secure trailers are accompaniedby armed guards and are monitored by a tracking system.
All other materials are shipped commercially and protection is in accordance with
Department of Transportation regulations.

The HEU material and spent nuclear fuel have different material characteristics and
therefore risks are evaluated separately. HEU would be shipped in safe secure trailers
under a high level of security.Foreign research reactor spent nuclear fuel contains signif-
icantly more radioactivity and is transported commercially in large shielded casks,
employing different safety and security measures than required for HEU. Blendstock
material would also be transported for which impacts were addressed and included in the
HEU Final EIS.

06.035: There is very little commercial sector for HEU.The overwhelming majority of
the worlds HEU has been used in nuclear weapons programs, with small quantities also
used in research or experimental reactors. It is not clear what processes the question
refers to.

11.012 The Department of Energy has made no representation that blending at DOE
facilities would be safer than blending at commercial facihties.

30.008: Proliferation is not treated as an environmental value and in that sense is not
part of the comparison of dtematives in the HEU HS. However, the nonprohfemtion
objective of making surplus HEU non-weapons-usable is a fundamenti part of the pur-
pose and need for the proposed action and was a key criterion used in the screening of
dtematives for the HEU EIS.
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03.014: TheDepartmentof Energyworksto preventproliferationin othercountriesby
settingan examplefor them in terms of making surplus HEU non-weapons-usable. Rus-
sia has already agreed to sell 500 t of weapons HEU for commemirduse, and tils action
is proposed to be rwiprocd to that one. Much of the surplus HEU that remains in storage
may eventually be made subjut @ MA inspection. The NRC cumntly has no role in
monitoring of the DOE facilities involved in Wls program, but it licenses and regulates
the two commemid facilities that maybe used for surplus HEU disposition actions. The
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board monitors the safety of DOE defense nuclear
facilities and makes recommendations for improvements to safety.

11.013: Present storage of HEU at SRS (about 20 t of surplus HEU is Iwated there)
should be considered temporary; that is, until material is either moved to the Y-12 Plant
for storage or disposition actions can be taken. As the primary DOE site for ~U pro-
=sing and storage, the Y-12 Plant currentiy has much greater HEU storage capabilities
than SRS. However, SRS is a candidate site (along with Y-12 and four other DOE sites)
for a possible consolidated -U storage facitity in the Storage ad Disposition of
Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Drafi Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
@O~IS-0229-D, February 1996). The Storage and Disposition Draft PEIS does not
identify a preferred alternative for storage, but the Final PEIS (expected late in 1996)will
do SO.

08.00A Under the Preferred Alternative, DOE considers it fikely that more than one
facility will participate in the HEU blending program. It is anticipated that competitive
bidding prmedures will play an integral role in the selection of blending facilities, and
decisions could be made by USEC or other entities, in addition to DOE.

07.00& The sites that are considered in the HEU EIS are the two commemial and two
DOE sites that can process significant quantities of HEU today.The Preferred Alternative
contemplates the use of all four sites, although some alternatives or prwesses cannot be
performed at all sites, as explained in the EIS. DOE does not expect to select the exact
timing or use of the commercial and DOE sites in its ROD. It will make programmatic
decisions whether surplus ~U should be blended for comme~ial use or for waste, and
may also include decisions to proceed with disposition of one or more initial discrete
batches of HEU. Dmisions about where blendlng will wcur will be based on business
considerations, facilities being available when needed, transportation considerations, and

I
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competitive blddlng processes. The commentor is correct that the forms and Imations of
some batches of HEU may militate strongly in favor of particular sites for blending.

08.008: TheDepartmentof Energy anticipates that the facilities for blending of spe-
cific batches of surplus HEU are fikely to be selected on the basis of a competitive bid-
ding process. However, policy and timeliness considerations are expected to favor
distributing the blending work among multiple facilities (the preferred site variation in
the HEU EIS is to make use of all four analyzed facilities). If the proposal to transfer 50 t
of HEU to USEC is carried out pursuant to the ROD following this EIS, that is the pro-
cess that USEC tentatively plans to use to select blenders. DOE facilities can participate
in that bidding process through DOE’s “work for others” program,Although, as the com-
ment suggests, the Government facilities may enjoy certain tax advantages over the com-
mercial facilities, it is not correct to assume that the Government can always perform
work at lower cost than the private sector.

16.013: The Department of Energy is unable to confirm or deny the commentor’s
assertion at this time. Another commentor suggested that DOE facilities would have an
unfair cost advantage due to their untaxed status. The relative costs of blendlng at DOE
versus commercial facilities would not be known until competitive bidding for blending
work takes place. In any event, selecting sites for HEU disposition actions is not expected
to be part of the ROD stemming from this action.

10.016: Storage of HEU will leave the nuclear proliferation problem unaddressed and
continue to incur costs in the order of $150,000 pert annually for HEU safeguards. How-
ever, blending and selling as much of the LEU derived from surplus HEU or surplus HEU
for blending to LEU would save the Government additional costs required for storage as
either HEU or LEU and disposrd as waste. Blendlng and selting the surplus material
would generate income to the Government.An analysis comparing the costs of HEU dis-
position alternatives has been prepared and made available separately from the EIS. The
cost analysis indicates hat commemial use of LEU derived from SUTIUSHEU makes
economic sense and would save biltions of dollars compared to the alternative of blend-
ing HEU for disposal as waste.
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14.010: The proposed YuccaMountain repository for spent fuel and high-level waste is
not intended to be used for disposal of LLW.DOE has long operated a LLW repository at
the adjacent ~S, however, and that facitity may be used for disposal of LLW from non-
commercial ~U. Yucca Mountain is mentioned in the HEU EIS as a possible reposito~
for the spent fuel that would ultimately result from the use of LEU fuel derived from sur-
plus mu.

24.003: The HEU EIS analyzes environmental impacts of the proposed activities under
normal operations and releases to the environment resulting from accidents to determine
potential human health effects. In addition, the HEU EIS analyzes environmental justice
impacts, t~lng into account impacts from normal operations and accidents. The HEU
EIS also analyzes other socioeconomic impacts, although “contamination” (and any eco-
nomic issues associated with “contamination”) is not anticipated from normal operations.

22.007: The potential for contamination of the deep aquifers at SRS is very low
because the deep aquifers (such as Tuscaloosa aquifer) are separated from the shallow
and intermediate aquifers by a Paleocene aquitard, The downward flow from the shallow
and intermediate aquifers to the deep aquifers @scaloosa) is restricted by the clay-rich
sediments of the Paleocene aquitard thus preventing downward contamination.

The Cretaceus @scaloosa) aquifer is the deepest aquifer found on the site. As dis-
cussed in Section 3.4.4. of the HEU EIS, the shallow aquifers at SRS have been contami-
nated by industrial solvents, metals, tritium, and other constituents used or generated on
the site. These aquifer are not used for SRS operations or drirddng wate~ however, they
do discharge to site streams and eventually the Savannah River, However, most of this
contamination is below just a few buildings and reflectspast use‘oris from isolated acci-
dents that occurred in the past.

22.008: Contamination that has occurred at Hanford is the result of past practices
which have since been discontinued (direct discharges to the ground and no treatment for
hazardous waste streams prior to their being released to the Columbia River). As dis-
cussed in Chapter 4, water resource sections of the HEU EIS and in the waste manage-
ment sections, no hazardous waste will be directly released to tie ground which could
percolate down to the water table or aquifer. Any liquid hazardous waste stream will be
treated down to a nonhazardous level prior to being released to surface water. All dis-
charges will be within the NPDES permit requirements before being released.
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22.009: All discharges from blending processes were evaluated for each site. It was
determined that there would be no hazardous tiquid waste released to the surface or
groundwater.All hazardous waste would be treated prior to being released to the environ-
ment. Similarly, nonhazardous sanitary waste would also be mated prior to Ming
released.

M.031: Low-enriched uranium fuel derived from surplus HEU is expected to be mar-
keted on the global umium market and to be fungible with any other nuclear fuel. It
could conceivably be purchased by virtually any nuclear utility in the world. Off-spec
material may need special marketing efforts and NRC license amendments for U.S. utili-
ties to use it.

17.009: The Department of Energy has no factual basis for responding to tils question.
Jobs may well predominate the concerns of DOE host communities, but DOE’s experi-
ence indicates they are dso quite concerned about effects on their environment.

10.003: Comment noted.

24.004: The proposed alternatives would require up to 125operation workers to imple-
ment. These workers would come from the available workforce in the SRS region. If
downsizing continues, some of these labor requirements may be filled by the existing
workforce. For some labor needs, however, it may be necess~ to hire new workers with
specialized skills.
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14.007: The site for the disposrd of LLW from the HEU disposition program has not
been selected. Programmatic decisions about DOE management of waste matenrds,
includlng LLW generated by all programs in DOE, are Wing made in DOBS PEIS for
Waste Management. The HEU EIS analyzes disposal in the LLW facility at the Nevada
Test Site WS) as a representative site for purposes of transportation analysis.

02.004 Of the current surplus material (175 t), it is estimated that approximately 72 t
could not be commercially recovered over the next 10 to 15 years because 10 t is cur-
rently under WA safeguards and 62 t consists of irradiated fuel and other difficult to
retrieve forms from which it may not be economical to recover the HEU. Depending on
how much of that material ends up commercially usable and how much ends up being
disposed of in its current form without the HEU being separated from it (that is, the irra-
diated fuel might be directly disposed of in a high-level waste repository), DOE estimates
that 15 to 30 percent of the surplus HEU inventory may ultimately need to be blended
down for disposal as waste.

09.007: Because of its high proliferation potential, it is part of the nonproliferation pol-
icy of the United States to discourage the civil use of HEU, such as in research reactors,
There are no commercial reactors that use HEU. Alternative uses for HEU in weapons-
usable form would not achieve the purpose and need for this program. The long-term
HEU needs of the Naval Nuclear Propulsion program are being supplied from non-sur-
Ph3S stocks of HEU.

16.008: The cost of making nuclear weapons over the past 50 years has been very high
but cannot be specified with any degree of precision. We are now reducing our nuclear
stockpile, and most of that cost cannot be recovered. However, one of the objectives of
the Preferred Alternative in the HEU disposition program is to maximize recove~ of the
value of the surplus material.

17.010: No job loss is anticipated. The socioeconomic impacts analysis in the HEU
EIS suggests that modest job increases (on the order of 125jobs) could result from the
proposed actions at each involved site. At DOE sites, which are already experiencing sig-
nificantjob losses, these impacts are more fikely to be counted in terms of ‘fobs not lost”
rather than as new positions.
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03.013

06,027

06.028

16.009

I 14.009

I 04.008

I 06.029

14.008: Your comment about foreign research reactor spent fuel is being forwarded to
the DOE Officeof Environmental Management, which recently published a finalEIS on a
Proposed Nuclear Weapons Nonprol~eration Policy Concerning Foreign Research Reac-
tor Spent Nuclear Fuel (DOE~IS-0218F, February 1996).The HEU disposition program
is part of U.S. efforts to curtail global nuclear proliferation. By making surplus stockpiles
of HEU non-weapons-usable, the program seeks to ensure that these materials will never
be returned to weapons use.

09.008: Except to the extent that reprocessing of spent fuel from the weapons program
or research programs for other reasons might result in the creation of additional separated
HEU, it is unnecessa~ to consider spent fuel reprocessing in the context of disposition of
surplus HEU. The prospect for commercial nuclear fuel reprocessing, such as occurs in
some other countries, is not related to HEU disposition, since HEU is not used in com-
mercial reactor fuel.

09.009: There is a large market for LEU in the 4- to 5-percent enrichment range, but
little or none for 19-percentLEU.

06.026: The length of operation of U.S. reactors is not expected to be affected by the
surplus HEU disposition program. Reactors are licensed in the United States for a period
of 40 years, with the possibility of license renewal for additional 20-year terns. It is
expected that some plants will get their licenses renewed, some will close before their
40-year license expires, and some will close at the end of their 40-year license period.
Even without any license renewals, there is expected to be more than sufficient reactor
operation to make use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU.

09.010: Very Httleof the inventory of surplus HEU would be suitable for naval nuclear
propulsion purposes.The average enrichment of the surplus HEU considered for disposi-
tion in the document is 50 percent and very little is in the 93-percent range used for naval
fiel. Some of the surplus ~U is contained in irradiated fuel (the total quantity remains
classified, although the Secret~’s Febmary 1996 Openness Initiative announcement
revealed that at least 18 t is in tils form). Irradiated fuel would not follow the disposition
paths described in this ~S utiess it were processed to separate the HEU for other reasons
ouwide the ~U disposition progmm (such as for stablfization for storage or disposal).
Mormation about stockpiles and fuel use rates for naval nuclear propulsion is classified.
Prohferation parity is not within the scope of a WA HS.
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03.013: The U.S.-Russian HEU agreement is not part of the domestic HEU disposition
program that is the subject of this EIS, although it is related in terms of cumulative
impacts on the uranium indusq and in terms of reciprocity—the proposed U.S. program
is reciprocal to the Russian program to sell 500 t of its weapons-usable HEU. The Rus-
sian HEU is being managed by USEC acting as executive agent for the United States,The
Russian HEU is being blended to LEU in Russia and is under WA inspection to ensure
that it is not reconvetied to weapons use.

06.027: Under the current proposal, if the ROD is published consistent with the Pre-
ferred Alternative presented in the HEU Final EIS (to maximize commercial use), it may
include a decision to transfer title to the 50 t of surplus ~. S., not Russian) HEU to
USEC. This is planned to increase the value of USEC and thus the proceeds to the Fed-
eral Treasury from the sale of USEC. As explained in the HEU Final EIS, until recently,
USEC was the only marketing agent for the sale of DOE enriched uranium, including that
derived from SUWIUSHEU, pursuant to the EnergyPolicyAct of 1992. USEC also acts as
the executive agent of the United States with respect to the U.S.-Russian HEU agree-
ment. The USECPrivatizationAct, signed by the President on April 26, 1996, eliminates
the restriction on direct DOE marketing of uranium and authorizes the proposed transfer
of 50 t of HEU to USEC (Section 3112(c)of P.L. 104-134).

06.028: The purpose of the U.S,-Russian HEU agreement is to prevent Russian surplus
HEU from entering world commerce in weapons-usable form by providing for it to be
blended down to non-weapons-usable LEU and then sold in the United States (or other
allied nations) for commercial use.

16.009: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped for inclusion into the ROD(s) and are available in a separate document with the
HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis supports DORS preliminary conclusion that commer-
cial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared
to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.

14.009: The HEU EIS notes in Section 1.4.2 that no additional spent fuel would be
generated as a result of this program.
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10.003: Comment noted.

06.030: Because of its high proliferation potential, it is part of the nonproliferation pol-
icy of the United States to discourage the civil use of HEU such as in research reactors,
The Office of Fissile Materials Disposition has been given the job of mtilng weapons-
usable fissile materials non-weapons-usable, so the officehas not been seeking alternative
uses for those materials in their weapons-usable forms, A considerable portion of the
high-quality HEU being removed from nuclear weapons is, in fact, being retained in the
strategic stockpile for use as a long-term fiel supply for the Naval Nuclear Propulsion
program.

15.002: The Department of Energy does not contemplate putting material into the
hands of anybody in a manner that would constitute a security threat. The same commer-
cial entities that might take part in the HEU disposition program have securely stored and
processed ~U on the Government’s behalf to make fuel for the Naval Nuclear Propul-
sion program for decades.

16.010: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped for inclusion into the ROD(s) and are available in a separate document with the
HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis supports DOE’s prelimina~ conclusion that commer-
cial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared
to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.The cost of safeguarding HEU is
about $150,000 per t per year.

15.003: Because LEU blended down from HEU is not weapons-usable, it could not be
“used against us” militarily. This comment relates to nonproliferation foreign policy
issues beyond the scope of the HEU Final EIS. It is being refereed to DOES Office of
Nonproliferation and National Security.
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M.001: The Department of Energy and Depatiment of State jointly proposed on the
FinalEnvironmentalImpactStatementon a ProposedNuclear WeaponsNonprol$eration
Policy Concerning Foreign Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel, DOWIS-0218F,
February 1996) to adopt a policy to manage spent nuclear fuel from foreign research
reactors to promote U.S. nuclear weapons nonproliferation policy objectives, The pur-
pose is to remove as much U.S.-origin HEU as possible from international commerce
while giving the foreign research reactor operators and their host countries time to con-
vert to operation with LEU fuel and to make their own arrangements for disposition of
subsequently generated LEU spent nuclear fuel. Because the foreign research reactor
spent nuclear fuel program is outside the scope of the HEU EIS, this comment is being
forwarded to DOE’s Office of Environmental Management, which manages that pro-
gram.

03.015: The commentor is comect that the IAEA is generally not concerned with non-
weapons-usablematerials such as LEU.

16.011: The Department of Energy estimates that the cost of safeguards alone is about
$150,000 per t of HEU per year. Storing HEU indefinitelyis represented by Alternative 1,
the No Action Alternative, in the HEU EIS. Pursuing that course of action would not
serve the purpose and need for this action, which is to reduce proliferation potential by
mtilng surplus HEU non-weapons-usable and to recover the value of the material to the
maximum extent.

16.009: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped for inclusion into the ROD(s) and are available in a separate document with the
HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis supports DOES preliminary conclusion that commer-
cial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus ~U would save billions of dollars compared
to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.

32.011: The Department of Energy recognizes the progmmmatic relationship of sur-
plus highly enriched uranium disposition to other DOE actions and decisions. The HEU
EIS identifies the other NEPAactions that are related to i~ scope in Section 1.5.3.

h order to adequately assess the potential impac~ that could result from proposed DOE
actions, it is necess~ to narrow the scope of the document to address tie specificactivi-
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ties being proposed. However, in Section 4.6 of the HEU EIS the cumulative relationship
of impacts resulting from this specific action is assessed considering the wide-ranging
view of DOE’s programs, environmental management, and other outside interactions.

17.005: The HEU EIS discusses these programmatic issues in Chapter 1, particularly
in Section 1.4.2, which describes the Prefemed Alternative and the policy reasons it is
preferred. Among the alternatives considered, only Alternative 1 does not satisfy the pur-
pose and need for this action, because it leaves the HEU in weapons-usable fom and sets
a bad example for other nations. DOE considers Alternatives 2 through 5, which repre-
sent blending dhTerentportions of the surplus HEU to waste or fuel, as roughly equiva-
lent in terms of proliferation potential, and much more proliferation resistant than the
HEU in its present form.

02.005: The President of the United States determines what material is reserved for
national defense and what is surplus, based on the recommendations of the Nuclear
Weapons Council, which includes representatives of the Department of Defense, the
Depafiment of Energy, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

33.002 The representative enrichment level of 0,9 percent (used for analytical pur-
poses) was selected for material destined for waste disposal based on experience in both
the United States and Europe where waste has been disposed of at slightly greater than
l-percent U-235. This enrichment level assures that an inadvertent criticality would not
occur. It is possible that uranium at higher enrichment levels could be disposed of (the
LLW facility at NTS has accepted 1,25-percent enriched uranium in the past), but the
lower level was selected for purposes of conservatism in the HEU EIS analysis. Blending
to an enrichment level less than 0.9 percent would substantially increase the amount of
waste product and cost of blending (for example, blending to a natural uranium state of
0.7 percent would increase the waste volume by 40 percent) without any incremental crit-
icality protection. The actual percentage of blend down will be determined by the waste
acceptance criteria of the selected waste disposal site.

06.023: The proceeds from the sale of USEC to the private sector will be real.
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17.006: The Russian HEU is not part of the domestic HEU disposition program ana-
lyzed in the ~U EIS, although the impacts on the uranium industry from that action are
considered as cumulative impacts in Section 4.8 of the HEU EIS. The LEU derived from
Russian HEU is gradually going to be sold @y USEC) in the global uranium market for
use in nuclear reactors.

17.007: The Department of Energy expects to be required to ensure that its sales of
uranium will have no adverse material impact on the domestic uranium industry, taking
into account the purchases of Russian LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU. This restric-
tion, and the physical ability of DOE to make the material available for blending, will
cause the material to be introduced into the market on a gradual basis.

07.007: While the enrichment cascades at the Portsmouth and Paducah Gaseous Diffu-
sion Plants could be used to blend HEU in the form of ~6, the overwhelming majority
of the surplus HEU stockpile is in the form of metal or oxides rather than UF&The cas-
cades at Portsmouth are currently being used to blend 13 t of HEU that is in the fom of
UF6 and that was transferred to the USEC pursuant to the Energy Policy Act of 1992.
The cascades are unlikely to be used for other blending activities. None of the analyzed
blending facilities (nor any other current U.S. facilities) use centrifuge technology.
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10.003

I 13.001

I10.003
mnl

10.003: Comment noted.

13.001: The Department of Energy agrees that the proposed HEU disposition program
would have a neutral effect on the nuclear power industry.
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JnnuaW 11, 1996

u.s. mpa~ent of Energy
Of fica of Fi@uilo Hatorials Disposition
P.O. BOX 23786
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786

To Whom It Hay concern:

Thim is in rasponoo to yow re~eat for comants on the
on Of surDl~ani

The ueparti~nt of Environmental
n

Im~
Quality ~o raoponsiblo for coo~inating Virginia~❑ rovlew of

ntal

radoral enviromontal docwonts and responding to appropriate
federal officialo on bshnlf of the Comonwoalth. ~0 fol10win9
locality and agonaios pactioipatedin this review:

Dopartmont of ssviromental @alitY;
Depa-ont of Health;
Mpatiment of Historio Rouources;
Dopar@ont of Tcansportation;
Virginia stato Polico;
Camubol1 County; and
cit~ of Lynchtig.

In addition,tho Dopartmont of Game and Inland Fisherio6,
Dopatimont of mergency Sorviccu and tho central Virgini8
Planning Dictrict Comission woro invitad to cement through tho
DOpatiant of Enviromontal QU81ity.

The docment asoasson tho enviromontal impacts at fOUr
site5 that may renult from alternativesfor the dlaposition of
United States-originwaapons-usablohighly enriched uranium (HSU)
that has &on or may be declared surpluo to natiOnal dOfOnOo Or
defense related pro~am naode. In addition to tho no action
alternative, it ansoosas four alternativesthat would aliminato
tho Woapono uoability of Km by blending itwith depleted
uranium, natural Uranim, or low-enricheduranim (LSU) to create
LEU, either as comercial reactor faed6t0& Or as low lavol
radioactive waste. The potential blending mites aro the Y-12
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20.011: Under Federal

Plant in O- Ridge, TamanmOO; the -Vamah River 8ite in A&en,
South CUoliM; the Babcosk G Wilcox Naval Wuclear ruel Division
Faoility in Ln*burg, Vifginia; ud th9 mel SOrviCOS nal
Fabri-tion Plant in -in, Tennessee. fio praferrad alternative
is toblend dom SUCP1U5 HSW to LSU for maximu comercial use as
reactor fuel feed whioh would likely b done at a co~inatien of
sites.

The Co=onwealth Offers the following cowents:

Any trmspor~tion of waates through Virginia mhould be
prettied with advanca notificationto the mpar~ent of herganoy
S-icas and the affeot~ loalities EO that ade~ata 6afety
precautions may M takan. As praviousl rawestod, the

IIooalitles should M notified dirootly n advanca of any
notification to the news madia.

The City of Lnchburg and Canpkll County hava no objections
to the proposod project.

The Dapartient Of Snviromontil Wality will coordinate the
Comonwealthts review and rosponee on tha final environmental
impact statomont for this proposal. corres~ndenca should bo
addressed to: Director, Off ice of mviromental Impact Review,
DeWr-ent Of ~VirO~ental Quality, P. O. BOX 10009, 629 EaOt
Min street, Ric~nd, Virginia 23240-0009.

Tha* you for this opportunityto comont on the draft
d-merit. The co=ants of the reviewers are attashod for your
review and considerateion. If you need further information,
plOaSO COntiCt Tom FOIVOY, (804) 698-4315,Of my Etaf f.

Sincarely, .

2..>w,~,q,’ ,/
Mi*ael P. Mu
Director, Grantsynanagemmt
and Intergovemental Affairs

CC: SS22Y K. Ha*in, City of Lyn~rg
R. Mvid hmll, CsmpMll Sounty
Mslie Foldcsi, VOH-W
P= c. Cogburn, VooT
Lt. H=baft Bridges, VSP
David H. ~tton, DWR
&&rt Wisklinc, D~-Wasti
Brian Iverson, VOM

20,011

haardous transportation law, prior modification to
states is required for shipments of spent nuclear anb high-level waste, but not for ship-
ments of LLW @,L. 101--615). -
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SSVI~ INS~U~IONS :

A. Please review the docunt c-fully. If the proposal ho
Men reviewed earliar (i.e. if tk do-nc is a federal
Final EIS or a state mpplement ), please consider whether
your earlier co-nts have been ade~ately adtieooed.

9. PreMre you agensy’s cmento in a fom which muld b
accepttile for raspontingdirectly to a pmjcct pro~nenc
agenq.

~’
. .

I bve w c-to tooffermWdM thisproject.

(Oi..d,a:da.o)’c-’*lQ95
(title)

(agency)- Wmrtint of H.filth

PRmm bM-137F s/95
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X.001: Comment noted.
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If ya cuot met tie deadline,pleane notify mLIE IRONS at
804/762-4325,=02aAS X. F=W at 804/762-4315,or R. ~034RS
=SS234 AT 004/762-4337pXiOZ to tbm -to givm. tim9=eUtS
till be =da b =tti tbe &te for Y- rwiw if wsshla . h
ag-oy will not be amsiderad to hve rmlqd ● dgmt ff no
c—ts arereceived (or.cm-at is -da) witi tie period
~cifiod.

R~I~ INS~U~IONS :

A. Please review the doament carefully. If the propo5al has
&en reviewedearlier (i.e. if the document is a federal
Final EIS or a state supplement), please consider whether
your earlier cmnta halvebeen ade~ately adtieoaed.

B. PrepareYOW agcnq’s cmentB in a fom which wuld M
acceptablefor respondingdirectly to a project proponent
agency.

c. Use your ngenq scationeq or the space blow for your
comente. IF YOV VS8 = SPAVS BEW, = NW ~ST BE
SI- A54v mm.

Please return your comnta to:

D2P~ OF ~IRO~= QUALITY
o-I= OF _RO~AL mA~ -W
629 = - STSS~, SI~ ~R

RoCd ww.~=o~~ VA 23219
Entifomeflal - *804/762 ‘4319

~ztm

Powt a Inter.
~ r4. %+/if

Oovofnmnlal Nlalfs
EnvirOmental TeCh32iC~
Senicee Mminietrator

~p +

J 4. I 23.001
ant,

2
(si~ed) (date) Z> ~-QJ

(agency/ /,.+,.@,.. 5,+>7 Poh&

PRW~ :95-137F 0/9s
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WX6H INSTRU~XONS\

A. Plea-e review tha dooumnt cawfully, If the proposalhao
ken wviawd ear3ier (1.9. if the dmumont ic ● federal
Final EXS or a ntato oupploment),pleas. ooneidsrvhether
yar earlieroo~nts hav. btan ade~ataly addreaaad.

B. ,mwm y, •~n.y~ e XZnts in c fo~ With wuld M
acc~tti e for mhponding diraotlyto a grojeetproponent
agenoy,

PleaOe return your comant* to I

*t[4;e+/’f
Semicos Adminiatrac;r

(simod)

(ngenry) Citv~
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Date R-N: 11/1-5
SOmment ID POO12
Name Temae Ha*
Md- No Md- Gwen

Tmmtiptiom

Thb Ie Temee Ha*. ~m an empbyee MO w hid off at NFS two yearn ago. MY
husband Robmt a~ was bld off at the wme time. We have thm small tiild~ and
had just bulk a nw home *n w Wm Iati off. We’re hoping tie government will
look d= and had et the PM* fm NFS. We know that they an do the h. He I 10.003
had fmtieen Yearn h ond I had tidean yearn In opemtiong. The -W of Unld
County stiamd a whole bt Men NFS kld off. Thank you. Teme Herna.

10.003: Comment noted.
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10.OU me spent fiel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fiel (derived from surplus ~U) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived tie]. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from tils program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
~us, in accordance with recommendations of the NationalAcademy of Sciences, it is the
poficy of the United States to m~e weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactom.
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TO! Department of Enurgy
FROM, David Hedqopeth
DATEt January 16, 1996
RE: HEU EIS

I do not support mal:inq highly enrlchmd uranium into ntlcloar
reactor fuel for the followtng reasonn:

● it will crnate spent nuclear fual far which we have no 10.024
nolutf on.
● ao part of that waste product, plutonium will be crmatod, a
Mtirial .iMt .Ieop~~w.~wals. . . ....
● all <>ptiGns h:+vm not 1>,,,?,,Oxplorwd, includllly %tori I1g down I 09,018
blondwd uranium.
● thm financinl analynIn is incomploto or nonnxistant, denpite
tho fact that citizens have request.d onm +or almost t~o years.

I 16.015

I do support:

● down blmnding all HEU. I 10.023
● International controlm on HEU. I 03,020
● safe storage “+ HEU prior to its down blending.

I 10,032
Thank you for your consideration.

cd w
J

Ilbo 6. F.r- ~~

~db, UT fY32/

—.. . . . .. —-— .- .-— ---

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendationsof the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce
net revenues in the near term, not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro-
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.

16.015: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped to provide the decisionmriker,DOE, comprehensive information upon which to
make decisions. The cost analysis, which has been provided to this commentor and all
others who have expressed an interest in this subject, is available in a separate document
with the HEU Final EIS. It supports DOE’s preliminary conclusion that commercial use
of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared to the
alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However,DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus =U
inventory.
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03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to NA controls. There is some HEU under NA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky sites. It is DORS intent to
make addhional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to the
maximum extent possible.

10.032 The Depatiment of Energy is committed to safely storing surplus HEU pending
its ultimate disposition.
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10.OM The spent fiel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fiel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural umium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the NationalAcademy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the ~U EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timefmme. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventory.

02.008: At this time, DOE is authorized only to determine the ultimate disposition of
HEU that has been declared SUWIUSto national security needs by the President. To date,
175t of HEU have been so declared. The HEU Final EIS considers the disposition of that
quantity plus an additional 25 t (not yet identified) that may be declared surplus in the
fiture.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to NA controls. There is some HEU under WA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOBS
intent to make addhional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.
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33.001

33,004

09.016

33.001: Forms of surplus HEU are mainly metal, compounds, solutions, oxides, irradi-
ated fuel, reactor fuel, UF6, scrap, and material in weapons that have been retired but
have not been transferred to Pantex for disassembly. Surplus HEU is currently located at
10DOE sites around the country and is shown in Figure 1.3-1 of the HEU Final EIS.

33.004: As described in Chapter 1 of the HEU Final EIS, approximately 62 t of the cur-
rently declared surplus HEU (165 t) may not be available for commercial use because it
consists of spent fuel and material with very high ratios of undesirable isotopes (U-232,
U-234, and U-236) relative to the U-235 isotope. Therefore, this material would need to
be disposed of as waste. U-234, which is one of the two main undesirable isotopes, is the
major contributor to radiation exposure and the other, U-236, inhibits the nuclear reaction
in reactor cores.

The LEU specifications for commercial reactor fiel are currently set by American Soci-
ety for Testing Materials to meet commercial reactor fuel feed requirements. A portion of
the currently declared surplus HEU invento~ (about 20 t) is being considered as off-spec
material because it would not meet the American Society for Testing Materials standards
when blended down. If buyers are found that would accept some portion of the non-com-
mercial HEU inventory despite its isotopic composition then more of the surplus HEU
inventory may be used as commercial fuel material or off-spec material, Some of this
HEU could be used later for mixed oxide fuel fabrication, but DOE believes that there is
no reason to reserve it for that purpose. Once surplus HEU is blended down to commer-
cial-grade LEU, it is fungible with any other commercial-grade LEU. The use of off-spec
material for mixed oxide fuel fabrication is unbown at this time.

Evaluation of new technologies and processes were not included within the scope of this
EIS. Similarly, conversion and blending down of the non-commercial material for fur-
ther potential use in the Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation program was also
excluded from the scope because the Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation program is
not currently funded and, therefore, DOE cannot plan and m~e decisions on programs or
technologies that may never be developed.

Details on the specific location of the surplus non-commercial HEU is partially classified
and could not be included in tils HS due to nationrd security reasons. However, DOE
evaluated transportation of surplus HEU between existing sites for blending and fuel fab-
rication, and a representative site for waste disposal ~S is only a representative site for
waste disposal since no LLJVdisposal site has currently been identified for the material).
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Results of these analyses did not reveal any major risk of transportation. ~erefore, it is
anticipated that decisions on blend]ng locations will be a function of material forms,
availablfity of facilities when needed, and business decisions.

me possibility of diluting the non-commercial material to less than 20-percent enrich-
ment and trading it to another count~ is not precluded by this EIS but would be unlikely
since DOE is not aware of any interest in this regard. If, in the future, a decision is made
to sell LEU derived from surplus HEU to other countries, supplementary NEPA docu-
mentation would be needed to evaluate potential impacts associated with that action.

09.016: me HEU Final EIS analyzes as potential blending sites two commercial facili-
ties and two DOE facilities (the Y-12 Plant and SRS) that have existing capability and
experience blending HEU to LEU, Idaho National Engineering Laborato~ (~EL) and
Hanford do not currently have operations or the facilities that might be used to process
HEU (such as the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant) because they are permanently closed
and are being decommissioned.

33.005: Conversion of aqueous LEU to triuranic-octaoxide (U308) using the Idaho
Chemical Processing Plant was not analyzed since this plant has been shut down and will
be decommissioned, mere are adequate uranium blending facilities other than the Idaho
Chemical Processing Plant and, therefore, there is no programmatic or economic basis to
re-start this plant.

25.003: As described in the HEU EIS, there are currently four candidate blending sites,
two DOE and two commercial, that are capable of conducting HEU blending operations.
Based on currently available information, DOE estimates that blending the commercially
usable surplus HEU (103 t) is likely to take 10 to 15 years to complete. DOE considers
this a reasonable timeframe and, therefore, anticipates facilities at the four analyzed
blending sites are adequate to accommodate required blending operations in compliance
with DOE safety orders antior NRC regulatory requirements, Cost analyses such as cost-
benefit analyses or cost effectiveness studies are not required as part of the NEPAenvi-
ronmental impact analysis and thus need not be provided in the EIS (40 CFR 1502.23).
However, cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the EIS were developed to pro-
vide the decisionmaker comprehensive information upon which to make decisions and
are available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS.
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28,002

33.002

33,008

33.002
cont.

16.014

07.010: The ~U Final EIS analyzes as potential blending sites the two commercial
facilities and two DOE facilities (the Y-12 Plant and SRS) that have extensive facilities
for and experience with the processing of HEU. The DOE facilities meet all DOE envi-
ronment, safety, and health requirements, and the commercial facilities meet all require-
ments contained in their NRC licenses.

33.006: The Department of Energy will meet whatever the waste acceptance criteria are
prior to shipment of the waste material and fully comply with applicable laws and regula-
tions during transfer of the material to its destination.

M.002: Although criticality safety requirements for HEU and Pu are comparable in
terms of their objectives, that does not establish a connection between disposition actions
for the two materials. DOE does not agree that decisions in the surplus HEU disposition
program in any way constrain decisions in the plutonium disposition program,

33.002: The representative enrichment level of 0.9 percent (used for analytical pur-
poses) was selected for material destined for waste disposal based on experience in both
the United States and Europe where waste has been disposed of at slightly greater than
l-percent U-235. This enrichment level assures that an inadvertent criticality would not
occur. It is possible that uranium at higher enrichment levels could be disposed of (the
LLW facility at NTS has accepted 1.25-percent enriched uranium in the past), but the
lower level was selected for purposes of conservatism in the HEU EIS analysis. Blend-
ing to an enrichment level less than 0.9 percent would substantially increase the amount
of waste product and cost of blendlng (for example, blending to a natural uranium state of
0.7 percent would increase the waste volume by 40 percent) without any incremental crit-
icality protection. The actual percentage of blend down will be determined by the waste
acceptance criteria of the selected waste disposal site.

33.008: The potentially non-commercial potion of surplus HEU consists of spent fiel
and material containing ve~ high ratios of U-232, U-234, and U-236 relative to the
U-235 content. me spent fuel could be reprocessed to separate out the HEU. If this is
done, it would be made commercially available for blend down to LEU for reactor fuel.
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Similarly, if any of the non<ommercid material could be pmessed to make it off-spec,
that matend will be offered for sale to the commercial indus~. However, some of the
off-spec materird h= such high quantities of U-234 andor U-236, DOE betieves that it
would be of fittle interest to the industry. DOE also befieves that blendlng Wls material
with Klghratios of U-234 and U-236 to “near off-specs’levels would not be attractive
because as U-235 is blended down to 4- to 5-percent range, the high quantity of U-234
and U-236 remain the same at those dilution levels and, in some cases, it may simply be
too high for any commercial use.

16.Ol& It is not necessary to incur the expense of the construction of new facilities,
because the existing facilities that are analyzed in the HEU EIS are available, capable of
performing the proposed mission in a reasonable timeframe, and meet applicable envi-
ronmental, safety, and health requirements.

21.Olfi Existing facilities, at both DOE sites and commercial sites, are available for
blending and possess operating expertise and have been in compliance with all environ-
mental release requirements that anew facility would have to meet. Therefore, construc-
tion of new facilities, which would likely have some degree of environmental
consequences due to land disturbance and construction activities, could not be justified.

21.009: The information in Table 2.* I pertaining to facility accidents has been revised
to reflect updated results obtained using the MACCS computer code which were pre-
sented in Section 4.3 of the HEU Final EIS.

22.016 As discussed in the geology and soils section, the Charleston earthquake of
1886 had an estimated Richter magnitude of 7.5. It has been estimated that at the time of
the earthquake, the SRS area experienced an estimated peak horizontal acceleration of 10
percent of gravity (O.10 g) (SR DOE 1995ti3-7). All facilities at SRS are designed to
withstand an earthquake of 0.20 g or 20 percent of gravity at the structure base which is
estimated to occur once every 5,000 years. Discussions of large earthquakes at other can-
didate sites have been added to the HEU Final EIS.

21.010: The material at risk was not determined for each facility and site. It is true that
each facility is uniquely different and have process design variations as well as different
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throughput capacities. However, because details on some site-specific processes were
proprietary, one set of representative data were used in the ~U EIS for each blending
process with nominal throughput rates that assumed a full-scale operation with bounding
values for operational requirements, emissions, waste streams, and other parameters. The
data used in the HEU EIS to characterize each blending process, including generic (nor-
malized) accident releases, are considered reasonably representative of the releases that
would occur at each site.

21.011: ~blic and occupational health assessments revealed that the maximum incre-
mental cancer fatalities would not occur at ORR when all four sites were involved in
blending. However, estimates showed that ORR would have higher incremental cancer
fatalities when blending occurs at two DOE sites.

For a uniform irradiation of the body, the incidence of cancer varies among organs and
tissues; the thyroid and skin demonstrate a greater sensitivity than other organs. How-
ever, such cancers also produce relatively low mortality rates because they are relatively
amenable to medical treatment. Because of the readily available data for cancer mortality
rates and the relative scarcity of prospective epidemiologic studies, somatic effects lead-
ing to cancer fatalities rather than cancer incidence (nonfatal) are presented in this EIS.

Transpofiation risk assessmentsshowed that risks would be only slightly lower for blend-
ing to LLW at ORR. For blending to fuel feed material as UNH crystals, ORR is not the
lowest risk alternative. ~o significant factors contributed to these conclusions: (1)
onsite material handting represents the greater part of the total risk and such handling
would still be necessary even to blend at ORR, and (2) the highest transportation risk for
these scenarios is not in transporting HEU, but in transporting the significantly larger vol-
ume of fuel feed material and LLWafter blending.

21.012: The criticality event discussed in Section 4.3.3.6 is an initial burst of IX1O1*
fissions followed by repeated bursts of 1x1O17fissions within an 8-hour period after the
initial burst. This accident has been approximated (due to model limitations) by a single
event of 1X1019fissionswith the radioactive releases occurring over a 2-hour period after
the event.

21.013: The critictity event was assumed to be initiated in the =U HS by an evalua-
tion basis earthquake. The energy source of the evaluation basis earthqu&e is much
greater than a cntidty, and therefore the energy from the Critictilty is not included in
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the impact analysis except to the release of fission products ~pton, xenon, and iodine).
These isotopes are consistent with the NuclearRegulato~ ConunissionRegulationGuide
3.34 where they are identified as the dominant isotopes for exposure. For the conse-
quences of a combined criticality and evaluation basis earthquake, the results are
summed for the release of halogen materials (46,000 curies of krypton isotopes, 65,000
curies of xenon isotopes, and 1,600 curies of iodine isotopes) from the criticality and for
uranium (0.076 curies of which 67 percent is U-234 for UNH blending to 4 percent)
released during the earthquake.

21.014: As stated in Section 4.3.3.6, it was assumed that all of the accident scenarios
considered in the HEU EIS can be initiated by the evaluation basis earthquake with the
exception of the filter fire and fluidized bed release. The evaluation basis earthquake is
also assumed to initiate the nuclear criticality. The evaluation basis earthquake accident
scenario assumes that the buildlng collapses, resulting in ruptured containers, piping, and
tanks releasing uranium solutions, water, toxic gases, flammable gases, and toxic and
reactive liquids. The nuclear criticality mitigating safety features of the storage racks and
facilities are assumed not to be compromised. Therefore, only the consequences from the
release of radioactivity and hazardous chemicals into the environment are presented for
the evaluation basis earthquake. For the earthquake induced criticality, the incremental
consequencesof this criticality are presented. To be conservative, both the consequences
from the evaluation basis earthquake and eafihqu~e induced criticality were assumed to
occur together added to yield the total consequences from both the release of radioactiv-
ity and hazardous chemicals into the environment and a criticality.

21.015: For normal operations, the meteorological data used for all four of the sites was
site-specificjoint frequency data files, A joint frequency data file is a table that lists the
following:

-the fraction of time the wind blows in a certain direction I
-the fraction of time the wind blows at a certain speed I
-the fraction of time the wind blows within a certain stability class I $3

The joint frequency data filesfor each of the four sites are based on site-specificmeasure- s
ments over a 1-year period to account for seasonal variations.At the two DOE sites (ORR gs
and SRS), the measurements are at several locations and at several heights, At the two a~

bocommercial sites (B&W and NFS), the measurements are at a single location and several ZQ
heights. For exposures due to normal operations, average meteorological conditions :g
(averaged over the l-year period) were used. ~~

m-
For accident conditions, one year of sequential hourly meteorological data was used.~ls 1G *
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is acmal data recorded at each site except B&W for which the best available complete ~g
data set was that of the Roanoke, VAairport. Ca

gq
21.016: The doses in Section 4,3.3.6 do agree with the data presented in Tables -. k
4.3.3.&l through 4 because the doses in the text area combination of doses in the tables. g$
For example, the latent cancer fatalities in the population within 80 km (50 mi) is 0.069 at ~-

,5
Y-12. Table 4.3.3,&3 states that at Y-12 the earthquake induced criticality yields ~%
(0.0015) latent cancer fatalities and the evaluation basis earthquake scenario yields ~ ~.
(0.067) latent cancer fatalities, As the text in Section 4,3.3.6 states, “the combined evalu- ~~
ation basis earthqu~e and earthquake induced criticality accident release results in the
highest consequences’ Therefore, for Y-12, the maximum latent cancer fatalities in the
population within 80 km (50 mi) is 0.069 (0.0015+0.067= 0.069).
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10.031: me Department of Energy agrees that blending down surplus HEU to either
commemial fuel or waste would move the weapons-usable material out of its cumentstor-
age and will m~e the material non-weapons-usable. Whh this action, the United States
will set an example to other nations and encourage international controls on all weapons-
usable nuclear materials.
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Dale Rmcived 01D2’96
Comment~ PO075
Name Fay }i!rsch
Addrcsr Boca Mlon, Florida

Transcription

I’m vcv much againstYW mating highlyctiched uraniuminto nuclearreactor ticl. and I hope
YOUwon’t do it MY mmc is Fay Hirsch, and 1five in Boca blon Florida, and my numberis 407

10,024
4S2-3905 Thank you

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendationsof the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.
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Author, Sha=n Pietzyk - rn81m-1 .pietzykafed%x.fie. cm> 4t 1—
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>
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, .. “ctype” i. the Author00 Rewest for a WiiC ox Pri”at, C_Cnt .
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, .. do n.thing O, r,pl~to the author directly.

, #“area. Jeamlne Ifonieker
> Wtitlo -
> #coWany .
> naddrl . 162 Bi”kloy Dr.
> #nddrl -
> #City . Nanhville
> U.t.to . m
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, #phone .
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>
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. with reactor fuel f=m viwin .rmi=. - w.ld pay the price, and .ti
, would mko cho profit frm cha nale of the rea=tor fuel? 04.010
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>
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04.010: A cost analysis for the alternatives analyzed in the ~U EIS have been devel-
oped for consideration as part of the ROD(s) and has been made available for comment
separately from the ~U Final EIS. me cost report has been disseminated to this com-
mentor and all others who expressed an interest in this subject.) me cost analysis sup-
pofis DOES preliminary conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from
surplus ~U makes the most economic sense and would save considerable money. It is
anticipated that the Government will realize most of the profit from the sale of LEU fuel
derived from surplus ~U commercial fuel. Any commercial entities involved in the dis-
position actions will also expect to realize some profits in compensation for their contn-
butions.
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Date Rcceivd I Inms
Comcnt ID ~18
N- J*clIonicka
Adti 362 ~fley Dtivc

N=hville, ~ 37211

Tmtiptiom

W. This isJanine Hoticker. 362 Ntilcy ~vc, f4=htille, TcmcxG 37211. I went to the
pblic m- tit w= bld on Novmkr 14 in timillc, Tcm=c. d dting tic mating I
inked ahti tie mQ of tic blti dom md w told tit tim w m costntilablc, b~
however, h w working PP. So, 1 was told tit I wuld & =nt n wpy of th=e wofig

p- ht I w not told *M ad by whom. So, I mkd to mi!mtc tit I m a@ng km 04.010
fiomY, d tit it should& dl of the CO* =ialed ~~ tic Pmws~ blc~ dO~ incIuding
how much it till IOMIY mst to do tie pmsm, md how much AC cx~td revenuetill h
tim whom, d I wodd kikcvcw mu~ to bvc a wpmc telling me how soontis mtctid
till k amilnblc. You u fm tit tom cdc 61S.333-2879. ~ti you. Od-bye.

04.010: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the ~U EIS have been devel-
oped for inclusion in the ROD(s) and have been made available as a separate document
with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis supports DOES preliminary conclusion that
commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU m~es the most economic sense
and would save considerable money. It is anticipated that the Government will realize
most of the profit from the sale of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU commercial fuel.
Any commercial entities involved in the disposition actions will also expect to realize
some profits in compensation for their contributions.
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Hello. My name S Utia HoRon. I ~we in Unlwl Counw, and I am Vev d~~~ to
think Mat there my b hurdous nuclear waste in my munty. I do not wnt R in tik I10.002
wunty, and them area lot d people that agree w’M me. I plan to hopatil~ @me to the
workshop [n tiowflle, and I Mll klk to you them. ~nk you. Bye.

10.OOZ The Nuclear Fuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant is one of two licensed com-
mercial facilities in the United States capable of providing ~U processing services.
NFS has been processing and fabricating special nuclear materials since 1958 while fully
complying with the stringent safety and environmental requirements established by
NRC, the State of Tennessee, and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),as well as
its own internal requirements. The proposed action of the ~U EIS is well within the
SKI1lSand experience of NFS and would neither increase hazardous nuclear waste beyond
the permitted limits nor would it alter NFS’Swaste management operations.
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07.004: As explained in Section 1.4.2 of the HEU final EIS, DOE prefers the maxi-
mum commercial use alternative because it would best serve the pu~ose and need for the
proposed action, which is to make the surplus HEU non-weapons-usable and, where fea-
sible, recover its economic value. It is self-evident that the economic recovery objective
is best served by an alternative that seeks to maximize commercial use of the material,
because the alternative of blending the material to waste recovers no value and greatly
increases the required blending and disposal costs. DOE believes that the nonprolifera-
tion objective is equally satisfiedby all the action alternatives (2 through 5).
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10.OU: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the NationalAcademy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventoq.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOES
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible,
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25.005: The assumed blending rates are based on dilution ratios for blend down and
anticipated blending capabltity and capacity. The rate of 10 t per year analyzed in the
HEU EIS for blending to commercial fuel was based on current assessments of annual
availability of surplus HEU. Although each candidate blending site has specific process-
ing rate capabilities which are described in Chapter 2 (theY-12 Plant is described in Sec-
tion 2.2.3.2) based on the best available information submitted by each site, the principal
reason of using a constant throughput rate (amount of LEU produced) at each site and
process instead of site-specific rates was to provide a fair comparison of the potential
environmental impacts between alternatives.

25.006: Operations at Building 321-M have been terminated and the remaining ~U
has been transferred to another location, The building is in the process of being decom-
missioned and will no longer be available for metal blending. The HEU Final EIS reflects
this change at SRS.

08.006: None of the HEU that is the subject of this EIS is in the fom of UF& The only
~U ~G that exists, no longer in DOE’s inventory, is 13 t located at the Portsmouth
Gaseous Diffusion Plant, That material was transferred to USEC by the Energy Policy
Act of 1992 and is currently being blended at Portsmouth. DOE does not rule out the
potential use of DOE sites for any particular batches of HEU.
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09,018

10.023

I 03.020

10.OM: The spent fiel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuei, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the NationalAcademy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce
net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro-
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed
at or near SRS) of the current surplus invento~.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However,DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 10to 15years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventory.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to MA controls. There is some HEU under MA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOES
intent to make addhional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.
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03.020

10.OM: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendationsof the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use o the mate-
rial; add storage costs; reduce net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the
purpose and need of the proposed action; and be practically applicable without additional
construction to only a small portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility
is proposed and constructed at or near SRS) of the current surplus invento~.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the ~U EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does ~lot
anticipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.
Therefore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus
HEU inventory.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls, There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y–12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE’s
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.
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09.022: The Department of Energy does not consider it reasonable to blend ~U to
LEU and then store it for an extended period of time. Such a course would maximize
Government expenditures for disposition, because it would necessitate the construction
of new storage facilities for the much higher volume of material and would involve no
offsetting revenues from sales of commercial material. The proposed action is to blend
down all surplus weapons-usable~U to make it non-weapons-usable.
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10.OM: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus ~U) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fiel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains ~, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the W.
Thus, in accordance with recommendationsof the NationalAcademy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.
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LlVS*~Sl~7~

P.artoxm9m~

OAXM - W4604-M72

U.S. 02PARWNT OP ~RW

Wl= W FISSILE NA72RIALS DISPOSITlm
P.O. rnX 23786

WAWIN~ON, D.C. 20026-3786

S~ECT: nlsot,sitlan 01 surplus MU Emlronmontal Impact

Statemtnt:

We, Ihe undcrslgnti, believe thatthsm snd Indeed the

only logical option, is th8t of ~1

Wo beltave (hst any other •pt[~n wIII just help parpttuste 10.015
the Nuclear cycle. It Is time for the werld te get off the

Nuclear 8ddlction. Blendlng ALL HEU to low-level wssto

would be one small but Importent sttp. It Is time tcr the

Unttsd States 10 show reel Itsdsrshlp.

. ..&& .. . ...g”r__-.-..-..” .._-_

_*:.,&._

. @&/q(:+-~ -- -.---–_--”-.

. .g,,[[. # . ,- I.CLL

10.015: Blendingdownthe entirestockpileof surplus HEU to LLW was evaluated in
the HEU EIS as one of the alternatives. me analyses showed that this alternative would
generate the highest environmental impact among other dtematives evaluated in the
HEU EIS ~able 2.&2). In addition, additional costs of blend down and storage would
be incurred which mayor may not be a significant factor in decisionmaking. DOE has
developed cost estimates associated with the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and
has made them available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. me cost anal-
ysis indicates that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes eco-
nomic sense and would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blendlng
HEU for disposal as waste. DOE believes that all of the action alternatives (2 through 5)
evaluated in the HEU EIS meet the objective of nonproliferation and will send a positive
message to other nations.
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LO~SIANA ENERGYSERVIC~, WASHINGTON,DC
PAGE 10F 3

12.016: TheDepartmentofEnergyagreesthatthe rateat whichLEUderived from sur-
plus HEU is introduced into the market is important to the stability of the uranium fuel
cycle industry.Due to the fores the material is in and the limited capacity to process it, it
will not be possible to make U.S. HEU available for disposition at the high rates sug-
gested by the scenarios assessedin the HEU Draft EIS, which were analyzed to bound the
highest impacts that might be experienced. DOE must abide by the stricture in the USEC
PrivatizationAct that its HEU disposition actions should avoid adverse material impacts
on the domestic uranium indust~. Statements in the HEU Drafi EIS concerning the
blending of 10 t per year refer to the potential blending rate at each site. Whh multiple
sites more than 10 t per year could be blended, but in actuality DOE does not anticipate
being able to make more than about 8 t per year available for blending. The schedules in
Table 2.1.2-1 have been revised in the HEU Final EIS to reflect these more pragmatic
assumptions.

The Department of Energy does not agree with the position that the rate of introduction of
LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU into the market is outside the scope of the HEU EIS,
for the very reason that Louisiana Energy Services is concerned about the program: the
effects on the uranium indust~ are foreseeable socioeconomic impacts that are required
to be considered in an EIS. The EIS notes several times that decisions about marketing,
business arrangements, and contracting for sales of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU
do not affect the environmental impacts, other than socioeconomic impacts on the ura-
nium industry.



LO~SIANA ENERGYSERWCES,WASH~GTON,DC
PAGE2 OF 3

05.012: me =U EIS does not permitor predicta reductionin the U.S. marketfor
enrichment.Rather,it analyzesthepotentialimpactsas requiredby NEPAandconcludes
that dispositionof currentlydeclaredand commerciallyusabledomesticsurplus~U
will have small impactson the marketover a 10- to 15-yearperiod.me cumulative
impactsof those programsare consideredin Section4.8 of the HEU Rnal EIS. DOE
intendsto abideby legislativeguidancethat it shouldavoidadversematerialimpactson
thedomesticuraniumindustry.
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McCu~Y, WADE,NAS~LLE, TN
PAGE10F 1

10.023: Existingfacilitiesanalyzedin the HEUEIShavesufficientcapabilityto blend
downall surplusHEUto LEUin a reasonabletimeframe.However,DOEdoesnotantic-
ipatebeingableto makemuchmorethanabout8 t peryearavailableforblendlng.There-
fore,DOEconsidersthatit will likelytake15to 20yearsto blendtheentiresurplusHEU
inventoq.



MORGAN,RUSSELL,LANDmGE, TN
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10.003: Commentnoted.

154J Iiishvay 139
Uandrid&e, Tw~n. 37725
Jan. 3, lg96 ,

Tflis letter coacern~ tll~ Poli:l:~ ~: Qisy- J i.. ‘i
““c&e=- ~eactup. fu=&-. 1 s~port the. dwnblendlng Of dl
highly enriched Uranium so that it cannot be used for
weapons. TnO us. government hus ~upported lnternatiOnal
controls on nuclear ~ateri~la * but has been reluct~nt
to apply t:.e same standards to our on industry. The
ME needs to put mOre QPhESiS On d~~blendinz all uranium
that 15 supposedly surplus.

In .ddition, 1 condratul-te the DOL and Hazel G‘ LeaV
in the steFs taken to cle&n up the dispoaa 1 Hrea9 and tO

work tow~rd 10ng-tern sOlutioas. Keep it up and do even

more in the cOnlnd Yeure. Tfia”k you.

Sincerely yours,

I 10,003

I 03.020

] 10.003

03.020: me United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to MA controls. mere is some ~U under MA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOES
intent to make addhional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.
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Jxnuxry 8, 1s96

U. S. D.O.t.
Offics of ?1ss11o ~terials Disposition
Washington, D.C. 20515

-: ?modoo of 2nf0mt10n Mgoast S512200002

Ploam respond to thio requmt, ●t thx f- br MIw, w tha
and of tho u~nt @lie c~ot @rl~, JanU&~ 12, 1S96 on tho
Disposition of $~luc Highly-EnrlcM Uranlw draft E. 1. S.

~ti you for you ●ttmtion to thlo xxttmr.

Washvllla, m 37212
ph: 61S-321.9091
fx] 615-321-9066

cc: 9*nat0r ~~aon
SOnxtOr Prim
~ngmmxxn Clmnt

30.005

30.005: me Department of Ene~y has prepared cost estimates and made them avail-
able in a separate dmument for public comment and consideration prior to the issuance of
the ROD(s).



NEATLING,MARY,KNOXVILLE,TN
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Dale R%iti Illlw
Comcnt ID ~32
Nmc: MW Nmting
Ad& 1319mtissmt

fioxville, Tm-

Tr&ption:

~s k Mq Ncatiw. I five at 1319 ~ti S-tin fiotille, T-e% md I ml ~ sop tic
tim into nuclw =1OI ficl. It’s goi~ b cmtc ~t &l md plutini~, but 1wuld Hkc
wme dcvclopmmi ofdo~ blmd~ uium We nmd to Imk hto do~ blendiig, bw I don’t
fikc nulm -tor fiel. Ohy, bye.

10.024

10.OM: me spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus ~U) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains W, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the W.
Thus, in accordancewith recommendations of the NationalAcademy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to m~e weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.



No NmE Sm~ED, LYNCHB~G, VA
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Yea. ~d Ike to say that B&W 1km haa h q~nm and the best of tie peopb and
tiers’ wahra in being abk to do MIsJ*. and I M*tiat MaY S~U~ be al~~ to
dot. I kw WM the Lyntiburg fad~w deflntie~ has the me- and the bhaw to

I

10.OO1

do H, and * R aa~ ~ m proMem, I just want to aay that h would be gd W* fOr
the pawk, and K en ba done PMWW and safah. ~ank you.

.

10.001: Decisions about where specificbatches of HEU will be blended are expected to
be based largely on business considerations and may involve USEC, other private entities
that may act as the Government’s marketing agent, or DOE. Competitive bidding pro-
cesses are likely to be key components in site selection.
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10.001: Decisionsaboutwherespecificbatchesof=U willbeblendedareexpectedto
bebasedl~ely onbusinessconsiderationsandmayinvolve USEC, other private entities
that may act as the Government’s marketing agent, or DOE. Competitive bidding pro-
cesses are likely to be key components in site selection.
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Hello. I am a dun of Lynshburg, VWh&, and I would just hka to say that I am
eompbta~ in favor of thk pwram. I would Iti to SEE the uranium diluted into uranhrm 10.003
su.tibb for USE In mmm-1 nusfear pawer plants. I tfdrrk lhk nubar aword%tm
~~hars Idw is an exeaflant ktea and one that tin further bneft menkfnd. Ad ~m
all b favsr of thb pmrsm, and 1Mink a subststial amount of thfa work shouM be
awarded to ~W and Wdcox. ~ey area proven leader .n Ws area, and they need
the employment for thk area. ~ey have the sapabihtiea, and they’ll do a good job.

10.001

~ank you.

10.003: Comment noted.

10.001: Decisions about where specific batches of ~U will be blended are expected to
be based largely on business considerations and may involve USEC, other private entities
that may act as the Government’s marketing agent, or DOE. Competitive bidding pro-
cesses are likely to be key components in site selection.
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08.001: As explained in Section 2.2.2 of the HEU Draft EIS, there are three potential
blending processes that could be used for different portions of the HEU disposition pro-
gram: UNH liquid blending, which could be used to produce either commercial fuel or
waste molten metal blendlng, which would only be used for waste material; and UF6gas
blending, which would only be used for commercial material.

22.001: As discussed in Chapter 4, no direct discharges to groundwater are expected to
occur and, as a result, no uranium would be released directly to the water. All industrial,
process, and sanitary liquid waste generated from the processes would be treated to com-
ply with ~DES permit levels prior to being released into the environment, However,
accidental releases of uranium as discussed in Chapter 4 of the ~U F]nal EIS could
occur.
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Data RAd 11109M5
Corn* ID Pm
Nine: No MenWCmn gken
Nd=

Tmn*ptim

Y-. Just @lfing in mfemm to tie Bab* and WIlmx Naval Nu&ar Fuels Dtilslon
in L@bum, W~lnb. ~d jm! Ilke to my hat w am for the WO*, ati anything you I 10!001
WUWdo to help us we’d deaw apptiate it Thank you for your tim and aewi=.

10.001: Decisions about where specific batches of ~U will be blended are expected to
be based largely on business considerations and may involve USEC, other private entities
that may act as the Government’s marketing agent, or DOE. Competitive bidding pro-
cesses are likely to be key components in site selection.
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Date R-ived: 1 lm9m5
Comment ID POW9
Nam& No iden~ation gben

Mdmw

Tmnscdplion

~m againat bdnglng m hlgh~ en~ed umnlum Into Unlml Coun~. Thank you. I 10,002

10.00% TheNuclearFuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant is one of two licensed com-
mercial facilities in the United States capable of providing ~U processing services.
NFS has been processing and fabricating special nuclear materials since 1958 while fully
complying with the stringent safety and environmental requirements established by
NRC, the State of Tennessee, and EPA, as well as its own internal requirements. The
proposed action of the ~U EIS is well within the sK1ls and experience of NFS and
would neither increase hmardous nuclear waste beyond the permitted limits nor would it
alter NFS’Swaste management operations.
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21.ml

21.W1: me safetyand hdth of pets and farmanimalsare not explicitlyanalyzedin
the ~U EIS. It is genedly assumedhat humansare moresusceptibleto detrimental
affectsfromradiationthananimals. In addition,the accidentanalysesassume that con-
taminated food md water would be interdicted. Humans and pets would not be allowed
to consume contaminated food or water. Contaminated wildlife would be interdicted
also. As analyzed in the ~U EIS, normal operations of the proposed alternatives present
no adverse health and safety concerns to humans, pets, farm animals, or wildtife.
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10.029: me Department of Energy’s proposal to blend down surplus ~U to LEU as
reactor fuel for commemial use is aimed to eliminate proliferation potential of the weap-
ons-usable~U. Although spent nuclear fuel would be generated as a result of the use of
this fuel in power reactors, since the nuclear fuel derived from ~U would displace
nuclear fuel that would have been created from newly mined uranium without this action,
there would be no additional spent fuel generated. me domestic spent fuel would be
stored, and potentially disposed of, in a repository or other alternative, pursuant to the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 10101 et seq.). DOE is in the process
of characterizing the YuccaMountain Site in Nevada as a potential reposito~. Further-
more, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is
the policy of the United States to m~e weapons-usablefissile materials at least as prolif-
eration resistant as spent fuel.
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hk M\&. 1111N6

co-t m: POM5

Nmc Xo idcntificotion given

Adk.

Turiptiom

I’d mcommcnd down blending it dl. But it’s pretty silIy to w it for nuclmrpowa pl~t fuel,

kauw tbt’11 jM tum it into nucla wosb which w still don’t how tit to do with, Plus of

CO- *Y could ~s ti plutotium W out of it sod you’d kvc bombs sg& It’s 10.024
ccrtsidy impmt to fd wme ssfe place to store tie stuff tit’s down bldsd. I til~ you’ll

kvc a bcttsr _ of Mmg b comUy h ftiig a pl~ to more 10K mom high Icwel

nuclmr wmtc fmm the s~t fuel, And c-y, you how, 1ss’sgd rid ofti bomb @ M.

We oin’t nting smyroom bombs. M you.

10.OM me spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fiel contains h, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the W.
~us, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
poticy of the United States to retie weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.
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10.013: me objectiveof the ~U dispositionprogramis to eliminate~U, not m~e
more of it. me ~U disposition program would not m~e more W than would exist
without the program.
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Date Rcceivcd l14Bb
Comment ID. PO025
Nmc No Identification Given
Addrcx Silver Mounlain, Tennessee

Trmsctiptiow

Hello, I’m calling from Sil.tr Mounfaln, Temcssec, md I hitiy opposethe Dcpmmcnt of
Energy’s plm to cmatc highly ctichcd umium md @e it into nuclcw reactor ficl &cause it 10.024
tillcreate plutonim wtich is a wn~ns gmdc mtcrid md mbotcm could cmily steal it md
w would be creating a monster in tie world. hd I ti~ the Dcptiment of Energy should get
out of wcapm mattids md shouldcmptii ktematiod contlols on nuclcm matctials. Md 03,020
w shouldactilly h tie long M get out of nuclev mntctials completely. That’s my opinion.
m you.

NOTE FROM TUNSCWBER: Italicized locaflon Indicates that the name given by the caller

wm unclear ad had to be lnfcmtd

10.024: me spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
~us, in accordance with recommendationsof the NationalAcademy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

03.020: me United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. mere is some HEU under MEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. lt is DOBS
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.
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23.001: Comment noted.

D&lE -m&r 4, I W5

Smff biologl~w wllh tie No* Cmlhn Wildlfc Mowm Comi~ion have RW*
the summw ducumcnt. Ow commcnb = pmti~ In tiodm tith pmvislons of the
Nnti.ml Environmmtal Pollc Ad (42 U,S,C, 4332 ) (c)) md the Fiti ond Wildfife

f “
~CWtiMtion Act 4S Stat 40 u m~d 16 U,S. . 661&7d) md tic No* Cmolhn

Envhnmemnl Po icy At (G.S. 113A. I Ibmugh 113A.lU 1 NCAC 25),

M YOUfm theOP dty o mlm ~ pmvidn bpm into tk ~ envlromcnti
rim ~ ntuwmcnl for ttis pm ect If we m Mti UsIst you o~w, plcmc contact ow offl w at

(9f9) S28-9S86.

m: Chew ~ SUWWISIW Blologi\L USFWS

23,001

23,001
rent.
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NUCLEARmEL SERVICES,INC., NORCROSS,GA
PAGE10F 2

05.011: TheDepartment of Energy is mting every effort to complete the ~U EIS
expeditiously.If the Preferred Alternative is selected by DOE in the ROD, the first ~U
to move to disposition would be the proposed 50 t transfer to USEC. Decisions about
contracting for blending of that material would be made by USEC, not DOE. The possi-
bility of shipping surplus ~U to commemial vendors in classifiedform with appropriate
security measures is being explored by DOE. Considerations other than contracting, such
as DOE’s ablfity to m~e surplus ~U available for disposition, and avoiding adverse
material impacts on the uranium industry, are expected to be the limiting factors in the
rate of disposition activities.



NUCLEAR~L SERWCW, Me., NORCROSS,GA
PAGE2 OF2

09.009: mere is a largemarketforLEUin the4- to 5-percentenrichmentrange,but lit-
tleor nonefor 19-percentLEU.
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~@2L
Jmuv 11.1996

NUK~, 1=
m AlbnDcSlti
sz~y~;a

O~cc of Fisilc Matctials Dlswsition
Fax~-

U.S, Dcwent of herw
do SAIC - HEU EIS
P.O. BOX 23786
Wstington DC 2002b3786

~. Comments on the Octohr 1995 Dl~position Of Suwl.s High&
Entichd Umnlum Dmfi Envimnmc.tal Impsct Statement (EIS)

bticdOmtlcmcx

B&aux of ow mpricnce in the nuclear ficl wkct w am titing to your owmi=tion 10OS
fm our comcnk on the abvc mentioned mpn”s Section 4,8, lYUCB on the Umnium Min-

ing and Nuckar Fuel Qcle Indmtria NUXEM, Inc. is onc of the wrlds lading suppliem
of nwla ficl. Together with ou Wnt mmpmy, NUXEM GmbH of Alzcnau, Ommy, tic
NUXEhf groupk supplidumi~ concentmtcs,convc~ion, cfichmt md otier nuclc~
fuel.mlatsd mwic= to utilititi since 1978, with mnwl =Is in cxw of S4W million.

Witi rcgati to tic cffcc~ on the umium mmkct fmm the DOE tmfcr of 7,000 MT of mtd
umium (contining 18,200,0M Ik uml~ oxide) md SOMT of HEU (cantiining 12,800,00
lh of wim oxids) to USEC @OE Matctial) md the psiblc *Ic of m additioti 120 MT
of HEU (conmining 33,900,000 Ibs of mim otidc), our psilion in he mwkctplaw A lsd
us to n tiffmnt conclwion M that inched in the XPd. The EIS concludestht tic in-
d@ion of Ms matctinl into the market would tium dom~stic urti~ pduction by 700,~
Ibs of urmi~ oxid= mually, tith m accompmyinB reduction of approximately 90 ~~n
y-in cmploymmt.

NUXSM hlievcs tit the inti~tion into the m-ket of the DOE Matcfid = well m up to

120 MT of tidhiod SWIUS HEU. till no! duw domestic tim pdwtion or employ
12,017

~1 nmbm. The USEC Ptivntiation Legislation dic~tm tit h DOE Mate&l to&t-
fcmd m & Unit4 SUB ~tichmt Co~mtion m ody bs intiti into tic domctic
tict at a mtc not to excssd 4 million lbs of tim oxide or the quivdmt conm.nd in UF,
a YW ~m.ng in 1998. * tiditiod fitiction not mcntiond k tie EIS is the avdlabitity
of Astkg fwihti= for the blenting of HEU. Ed upn the mumsd wrld blinding ca~-
i!y of 10 MTO of HEU a YCU it wuld tie 17 y-@ blind dom dl of the HEU mcntiomd
nbvc (=ming d! h m.m tim k bletid dom HEU mtis the commemid s~ifica-
tions for w in nucla -tom,) which qwtcs to 3,800,000 Ibs of mim mxidemld into *C
~kct mtily or 2.5°A of m~, mnud wfld ~=tor dem~

12.017: me HEU Final EIS does not assume that world blending capacity is limited to
10 t per year. Rather, it is the assumed rate at which each of the analyzed domestic facil-
ities could blend commercial material. However, DOE does not expect to be able to
make HEU available for blending at a rate that would assume the use of all four facilities
at that rate simultaneously. ~us, DOE agrees that it is not likely to market more than
about 3.8 million pounds of uranium oxide from domestic HEU disposition in any given
year, and that such quantities represent only about 2.5 percent of total annual world
demand. mere appears to be substantial disagreement among different segments of the
industry as to the future performance of the world uranium market. DOE agrees with this
commentor that uranium supply will continue to tighten in the next several years, but it
also agrees with other commentors (for example, from the domestic uranium producers)
that entry into the market of uranium from Russian and domestic HEU disposition actions
together would increase supplies and possibly soften the market. DOE intends to move
cautiously and to abide by the requirement in the USEC Privatization Act that it avoid
adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium industV in undertaking its uranium
transactions,



NU~M, INC., STWFO~, CT
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OffIM of Fisile Mattids Dispmi!ion

JM~ 11,1996

PWC TW

Acceding togmdly xceptd mkti &m (= ana~~ mph). wOfld +m~nd fOr mium is
over 160 tilfion Ibs wim oxide mnwlly, WMIC ~
~. Unwvmd d-d for umim ofide is cwnfly tilng md hush invcnm~
dmwdow. If dmwdow of invmtmy anthw at i~ c-1 m!e, the mowt of motffld in in.
vato~ availble for Western ebm is xhdulcd b & ctitid by 1999.

*ing til the Rwsim ~U mtctid md the DOE maltid enti *C -kti put to
ti USEC ptivatiation ~uiments d the htitti m~ity for the biting of HEU, lhe~
maim a supplymd d-d worldtidc gap of hwen 20 m 30 miltion lbs of mium oxide
w YW. Even tith the intmdumion of M DOE mktil, the additloml SWIU HEU, ad the
wi~ mlting fmm the Rwim MU. the cu~nt WP Of ~mvc~ dem~d ~ OnlY ~
met witi w pmdtiion. Ow mviw of the titi’s mpply d dcmmd sitution illwt-
tiat, on m ktctioti md domestic tils, intiuaion of s~lm invmtotim till not d~mw
the pductlon md =Ic of dommtic wti~ pduct or dum employment in the dom=!ic
mium mining indwt~

111sNUMMS psition tit the &~ds of *c nucl~ fiel wkct till Mulm world produ-
ctionof mim oxide to ka=.

W you forticopwnmi~ to submit thc~ comcms. Shodd you bvc my qwtiiom or
commmw or nd tiditioti infomtion on ow psitlon, PI= do not hcsimtc to con~t w
Immetia!cly. You m fotilng to YOM o~w by Fdx a colorcopy of the utihd mph.

smccmlYYom.

&c@
Vice Pmsidcnt

12.017
cont.
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NU~M, INC., STAMFOW, CT
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The ~ uc -g dqlud umium (Ml!)intoblmtiigmattid of 1.S7.

Atirnt ~ PM ofthe~h istheumnium mmponcnt of the b!mting mttial.

~s from thedmwdow of 5 MTU @ 7WA, 45 MTU @ 37.5v,, and 120 M7U @ 45%
of US ~U blmdins to 4.WA (ml indudns the blmting motdal) and 7,~ ~ of
mtud utium

5 MTU @ 7VA ad 45 MTU @37.5Y0 12,8W,000
120 m @ 45V. 330W,000

7,oOO MTU Namd
TOTK 64,900,000

The dmtiom of this urmum k Utitd to 4,~,0W Ibdya stmins in 1998 purmml
to the USW PfintimtionMll(S.7SS)=U bladinsmpad!yof10~ of~U per
Y= isdw aIlmiting fidor At 10 MTU of XSU pm ywrhwould IAC 17 P to blind
the ~U matlond above If the 64,W,000 Ibs U308 is dehvcrd ovw 17 y=rs ltis
would ~pf=~t 3,8M,000 U30UYCar
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14.012

04.014

I 03.012

● 00E dkcards& opdonofdmvnb-to4% forsbcage(untir meathgand mh &m
Tateadd~~) aefig It providw“nopmuferatimadvantageover Imdng md @U@+ statement

WM 1$nottie. Mmdlngto4%endstorfngpreaeree$b ~a$.krel optfmondmhta~ ~rity of
& mate~ in a relativelystablestakwhichdoe$notconblnPOorHEU.BkndandcellforU* as 09.013
ractor fuel requlrweventualstorageofahigMytoxkandndioadve matotil wMdt conwh$Pucmd
HEU.

~WE matnteMadoubleshndacd,u~~ Itvmddnot~ todownbti tocl% unti adlgpmalsite
wereMfified ti appmvod.W camerequlremmtdoeenotapplyb downblmd.and.us-a>ful, I 07,009
$hcanodbpoaatalte=1$0 foropt nwkar fuel.

● ME SM theMb rtqulmdtocompletethevtiou~ alternativeecmdos byMbg thesiter I 05.008

14.OIA Once HEU is blendeddownto commercial-gradeLEU,it is fungiblewithany
othercommercial-gradeLEU.As themarketforuraniumandreactorfuelis a globalone,
it is correctthatsomeLEUfuelderivedfromsurplus HEU could be sold abroad. It is also
correct that some foreign nations reprocess spent fuel to extract Pu and uranium for civil-
ian (non-military) use, although it is the policy of the United States to discourage civilian
reprocessing. However, as any such LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would simply
replace fuel that would have been used anyway in the foreign reprocessing programs,
there would be no additional reprocessing resulting from this program, and inversely,no
less reprocessing abroad in the absence of this program. The resultant spent fuel would
present no greater proliferation hazard than any other commercial spent fuel fin contrast
to HEU-based research reactor spent fuel). Commercial spent fuel does not contain HEU,
as the comment suggests. The commentor may be referring to U-235, which is present in
spent fuel at a lower enrichment level than fresh fuel due to the fact that some of it is
transformed in the reactor by the fission process. The uranium in commercial spent fuel is
low enrichment and not weapons-usable.

04.014: Costanalysisis notrequiredaspartofanEIS,butonecomparingthe HEUdis-
positionalternativeshas been preparedto aid the Secretawof Energyin reachingan
ROD,Thecostanalysis,which is now available separately from this EIS, which has been
provided to interested parties, supports DOE’s preliminary conclusion that commercial
use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes the most economic sense and would
save considerable money compared to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as
waste. DOE does not agree that blending for commercial use is less proliferation resistant
than blending to waste, because no increase in the generation of spent fuel would result
from this program, and spent fuel is not considered proliferation prone.

03.012: The Department of Energy agrees that blending to less than 1 percent removes
the proliferation potential of HEU. It is for that reason that the HEU EIS evaluates an
alternative (alternative 2) that would blend all of the surplus HEU to waste for disposal.
However, DOE disagrees that blending to 4 percent for commercial use is less effective
in serving the nonproliferation objective, since spent fuel would be created in any event
from reactor operations (that is, no additional spent fuel would be created from this pro-
gram), and spent fuel is considered to have low proliferation potential, Moreover, while
the President’s Nonproliferation and Export Control Policy (fact sheet included as HEU
EIS Appendix A) mentioned by the commentor does focus on nonproliferation, it also
explicitly mentions conversion of HEU to peaceful use as reactor fuel (in the context of
the purchase of Russian HEU).
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09.013 TheDepartment of Energy does not agree with the contention that commercial
use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU increases the proliferation potential of the
material. DOE does not consider it reasonable to blend HEU to 4-percent LEU and then
store it for an extended period of time. Such a course would maximize Government
expenditures for disposition, because it would necessitate the construction of new storage
facilities for the much higher volume of material that would exist after blending, and
would involve no offsetting revenues from sales of commercial material.As the commen-
tor disapprovesof the commercial use option, it is not clear why the commentor concedes
the utility of preserving that option by storing LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU at the
4-percent enrichment level. Spent nuclear fuel contains about l-percent Pu (in a highly
inaccessible and thus proliferation resistant state), and it retains much of its LEU U-235
content (3 to 4 percent), but it does not contain HEU.

07.009: The Department of Energy does not intend to t~e actions to commence blend-
ing of HEU until there is a clear destination for the resultant material. In the case of waste
material, that destination is an approved LLW disposal site. In the case of commercial
material, the destination is fabrication into commercial reactor fuel. The normal nuclear
fuel cycle in the United States is a “once-through” cycle ending in disposal of spent fuel.
The alternative of blending HEU to waste would generate LLW for disposal that would
not otherwise exist. In contrast, the spent nuclear fuel that would result from commercial
use of blended-down HEU would not represent any increment over that which would
exist in the absence of this program, since the LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU will
simply supplant natural uranium-derived fuel.

05.008: The Portsmouth and Paducah sites are capable of blending HEU in the fom of
~6 in the enrichment cascades, but they do not have the capability to convert metal or
oxide HEU to UF6. Except for 13 t of HEU in the form of UF6 at Portsmouth that is
already being blended there, none of the surplus HEU is in the form of UF6,so those two
sites are not realistic candidates for future blending. DOE considers a 10- to 15-year
period for blending cumently declared surplus material (175 t ) to be a reasonable time-
frame for accomplishing Mls mission. This timeframe is based on DOE mating a total of
8 t per year of surplus HEU available for blending to commercial use. The HEU EIS
already contemplates the potential addition of 25 t of HEU to the currently declared sur-
plus. If a total of more than 200 t of ~U are declared surplus, additional NEPA docu-
mentation would be required.
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SINNIY,

11.016

14.013: Bemuse LEU fiel derived from surplus HEU would replace spent fuel that
would be created from natural umium-derived fuel in the absence of Wlsprogram, there
would be no addhional spent fuel generated.Thus, the generation of spent fuel is not con-
sidered an inc~mental direct environmental consequence of tils program. The resulting
spent fuel would be subject to the same disposition decisions as all other domestic com-
mercial spent fuel. Since the spent fuel disposal EIS on connection with the proposed
Yucca Mountain or alternative repository) has not yet been prepared, it is by definition
impossible to integrate the findings. DOE does not understand the difference between “a
minimum level of proliferation resistance against which options are to be measured” and
“a goal for the disposition of weapons-usable radioactive materials;’ and considers that
both of those phrases describe the way DOE is using the spent fuel standard in Mls pro-
gram.

03.022: Theprimary purpose and need for the proposed action is to render HEU unus-
able in weapons, and down-blending is the approach DOE proposes to accomplish that
objective. DOE does not agree that commercial use of LEU derived from surplus HEU
increases the proliferation potential. Although fuel derived from U.S. HEU and sold
abroad could conceivably be reprocessed in some countries to separate plutonium for
commemial (non-milita~) use in mixed oxide fuel, that LEU fuel derived from surplus
HEU would simply replace other fuel, so no incremental plutonium will be created as a
result of tils program. The nonproliferation and economic recovery objectives of this
program are not in conflicc both are best served by the maximum commercial use alter-
native.

17.011: The Depafiment of Energy agrees that disposition decisions should not com-
promise the health and safety of workers, the public, or the environment. The results of
the analyses in the HEU EIS (Sections 2.4 and 4.3) indicate that any health, safety, or
environmental impacts would be low and well within prescribed limits.

09.014: The HEU EIS analyzes potential HEU blending at the four domestic facilities
that are equipped and fin the case of the commercial facilities) licensed to process ~U
in the requisite quantities. DOE considers that some combination of those four facilities
would be adequate to effect disposition of the surplus HEU invento~ within a reasonable
timeframe. If additional facilities are proposed in the future for HEU disposition activi-
ties, additional NEPAdocumentation, possibly in the context of NRC licensing for com-
mercial facilities, would be necessary.
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09.015: TheDepartment of Energy agrees that the abitity to dispose of ~percent mate-
rial as waste would offer a significant volume and time advantage. However, we are
unaware of any LLW disposal facility acceptance criteria that would accept 4-percent
enriched uranium as a waste form, In order to ensure against a potential criticality and
meet waste acceptance criteria, the material needs to be near or below l-percent enrich-
ment.

03.021: TheDepartment of Energy expects to make its surplus ~U subject to WEA
safeguards to the maximum extent possible. MA does not take “possession” of materi-
als however, all disposition will conform to all international safeguards and transparency
requirements.

01.00% Once it is blended down to LEU, the surplus HEU would be as irreversibly
non-weapons-usableas any other LEU. The spent fuel that would result from commercial
use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would be as imeversiblynon-weapons-usable
as any other spent fiel. It is possible to re-enrich LEU to make it HEU again, and it is
possible to reprocess spent fuel to separate W, but both of those endeavors are very diffi-
cult and costiy.Thus, LEU and spent fuel are both considered non-weapons-usable in as
permanent a way as it is feasible to achieve.The blending of HEU to LEU would serve as
an example to Russia and hopefully other nations to also blend their weapons-usable
HEU to nonproliferation-prone forms.

11.016 Because of the fores the material is in, DOE does not expect to be able to make
surplus ~U available for disposition at a rate that makes completing the program in less
than 10 years possible, and does not consider it necessary to develop additional capacity.
The decision to declare only part of the Nation’s inventory of ~U surplus to defense
needs was made by the President on the recommendation of the Nuclear Weapons Coun-
cil, not by DOE, and simply reflects the fact that the United States has not decided to
e~minate its entire nuclear arsenal nor to discontinue the use of naval nuclear propulsion
systems.A classified quantity of HEU remains in the national security stockpile for those
purposes and is not surplus. The Storage ati Disposition of Surplus Weapons-Usable
Rssile Materials Dra@ Programmatic Emiranmental Impact Statement @O~S-
0229-D, Febmary 1990 does not consider the disposition of non-surplus HEU, since that
material is Ming retained in the stockpile and is not subject to disposition. The Storage
md Disposition PHS does consider the long-tern storage of non-surplus HEU in con-
junction with the storage of non-surplus Pu. Since existing capacity appears to be ade-
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quate to effect the disposition of the cument surplus invento~ plus a nominal additional
X tin a reasonable timeframe, a decision to build new facilities is not warranted at this
time. me commentor is comect hat if more than 200 t is eventually declared surplus,
additiond NEPAanalysis will probably be necessary,but DOE believes it has adequately
bounded the surplus material for the foreseeable future.
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05.007: The timeframespresentedin thecitedtablehavebeensubstantiallyrevisedin
the HEU Final EIS to reflect more reatistic assumptions about commercial consider-
ations, availability of material, and other factors (such as legislative restrictions concer-
ningimpacts on the uranium industry) in addhion to processing rates. DOE expects that a
realistic estimate of the time needed to blend material for commercial use (out of 200 t)
will be 15 to 20 years. The cited discussionconcerning UF6at Pofismouth on page &l 87
of the HEU Draft EIS pertains not to the 50 t of HEU that are proposed to be transferred
to USEC, but rather to 7,000 t of natural uranium that are proposed to be transferred to
USEC as part of the same transaction.The 50 t of HEU that is proposed to be transferred
to USEC is in the form of metal and oxides, not UF&

11.001: TheGE Wilmington Fuel Fabrication Plant is used in the HEU EIS as a repre-
sentative site where conversion of natural UF6blendstock to U308 forusein UNHblend-
ing might occur. ~ls step is not likely to be necessary since DOE has plentiful supplies
of natural uranium metal and oxide that can be used as blendstock for the UNH process.
In the event that limited conversion of UF6 blendstock is necessa~, the impacts at the
conversion facility would be negligible relative to the existing activities at the facility as
discussed in Section 4.3.5 of the HEU Final EIS.

21.008: Results of accident analyses are summarized in the Environmental Justice in
Minority and Low-Income Populations section of the Summary in the HEU Final EIS. In
addition,Tables S-2 and S-3 in the Summary present a comparison of the potential incre-
mental impacts from accidents for all the alternatives evaluated in the ~U EIS.

22.012: Thecumulative impact sections have been revised to eliminate ORR as a can-
didate site for the Tritium Supply and Recycling program.
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07.01% TheDepartment of Energy agrees that the ultimate determination of the pro-
portion of surplus HEU that can evenmally be sold for commercial use will depend on
more detailed characterization of the surplus inventory.

14.019: Theamount of spent fuel that results from commercial use of surplus HEU will
be no greater than spent fuel that would be generated from fuel derived from mined ura-
nium in the absence of the HEU disposition program. LEU fuel derived from surplus
HEU will merely displace that which would have been provided from newly mined ura-
nium. It will be managed and eventually disposed of together with other domestic com-
mercial spent fuel pursuant to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

16.015: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped to provide the decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to
make decisions. The cost analysis, which has been provided to this commentor and all
others who have expressed an interest in this subject, is available to the public for corn.
ment in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. It supports the conclusion that
commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars
compared to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.

14.016: Management of DOS’s LLW is the subject of DOE’s Draft Waste Management
PEIS, a tiered or site-specific documentation. The possibility of LLW disposal at ORR is
included within some of the alternatives in the Draft WasteManagement PEIS document.

05.010: Although the HEU EIS contemplates the proposed privatization of USEC and
the proposed transfer of 50 t of surplus HEU to USEC as part of that privatization (as
authorized by P,L. 1&134), the environmental analyses in the document are not condi-
tional on those events. Although the 50 t transfer is mentioned separately in the HEU EIS,
the impacts resulting from it are not expected to be different from any other HE[J that is
blended down for commercial use. However, if an ROD from this EIS includes the trans-
fer of this material to USEC, that action will increase USEC’Sassets and thus the pro-
ceeds to the Government from the sale of USEC.

-.
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11.015: Alternative 3, fimited Commercial Use, represents the case where only the
50 t of HEU that is proposed to be transferred to USEC is commercialized and all the rest
is blended for disposal as waste. For this alternative only, DOE made the simplifying
assumption that only the two commercial sites would be used for blending of the 50 t of
commercial material.This is due to the fact that DOE sites currently in a stand-down con-
dition are not expected to be available during the next couple of years, when blending of
the USEC material may begin. For the other commercial use alternatives, 4 and 5, DOE
made no such simplifying assumption, and the DOE sites are considered candidates for
any or all of the blending activities in the site variations.

21.007: Table E,2.3–1 includes the unit “curies” in its title which is consistent with the
style chosen for the HEU EIS. Table E.2.3-2 inadvertently omits curies from the title.
This has been corrected in the HEU Final EIS.

22.011: The HEU Final EIS has been revised to correct this discrepancy,

17.013: The HEU Draft EIS reflects the potentially significantconsequences associated
with a postulated UF6release accident, as well as the low probability of such an accident.
See, for example,Tables 4.3.2.H and 4.3.2.G5. Whether any UF6 and related blending
facilities are developed will be decided by commercial entities based on business consid-
erations and subject to licensing and regulation by NRC.

10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the HEU EIS as
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with
NEPA, the HEU EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide
this information to the decisionmkers.
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10.023

10.OM: The spent fuel hat would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the W.
Thus, in accordance with recommendationsof the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the
materiac delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce
net revenues in the near tern, not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro-
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to NA controls. There is some HEU under WA safeguards at
the Y–12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE’s
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe, However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventory.
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perhaps not surprising DOE has received conflicting comments on the projected uranium
supply a few years in the fiture. The evidence seems to suggest that uranium from Rus-
sian and U.S. HEU disposition actions will enter the market at a time when annual pro-
duction is expected to frdl considerably short of demand, and prices are expected to rise
substantially. h such an environment, and in tight of the modest rates at which DOE
expects to be able to make ~U available for blending, it is not expected that HEU dispo-
sition will have the severe impacts on uranium markets suggested by this comment.

The potential economic impacts to the enrichment plants should be significantly amelio-
rated by the provisions in the recently enacted USEC Privatization Act. The Act sets
numericalfimitson thequantitiesof Russian-andsomeU.S,-originmaterialthat canbe
deliveredto commercialend users, and requires DOE to determine that its sales of ura-
nium would not have adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium mining, conver-
sion, and enrichment industries. Based on the analyses performed for USEC’S1994 EA
and DOE’s analysis of the USEC Privatization Act, it is estimated that the U.S.-origin
HEU would likely have only small marginal impacts on the domestic enrichment indus-
try. The HEU Final EIS has been revised to reflect changes in delive~ of the Russian and
U.S. material under the provision of the USEC Privatization Act and the corresponding
reductionin expectedimpacts.

TheDepartmentof Energyanticipatesthat supplying50t of HEUto USECovera 6-year
periodwilllargelyexhaustDOESabilityto make=U availableforblendingduringthat
period. AlthoughDOE wouldnot foreclosethe possibilityof matdng small additional
quantities of HEU available during that period, it is expected that the bulk would proba-
bly not be available for commercialization until after the transfer of 50 t to USEC is com-
pleted. DOE intends to move cautiously and must abide by the requirement in the USEC
Privatization Act that it avoid adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium industry
in undertaking its uranium transactions.

M.014: The USEC Environmental Assessment for the Purchase of Russian hw-
Enriched Uranium Derivedfrom the Dismantlement of Nuclear Weapons in the Countries
of the Former Soviet Union (USEC~A-94001, DO~A-0837, January 1994) was inad-
vertently missing from the HEU Draft EIS reference list. This document has been added
to the HEU Final EIS reference list (see USEC 1994a).
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EIS and in any ROD(s).
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32.003: TheDepartment of Energy originally designated a comment period of 45 days
running from October 26 to December 11, 1995. In response to requests from the public
from several reviewers, the comment period was extended until January 12, 1996. DOE
feels that the total comment period of 78 days provided an adequate period for review and
comment based upon the length and content of the document.

12.001: The quantity of materials addressed in the HEU Draft EIS was established to
evaluate the environmental impacts associated with the maximum amount and processing
rate of ~U that might potentially be made commercially available for use in reactor
fuel. The rate at which material would actually be introduced into the market by DOE
would be significantly less because of DOBS ability to make the material available for
blending and because a portion of the inventory is in forms (such as irradiated fuel) that
would not be suitable for commercial use in the near tern, if ever. The processing rates
in the ~U Final EIS (Section 2.1.2) are revised to reflect more realistic assumptions
about the rates at which LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU might be made available for
commercial sale. DOE estimates that no more than 8 t per year total would be blended
for commercial use.

The rate at which LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU-derived material could be intro-
duced into the commercial market would be determined over time by many factors,
including the rate at which the material becomes available from the weapons program,
physical infrastmcture, legislative guidance, and future market conditions. DOE’s physi-
cal ability to make surplus HEU available for blending is constrained because much of it
is in forms that cannot be used without prior processing and there is limited availability of
processing capacity (such as for weapons dismantlement). It is anticipated that delivery
of the proposed 50 t of material to USEC over the next 6 years will la~ely exhaust
DOE’s delivery capabilities during that period. From the existing surplus, only an addi-
tional 40 t of material is likely to be blended and introduced into the market for commer-
cial use over a period of 10 to 15 years. Both the Energy Policy Act of 1992 and the
USEC Privatiution Act requirethe Secretaryof Energyto determinethat salesof ura-
niumwillnothaveadversematerialimpactson thedomesticuraniumindustry.Basedon
theseconsiderations,DOEdoesnot believe that the rates of disposition of domestic sur-
plus ~U will have significant impacts on the U.S.-Russian ~U agreement. DOE will
take these and other factors into account in making its decisions concerning uranium
sales.
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09.001
cont.

12.001
rent,

32.004

30.002

09.001: Theproposalto transfer50t of HEUand7,000t ofnaturaluraniumto USECis
specificallyauthorizedby section3112(c)of P.L. 10L134. This law also requiresthat
the deliveryof DOEuraniumto end users should not have adverse material impacts on
the domestic nuclear fuel cycle industry. DOE intends to comply with that requirement.
The option to blend HEU to 19-percentLEU and store it indefinitely was not considered
a reasonable alternative because it would not provide for recove~ of economic value or
peaceful, beneficial use of the material, it would necessitate construction of new or
expanded storage facilities to accommodate the increased volume of the material Of
applied to a substantial quantity of HEU), and it would require additional processing in
the future either for commercial use or disposal as waste. If DOE decides to withhold
material from the market for an extended period, it is likely to continue to be stored as
HEU, possibly with WEA oversight.

32.004: DOE must work witiln the constraints imposed by available funding and
resources. To reduce costs of complying with NEPAof 1969, as amended, and due to the
geographical proximity of three of the four candidate sites identified in the HEU EIS,
DOE determined that two public meetings (Knoxville, TN and Augusta, GA) would be
appropriate for tils program.

Because public involvement is critical to the success of the program, DOE provided toll-
free fax and voice recording, and an electronic bulletin board, as other methods for sub-
mitting comments throughout the comment period. Comments were also accepted by
U.S. mail.

30.00A Technical documents supporting the HEU final EIS are available for inspec-
tion in 12DOE reading rooms, published in the Federal Register (60 ~ 54867) on Octo-
ber 26, 1995, announcing the availability of the HEU Draft EIS. The option of blending
to 19 percent and storing the LEU indefinitely was eliminated by the screening process
for surplus HEU disposition dtematives because it would not recover the economic value
of the material or provide for peaceful beneficial use; would necessitate the construction
or expansion of storage facilities to accommodate the increase in volume of materiafi and
would require additiomd processing for either commercial use or disposal. Cost esti-
mates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU HS have been developed to provide the
decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to make decisions. fie
cost analysis (which has been provided to WIScommentor and dl others who have
expmsed an interest in this subject) is available in a separate document with the ~U
find HS and supports DOES pretirnin~ conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel
derived from surplus ~U would save biMons of do~ars compmd to the dtemative of
blending HEU for dispo~ x waste.
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06,001

M.001: TheDepartment of Energy’s current plan is to store most surplus HEU at the
Y-12 Plant at ORR pending its disposition. Extended storage is not contemplated after
the material is blended down to LEU. Rather, HEU will only be blended down when it
can be promptly moved into the pipeline for either commercial use or disposal. Thus,
other sites, such as former military sites, are not needed for storage for this program.

Od.00A The Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant in Piketon, OH, a DOE-owned facil-
ity that is leased by USEC, consumes large amounts of electricity in the process of
enriching uranium for the commercial nuclear industry. The plant formerly produced
HEU for the nuclear weapons program but it never produced or handled Pu. To the extent
that blending down surplus HEU for commercial use displaces the need to enrich natural
uranium, electricity consumption at the Portsmouth facility (and at its sister facility in
Paducah, KY) would be reduced.
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06,004

06,004
Mnt,

06.004: ~Is comment, which appears to pertain to DOE’s foreign research reactor
spent feel and Defense Waste Processing Facility programs, has been forwarded to
DOE’s Officeof Environmental Management, which manages those programs.
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10.020
cont.

10.020: Oneof the objectives of DOE’s proposed action is to blend down surplus HEU
to LEU to eliminate the risk of diversion for nuclear proliferation purposes. ~ls action is
aimed to set a nonproliferation example for other nations and encourage them to follow
the same path in transforming HEU into other forms for peaceful and beneficial reuse of
the material to the extent possible. Russia has already agreed to blend down and sell sub-
stantial portions of its HEU inventory. ~ls proposed action would bring the United
States into a reciprocal disarmament posture consistent with them. Storage of surplus
HEU in its current form in a new facility with state-of-the art protection systems would
require substantial capital cost and continued operating costs. However, storage of this
material at the Y-12 Plant (where most of the material currently is) until disposition for
up to 10 years, would avoid transportation impacts and additional costs for a new facility.
An environmental assessment conducted for the storage of HEU at Y-12 facilities con-
cluded that the facilities are adequate for up to 10 years. Any necessary storage beyond
the 10-year period would be covered by the Storage and Disposition PEIS or subsequent
tiered or supplemental NEPAdocuments.
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10.003: Commentnoted.
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06.007: TheDepartment of Energy agrees that it would be advantageous to use its copi-

ous stocks of depleted UF6 for the surplus HEU disposition program if possible. Unfortu-

nately, for technical reasons having to do with the U-235 content of the product material,

depleted uranium would generally not be the preferred blendstock for surplus HEU des-

tined for commercial use. Depleted uranium is likely to be used as blendstock for mate-

rial that must be disposed as waste, but since UF6 blending would not be used for waste
material, and DOE has ample depleted uranium stocks in the form of oxides and metal
that are more readily used in the UNH and metal blending processes, the depleted UF6at
the enrichment plants is once again unlikely to be used.

15.004: Thefact that domestic safeguards regimes (pursuant to NRC or DOE rules) are
already in place at the four facilities considered for HEU blending in the HEU Final EIS
is one of the major advantages of those facilities over a potential “new” one. Moreover,
IAEA safeguards have already begun to be implemented for ~U at two of those facili-
ties, Y–12 and B&W.To the extent that those facilities, or either or both of the other two
facilities analyzed in this EIS (SRS and NFS), are involved in HEU disposition actions,
DOES intent is to subject such activities to NA safeguards to the maximum feasible
extent. Although some special expenditures are involved, it does not appear that “enor-
mous resources” would be required to bring these and the other facilities into an adequate
international safeguards regime with respect to their HEU disposition activities. As the
commentor notes, the safety and safeguard issues with respect to the B&W and NFS
facilities are the responsibility of NRC. The operating records of those facilities do not
appear to support the suggestion that they have presented serious public safety or safe-
guard challenges in the past.

12.007: Socioeconomicimpactson theuraniumindustryareforeseeableconsequences
ofHEUdispositionactionsinvolvingcommercialuseof thematerialandso mustbecon-
sideredpursuantto NEPA.Thepositiveenvironmentalimpactsfromavoidedportions of
the uranium fuel cycle are also relevant consequences of the program and so they also are
considered. Unfortunately, due to the need for particular isotopic compositions for com-
mercial material, it is unlikely that any significant quantity of depleted UF6 can be used
as blendstock in the ~U disposition progmm.
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08.004: me Department of Energy agrees that commercial material needs to be intro-
duced to the market at a rate that does not seriously impact prices. DOE does not consider
new commercial facilities necessary for this activity but has no objection if commercial
entities wish to license and build them. MA safeguards will be applied to ~U disposi-
tion activities to the maximum feasible extent. For technicaI reasons, the use of signifi-
cant amounts of depleted UF6 as blendstock is considered unlikely.

I
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10.003: Comment noted.

03.025: The alternatives considered in an EIS are not necessarily constrained by cur-
rent legal requirements and policy positions. The President’s nonproliferation policy
stems from the end of the Cold War, the need to downsize weapons stockpiles, and the
need to do something to reduce the threat posed by excess weapons materials. The Presi-
dent’s policy constitutes the basis for the proposed action in this case. To give the admin-
istration flexibility to choose whatever course it wishes, the ~U EIS covers all possible
reasonable alternatives, including continued storage of ~U (the No Action Alternative).

03.018: In general, DOE does not expect that blending actions will be undertaken until
either sale of the material for commercial nuclear fuel or transportation to a repository in
the case of blend to waste has been arranged.

04.016: The Department of Energy agrees that much of the off-spec material may have
commercial value and intends to aggressively seek buyers for it.

2S.004: Surplus Pu and surplus ~U disposition actions are not connected to each
other. Consequently, it is not necessary to delay surplus ~U disposition actions, which
are relatively simple, until more complex and unrelated surplus Pu disposition decisions
are made.
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12.022 Section 4.8 of the HEU EIS includes a discussion of the expected impacts on
the uranium enrichment industry (separative work loss) from HEU disposition. ~is dis-
cussion is enhanced in the HEU Final EIS to better account for the cumulative impacts
from Russian HEU purchases and to reflect enactment of the USEC Ptivatiwfion Act.

15.005: me United States is working with Russia and other nations to help improve
safeguards of their fissile materials.

M.006: Some of the new jobs generated at the sites would likely be filled with current
DOE and contractor employees who might otherwise have been let go, thereby reducing
the impacts of planned DOE downsizing. However, some of the jobs may require spe-
cially qualified workers not already available at the site.

01.008: Programmatic and policy decisions concerning the disposition of surplus HEU
will be made by DOE in consultation with other appropriate agencies, It is only the spe-
cifics of commercial, business, and contracting decisions pertaining to HEU disposition
actions that might be made in part by USEC or other non-DOE parties.
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22,002
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of on *mrrmentsl hemrd. According to the n-paper, them kd *n other
rekams at the fm~ty, but theta wre not found to etianger sny permns or pmperfy. I
would be mncamad that any release maybe of mme damage or b of same rnncam
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enmumglng. I think them am dl the mncema mat shouti be Indudad in the
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in Lyn~burg My address S Route 5. (At ffdsplnc timemn out on Me messege.]

22.00A The process of HEU dilution is discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2. Potential
impacts of these processes on groundwater resources, soil, and water quality are
described in Chapter 4 of the HEU EIS. As discussed in Chapter 4, there would be no
direct discharges to surface water and groundwater, and, therefore, water quality would
not be affected. Any wastewater that is to be discharged to surface waters would be mon-
itored and treated prior to being discharged and would not be released until it meets all
local, Federal, and State permit requirements.

26.001: The rate at which surplus HEU could be introduced into the commercial mar-
ket for blend down to fuel would be determined over time by many factors, including
physical infrastmcture, legislative guidance, and future market conditions. Currently,
DOE has committed to transfer 50 t of surplus HEU to USEC for blend down to LEU in
the next six years. The remaining material would continue to be stored at DOE’s Y-12
Plant, Based on future market demand and the factors explained above, additional mate-
rial could be made available for commercial use. Any material that would not be suitable
for commercial use would not be moved out of Y-12 and be blended to waste until a
LLW disposal site is identified. The interim storage, pen~ng disposition (for uP to 10
years) of surplus HEU at the Y–12 Plant (where most of the HEU would be stored), was
analyzed in the Y–12 environmental assessment. Should the surplus HEU disposition
actions continue beyond 10 years, subsequent storage of surplus HEU pending disposi-
tion will be pursuant to and consistent with the ROD associated with the Storage and Dis-
position PEIS or tiered NEPAdocuments.

21.002 The HEU EIS analyzed radiological releases from the proposed blending pro-
cesses during normal operations of the candidate blendlng sites as well as under a severe
accident condition during which the highest atmospheric release of radioactivity and haz-
ardous chemicals would occur. The analyses showed that rdl resulting doses during nor-
mrd operations would be within radiological limits and would be well below levels of
natud background radiation. h the case of a severe accident, an evaluation basis earth-
quake which causes equipment failures and a pressurized release of a UF6 cyfirtder,30
percent of a cytinder containing LEU is assumed to be released in the atmosphere. ~ls
assumption is consistent with the NRC’s guidance presented in the Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Facili~ Accident Analysis Han&ook -G-1320, May 1988). It was estimated that
tie maximum latent cancer facilities for the population within 80 kilometers b) (50
miles [mi]) of the NFS site would be 1.4. Considering the fact that the severe accident
scenario used in the analyses is a highly mdikely event because of the geological and
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seismic characteristics of NFS, any potential releases from uranium blendlng operations
would pose no observable harm to the pubtic within 80 km (50 mi). Nevertheless, all
candidate sites have emergency preparedness programs that would deploy necessary
measures to protect both workers and the public. Wblic and occupational health impacts
of mdlological releases during both normal operations and accident conditions are dis-
cussed in Sections 4.3.1.6,4.3.2.6,4.3.3.6, and 4.3.4.6 of the HEU Final EIS.
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urmdumted about your pm-a and what exad~ Mll be happening and hw It w’11
Impad the area. My number k 8M-S4W21 I vmu~ eppmtiate a mspon=. ~ank
you.

06.003

32.002

06.003: Chapter 4 of the HEU Final EIS addresses the potential impacts at the B&W
facility from this proposed action, (Sections 2.4 and 4.3), as well as transportation of
materials to and from the site (Section 4.4 and Appendix G), The safety of all nuclear
activities at the site are governed by the facility’sNRC license.

32.002: The Department of Energy welcomes your comments on the HEU Draft EIS,
which describes actions regarding the deposition of surplus HEU that the President has
declared surplus to our national defense needs. DOE considem every comment that is
submitted with equal interest in assisting them to evaluate alternatives and make
informed decisions.

However, DOE must work within the constraints imposed by available funding and
resources. Because DOE is trying to reduce costs of complying with NEPA of 1969, as
amended, and due to the geographical proximity of three of the four candidate sites iden-
tified in the ~U EIS, DOE determined that two public meetings (~oxville, TN and
Augusta, GA) would be appropriate for this program.

Because public involvement is critical to the success of the program, other methods for
submitting comments were also made available throughout the comment period: toll-free
fax and voice recording, electronic bulletin board, and U.S. mail. These methods can also
be used to request additional information and to be placed on the Officeof Fissile Materi-
als Disposition’s mailing list.

I
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M.001: As with dl hazardous materials, uranium is regulated to contiol potential risk.
The quantity of uranium that would be shipped to or held at the B&W site would never
exceed the safe limits authorizd by the Department of Transportation or NRC. As
explained in Section 4.4 andAppendix G of the ~U Final EIS, the Department of Trans-
portation-sWcification packaging used for shipping ~U is specifically designed and
tested to withstand transpofi accidents. DOE’s 40-year record without an injury from a
radioactive release testifies to the high level of safety demanded in transporting these
materials.
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10.024

I 09,018
I 10.003

10.OM: me spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus ~U) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from tils program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fiel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
~us, in accordance with recommendationsof the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to m~e weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: me Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce
net revenues in the near tew, not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro-
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidificationfacility is proposed and constructed
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.

10.003: Comment noted.
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cont.

10.OM: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactom would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from tils program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the NationalAcademy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not
anticipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.
Therefore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus
HEU inventory.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under MEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOVS
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.
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Jmnuuy 4, I*

10.024

I 03,020

10.023

10.OM: ~ie spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from SUWIUSHEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
~us, in accordance with recommendationsof the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

03.020: me United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to WA controls. mere is some HEU under ~A safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE’s
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blendlng, ~ere-
fore, DOE considers that it will fikely take 10 to 15 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
invento~.
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06.006

06.00& mere is no connection between the proposed action @lending surplus HEU
down to LEU for commemial use or waste disposal) and the sale of reactors. Nuclear
fuel derived from surplus HEU would simply displace LEU derived from natural uranium
and is expected to have no impact on the economics or operation of nuclear power plants.
~ls program does not propose to entrust the welfare of the State to “commercial opera-
tions:’ Commercial operations are expected to be involved in the blending of surplus
HEU, and in the use of the resultant nuclear fuel, but would in no way determine the pol-
icy aspects of the surplus ~U disposition program.
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29.002

29.002 me purpose and need for the HEU Final EIS is for the United States to pro-
vide leadership in addressing global nonproliferation concerns regarding surplus HEU
and to encourage reciprocal actions abroad.

On February 6, 1996, the Secretary of Energy declassified additional information about
the forms, locations, and quantities of surplus HEU. mat information is provided in Fig-
ure 1.3–1, and the relevant data is reflected in several revisions to the HEU Final EIS.

me HEU Final EIS explains that decisions as to where specific batches of HEU will be
processed are expected to be based largely on business considerations and may involve
USEC, other private entities that may buy surplus HEU for blending, or DOE, While the
proposed transfer to USEC of 50 t of HEU is considered as a component of all the com-
mercial use alternatives (3 through 5) in the EIS, the EIS covers the disposition of much
more material (up to 200 t).
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, #n.m . cbrles ● s-ford

> #title - WS
> :.-y - s~
, #addrl . 1001 Pxi~s* ~ve
> #ad&l -
> #cLty . mnhville

, uscate . tn
> #zip . 37212
> #phone - (61s1381 -0428
> Nfax -
> Wamil .
> 9n*j. ct . ~ EIS

1. Price mm!tin~ on n mukci till fleet foreign d= md dispsifion.

~= xI= till itiumw foreign clwtic coss wch tit product 04.001
mmptition till WG dom=tic jobs md ti= swid wlfm COSU.
2. Toml life+yclc wss should include final di~sition of ptcntial
myclcd ~U wtor fiels. ~ 16.006
3. The IW tim 4% blcnddom till Psition the US on the ‘mod. hish.
for *t ifs W*. I 10.018
4. b EPA wmms to dmn EIS avtilable? I 32,012
W you

04.001: The Department of Energy intends to sell uranium at measured rates to avoid
significant effects on market prices.

16.00& Including spent fuel disposal costs in the cost analysis for this program would
be justified only if the spent fuel were in addition to that which would be generated in the
absence of the program, which is not the case.

10.018: Comment noted.

32.012 Comments submitted by the EPAand DOE’s responses to those comments are
presented in this CommentAnalysis and Response Document.

1
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10.OM: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would deIay beneficial re-use of the
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce
net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro-
posed action; and be practicablyapplicable without additional construction to only a small
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constmcted
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventoq.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to MEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites, It is DOE’s
intent to make addhional quantities of su~lus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.
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10.003

/ 08.005

10.003: Comment noted.

08.005: Under the Preferred Alternative, DOE considers it likely that more than one
facility will participate in the HEU blending program. It is anticipated that competitive
bidding procedures will play an integral role in the selection of blending facilities, and
decisions could be made by USEC or other entities in addition to DOE.
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03.OU: The Depafiment of Energy agrees that nonproliferation is the predominant
objective of the HEU disposition program. DOE considers it unnecessary to place con-
trols on the commercial spent fuel that would result from the commercial use of LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU, because that LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would sim-
ply replace fuel that would be used anyway. Consequently, there would be no increase in
the generation of spent fuel (and no increase in the possibility of reprocessing of spent
fuel abroad for commercial [non-weapons] use) as a consequence of the HEU disposition
program.

A study comparing the costs of HEU disposition alternatives has been prepared for DOE
separately from this EIS to aid in reaching an ROD concerning HEU disposition. This
study (which has been disseminated to this commentor and all others who expressed an
interest in this subject) confirms DOE’s preliminary conclusion that sale and commercial
use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared to
the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste, and in the best case, would actu-
ally yield net revenues of several hundred million dollars to the Federal Treasury.
Because blending for commercial use and blending for disposal as waste are deemed
equivalent in terms of serving the nonproliferation objective, there is no conflictbetween
that objective and the economic recovery objective of the HEU disposition program.

07.013: Except for 13t of highly enriched UF6 that was transfemedto USEC in 1994as
part of the transaction that created USEC, which is currently being blended at the Ports-
mouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant, the HEU Final EIS does not contemplate any HEU
blending at the two enrichment plants. Those facilities could blend HEU only in the form
of UF6, and there is no additional surplus HEU in that form. The EIS analyzes HEU
blending at four other facilities, two DOE and two commercial. DOE estimates that in
light of its ability to make material available for blending and other constraints on its abil-
ity to process material, blending up to 200 t of HEU is likely to take 20 to 25 years to
complete. DOE considers that a reasonable timeframe for these activities.

14.005: The HEU EIS does not need to explicitly analyze the disposal of spent fuel,
since this program would create no incremental spent fuel to dispose of. As explained in
Section 1.4.2 of the HEU EIS, spent fuel management and disposal is covered by the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act, as amended. That program has its own NEPA process which
must be fulfilled.
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09.020: Down-blending the HEU is the objective of all of DOBS action alternatives.
DOE does not consider the option of blending HEU for extended storage reasonable
because it would delay recove~ of the economic value of the material and incur unneces-
sary costs and environmental impacts due to the need to build additional storage capacity
to accommodate the increased volume of the material.

30.009: The disposal of spent fuel does not need to be considered in the HEU EIS
because, as discussed in Section 1.4.2 of the HEU Final EIS, the surplus HEU disposition
program would create no spent fuel that would not exist in its absence.

15.006: It is DOE’s intent to subject the surplus HEU disposition program to MEA
safeguards to the maximum feasible extent.

09.006 The Department of Energy does not consider it reasonable to blend surplus
HEU to 4-percent LEU and then store it for an extended period of time. Such a course
would maximize Government expenditures for disposition, because it would necessivdte
the construction of new storage facilities for the much higher volume of material and
would involve no offsetting revenues from sales of commercial material. HEU that is des-
tined to be blended to 0.9-percent LEU for disposal as waste would likely be blended
directly to that enrichment level, rather than stopping at an intermediate 4-percent level
for some years of storage,

I

I
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January 22, l%

DOE-Office of Fissile Matedals Disposition

tio SAIC-HEU EIS
P.O. BOX 23786
Washington, DC 20026-3786 VIA FAX (800) 820-5156

R& COMMENTS ON THE DISPDSKION OF SURPLUS HIGHLY ENRICHED
URANIUM, DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL lMPA~ STATEMENT, OCT. 199S

Dear Sir or Madam:

The State of Franklin Group of the Sierra Club appreciates the
opportunity to comment m theDraft Environmental Impact Statement on
the Disposition of Surplus Highly Endched Uranium. Our Group has 300
members in the Tri-Gties area tilch encompasses the town of Erwin, TN
-- the location of the Nuclear Fuel Setices company, one of the firms

that may perform downblending operations under DOE’s “preferred
alternative.”

Comments

1) The Department of Energy, by holdlng only a workshop 100 mil es
away, has failed to offer the community of Ertin the opportunity to
become better informed of the Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) deposition 32,014
oroblem. and to voice its concerns over Nuclear Fuel Sem.ces’ involvement,. –...
in the HEU disposition program. Therefore, a heating in Erwin (or in
another nearby town, Ilke Johnson City) should be scheduled immediately. I
2) At the soonest possible date, the DOE should embark upon an
epidemiological study of the health of the people of Erwin, and of
Jonesborough and Greenville, the largest communities downstream of
Nuclear Fuel Setices. Previous studes have focused only on NFS’S
workers and have failed to etiaustively assess the health affect of NFS’S

radioactive discharges into the air and water.

06.022

32.014: The Department of Energy welcomes your comments on the HEU Draft EIS.
However, DOE must work witiln the constraints imposed by available funding and
resources. Because DOE is trying to reduce costs of complying with the NEPA, and due
to the geographical proximity of three of the four candidate sites identified in the HEU
EIS, DOE determined that two pubtic meetings (Knoxville,TN and Augusta, GA) would
be appropriate for this program.

Because public involvement is critical to the success of the program, other methods were
also made available throughout the comment period: toll-free fax and voice recording,
electronic bulletin board, and U.S. mail. These methods can also be used to request addi-
tional information or to be placed on the Office of Fissile Materials Disposition’s mailing
list.

06.022 The National Environnsental Policy Act does not mandate epidemiological
studies such as are requested, The analysis in the HEU EIS includes impacts on sur-
rounding populations as well as site workers, and indicates that, in the absence of highly
unlikely accidents, the health and safety impacts of surplus HEU disposition actions at
NFS would be low. The safety of the NFS facility is regulated by NRC. The HEU Final
EIS also includes available epidemiological data (Appendix E.4).
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3j As.the draft EIS notes (p. 3-102), Nuclear Fud Wces is Mlt on
the flood@aln of the Ndlchucky Nver. Mwhatche DOE’sre~falkto
ade~ately resider are the dsastrous affects on water quahty
downstream of NFSin the event of a majm flood fidt wwld inundate
mudr of the plant, accordng to recent gedegic ana~ses. [See R. Datid

22,014
Bagaley Ill, “Paledsycksullc Reconstructkvr of Flood Peaksfrm Bwlder
Deposits Along Three Reachesof the Ndlchucky Nver In Ntiheastern
Tennessee,” My 1993. See ako Tennesseo Valley Authority, “Floods on
Ntichucw Rver and North& Swth In&an Creeksin Vicinity of Etin
Tennessee.w]

4) The draft EISW!k to accurate~ report that Nuclear Fuel SeWces
h= had an actident hstory fraught with mishaps and Material
Unaccounted For (MUF)Inddents. Wle NFSmay not have committed any
OSHAor TOSHAinfractions during the past 7 years (p,3-1 17), Nuclear Fuel
Setice employees caused a substantial oxploslen and fire In 1992 by
falling to adhere to appropriate materials handing practices. A burst
valve in August 1979 caused a significant airborne rdeaso of uranium 21.020
hexafluoride gas, and press accounts report that NFS dumped 250 pmnds
of uranium into the Ndidsucky Rver In 1977. Furthermwe, throughwt the
1970s, NFS so miserably failed In Its recordkeeping * safeguarding
responslbllltles, that substantial amwnts of highly errtiched uranium are
still considered Material Maccounted For (WF). The State of FranNin
6roup does not believe that the Td-Cities public residers Nuclear Fuel
Sedces’ record “exemtiary. (P.3-1 17).

s) Nuclear Fuel Servicesshwld be restrained frm any new consmerdal
actltity until Its sito is completely remediated. Decommkslorslngat NFS
k currentiy underway, and the ~taminati~ caused by Pretious
accidents, as well as normal ~erations, is being removed. Sedments in
Banner Sprfng Branch, Mrtirr Creek & the Ndldsucw Wer - as well as

25.002

the groundwater below the plant -. need to be etiauatively tested to
ensure that all radioactive contamination (whkh poces a threat to human
health, a~atlc organisms& the po~lar s~t of fisting) Is abated.
Em~oyment of Iaid*ff workers might be Increased to speed up the
decentamlnation process.

6) To ensure that the conrmunlty of Wrr k apprised of NFS’progress
toward decmtaminatim of its site and of pubtic waterways, a Ckizens
Advkq Board needs tobeformed. The ~tizens Atiw Board ahwld
be Qven tie authdy to question NFS,NRCand DOEmanagement carthe
adequacy of the demtamlrtatlon measures undertaken. Should the DOE 32.013
select Nuclear Fud WCss as a atractm whkh wwld perform
danMendng ~tims, the Ckizens Adtisory Board should continue to

merutor NFSand rep@ to the munky m pubhc health issues.

22.014: After review of a study Paleohydraulic Reconstwction of Flood Peaksfrom
Boulder Deposits Along Three Reaches of the Nolichucky River in Northeastern Tennes-
see (Bagaley, May 1993) and Tennessee ValleyAuthority’s Floods on Nolichucky River
and North and South Indian Creeks in Vicinityof Emin Tennessee(Report No. O-6589,
March 1967), as well as other studies and maps (that is, Federal Emergency Manage-
ments Agency’s ~MA] Flood hsurance Study from 1984 and the 1985 FEMA Flood
Insurance Rate Map), it was concluded that the site is located in the probable maximum
flood area as well as 100- and 500-year floodplainsof the Nolichucky River, as the HEU
EIS states. Numerous warning devices and systems are in place along the river to warn
the public and the plant of the chance of flooding.The NFS site has emergency plans that
are in place to contact the City of Jonesborough Water Treatment Plant as well as other
national, State, and local committees to inform them when any accidental releases from
the plant occurs. During flooding or because of accidental releases to the surface water,
the Jonesborough Water Treatment Plant closes off the water intake valves to avoid con-
tamination to the public water supply. In addition, the intake valves are monitored rou-
tinely for any water contamination problems.

21.020: The Nuclear Fuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant has never experienced a
fatality resulting from work-related activities nor has a criticality accident ever occurred
at NFS. A release of UF6 occurred on August 7, 1979. The incident was investigated by
NRC and was concluded that the quantities released were within regulatory levels. Miti-
gation measures were implemented after this event. The vaporization station and the
scrubbing system were redesigned. A secondary scmbber was added exterior to the pro-
cess. Detection systems were installed with an alarm at the work station for the process
ductwork prior to the entire scrubber and in the stack after the scrubbing systems. In
addition, monitoring systems were enhanced and operational procedures were revised.

On September 17, 1979,NFS was closed by NRC because of a uranium inventory differ-
ence. On that date, NFS reported to the NRC that the inventory difference for the
bimonthly physical inventory taken on August 14, 1979, was in excess of the upper limit
specified in the license condition. The plant was closed that same day, and an NRC
inspection team examined the plant’s inventory listing and item control system records.
After a full investigation by NRC, it was determined that the incident was the result of
bookkeeping flaws and no material was found to be missing. The unaccounted uranium
was located in the process holdup (ventilating hoods, flues, filters, ductwork, piping).
The uranium accounting system was modified, and a stringent campaign was conducted
to measure the uranium in the ventilation systems. To date, NFS has met all measure-
ment timits of errors.
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7) Nuclear Fuel Setices shwld never awba be aflowed to re~late
itsdf. %caaldthe 00E embark UP its “preferred altemathe. and sdect I 25.004
NFSas a mtractw, the M fidfity shwld be ti~~ & castant~
mmitcsed by a fuU-time NRCinspector.

8) The State of FranklinGoup b ~pathetic to the @lght of the 400
NFS em~oyeea who have been terminated and who are now wcsNng at
msiderabfy lwer wages, or are still uncmtioyed. ~~ld NFSMl tO
obtain a dm~endng cmtract frm the OOE,another 300Jobsmayb
lost.Ukc the rest of the cssnmunity, the State of FranMlnGroup writs
workers to be galntillyemd~ed In fadlitles that do not pose threats to 24.008
worker ot pubnc safety, Therefore, high.tedt, hi~wsge
entiramentalb-tiendy alternative employme nt should be sought fw the

~d~e= of NFSby the Nuclear ReWlatq timlsdm, the Department
of tierBY, the State of Termessec,tic al, Chcmlcal& Atcanic Wwkcra
Union, and other agcndcs. Ako, Nuclear Fuds Setices’ management
shwld further develq the expertlsc of Its werkfwcc In ccatsultlng and
R&D. Uean SW.CCShke thsso wwld be wclcmcd In the community of
Ervdnonce NFSdccmtaminates its faafities.

9) Old age till cause the retirement of a substantial pordw of the

nation’s nudcar ~erating cspa~ over the nest few years. Further,
fu~wr power shwld be~n to substitute for ~siw cady In tho 21st
Century, The dmand fw ~ar @ant fuel will therefwe dedne, fildr
leads the State of Franklin Grwp to question the need fw the DOE’s

09.023

commerdal-tid-frmwcapons dmvn~cnting program. Sequestratlm of
the surplus hlgh~ entichcd ursnlum at theY.12 #ant might be a safer
opti~ frm the stand@nt of human health aod n~prdforati~. [See
comments by Pete Zars, private atizen of Mn, dated 1/23/96.]

Thank you again fw the ~~unlty to comment en DOE’sdraft EIS. Heaae
keep the State of FrankllnGrwp Infwmed ~ the dcdsi~ making
process. Our Serra Club Group offers its scdcee to the Tri-~ties and
tho 00E, and till wolcmo the opportunity to s~e m the Citizens 32.015
A&sory Board. The State of FrankHnGr@p could also assist the 00E in
the development of a mailing Ostof Indltiduals wfto should bc Intitcd to
speak at the pub!lc hcarlng In Etin,andinthef~atlm ofalistof
members of the Iocsl medcal community MO should bc cwssulted fw the
cpidcmioltical study.

Sincerely,

kti 8. Wb
tinda C. Mdca
Grwp ~alr

A flash fire did occur inside the 200 Complex at a dissolver in 1992. Material processed
in the dissolver burst into flames and caused locafized damage inside the facitity. The
ventilation and emergency response systems prevented radioactive releases outside the
facility. There were no injuries nor overexposures to employees. The NRC conducted an
independent investigation WC Report CW070-0143/92-01 ). Administrative proce-
dures were revised to prevent recurrence.

No single incident occurred releasing 250 pounds of uranium into the Nolichucky River
in 1977. In 1977, a treatment system was implemented at NFS to reduce the uranium
content in waste waters being discha~ed to the Nolichucky River. Prior to that, the waste
water was not treated, and uranium was being discha~ed in minimal concentrations.

25.002 The Nuclear Fuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant has prepared a work plan for
Phase 1 decommissioning and decontamination of the NFS site. The work plan has been
approved by the State of Tennessee, EPA, and NRC. Work is underway in accordance
with the approved work plan. NFS is also preparing a comprehensive plan for subsequent
phases of the decommissioning and decontamination of the site. When completed, this
plan will be submitted to the appropriate regulatou agencies for approval.

32.013: The NFS site is a privately operated commercial entity whose operations are
regulated by NRC, EPA, and State regulatory agencies. DOE has no regulatory jurisdic-
tion over NFS operations nor does DOE have authority to establish a Citizen Adviso~
Board for the community of Erwin. Furthermore, selection of a contractor (or a site) or
contractors to perform down-blending operations will be based la%ely on business con-
siderations including availability of the site when needed and competitive bidding.

25.004: The Nuclear Fuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant has never been allowed to
regulate itselfi it has always been licensed and regulated by NRC or its predecessor, the
Atomic Energy Commission. NRC places resident inspectors at all power reactors but
only rarely at materials licensees such as NFS.

U.008: Decisions about where specific batches of HEU are expected to be blended are
based largely on business considerations, although employment impacts are also relevant.
Alternative economic development for the Erwin area is outside the scope of this EIS.
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09.023: The Department of Energy agrees that storage of HEU at the Y-12 Plant for a
moderate time (10 to 15years) presents no serious safety or safeguard risks. However,in
the longer term, such storage is unacceptable from a nonproliferation standpoint because
it leaves the material in weapons-usable form, thus failing to set an example for other
nations.

32.015: The Department of Energy suppofis the public’s involvement and is fully com-
mitted to giving the public access to information about its activities and opportunities for
involvement in DOE’s decisionmaking process. To facilitate this, the Office of Fissile
Materials Disposition has compiled and continuously maintains a maifing list of individ-
uals and organizations interested in the storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile
materials. These parties receive newsletters, fact sheets, and other information address-
ing program activities. Anyone who would like to be added to this mailing list should
forward their request to:

t

U.S. Depafiment of Energy
Officeof Fissile Materials Disposition, MD-4
1000IndependenceAve., S.W.
Washington,DC 20585

i
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U.S. Depar~nt of Energy
Dffice of Fissfle Matarials Disposition
P.O. BOX 23786
Washington, O.C. 20226-3706

Cmms W
THEDISPOSITION OF SURPLUSH16HLY ~R1W20 MIUH

OH WIR~MAL IHPAST STATMM
~60 Federal

Dear Sir:

In response to the OeparMent of EneW’s Octobar 27, 199S notice in the
Federal Register, Southern Nucl oar Operating Company, Inc. has reviewed The
01sposi tion of Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium HEU) Oraft EnvlronMntal

{Impact Statemnt (EIS) and is provfdlng tho fol wing comnnts:

1) He strongly support the Departmnt of Ene y’s (OOE) reposal
vito blend don to tho maxlmm extent possib o surplus EU to

Low-Enriched Uranium (LEU) for uso as comarcial nuclear fuel
(Alternative 5 of tho Oraft Environmental Impact Statemnt).
This alternative provides the best options for al Imlnatlng tha
rtsk of diversion for nuclear proliferation purposns whilo
minfmlzlng any Impact on the environment.

2) Ue concur with DOE’s analysis that Alternative 5 will have tho
1east impact on the envlrownt from an U1t fmate wasta disposal
standpoint.

3) Me bel lava 00E has over estimated the reduction in dol iverias
that domest fc producers would experience during the blending
per{ od and that the Department should rovtew Its analysis in
this area. Based an studies available to us, which include LEU
suppl les from both RussIan and U.S. HEU bl endtng, world Urani M
inventories WOU1d be projected to continue to dacrease and U.S.
production to continue to increase.

4) We disagree w{th DDE’s assessment that an oversupply condition
exists in the conversion Industry. With the shutdwn of the
Sequoyah Fuels Corporation fac{l ity, the SANECOCorporation and
Allied-S{ nal, Inc. facilities are the only remaining conver-

1slon supp iers in North her{ca. These suppl {ers have {ndicated
their near tem production has been soldout and aro looking
into ways toexpand thair exfsting production capabilities.

12,011

12.011: me HEU Final EIS has been revised to more accurately describe the current
status of the domestic conversion industry. DOE agrees with the commentor that the
HEU EIS no longer accurately portrays the cument condition of the domestic markets
for nuclear fuel products. Both the uranium and conversion products market are pre-
dicted to remain strong in the short and medium term. Prices have increased dramati-
cally in the first quarter of 1996. Long-term prospects, however, are more uncertain.
Producers and buyers of conversion products have provided DOE with contradictory
projections on future supply and demand. DOE believes, however, that there would not
be long-term adverse impacts on the conversion indust~, and any adverse impacts that
did occur would be largely attributable to the larger quantity of Russian material-not
domestic HEU.

I
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Y=. ?W mm b Wnnb SPQ&. I mslde in Emin, Tern_. I s~nt titve Pm
vmting at Nud-r Fueb SeM=, ati I just wntd to bt ho OOE * hat I feel Iti
w ald do a VEV gd Jobof pmsIw thk mder, and tit our mmn~ and our
smO tm til~ b de~dant on nud=r fuel and the jobs tit tis bmght foti wer
h yearn has ~n gma~ hped~ by tb Auti in j~s that W’VO M. I swk
esmlti for ~ti. I Mm a d=MW, and I =nmt find any wd bu of the
sp~lkd ewdenrn I hti at Nuckar FwI, and I fml Gb w Playti a great role h
h dehnw of our muntw, end vm%e do~ a mal g~ job and tmk pdde In our wok
So I WUM ask that the ODE would mtilnly gNe us tho ~o~ msidemtti In getting
Ws otier here bmw we have m mny pmpb that are really In bad nd ati of
mum I krw that rho =SO .ma lot of plains, bti as for -If It bs mcat~ sum a
had~ip on us. We hve Imt abd ove@hg m’ve got, and wo VMUM =rfaln& like
to go ba~ 10VM* end keep our pbnt going, bu= I fml Ike it might b netid In
the fituro. hat the munW right nm instead of king =fer thank was muld adualw be

10.003
more at r~ tir mm typo of nu~armr or sme type of dktuhanm just due to the
fad that WU have so muti umnlum oti them, that ymr don’t h MO’S hands ti’s In. I
f-l lke w ham a lot of gd @lnod Poplo and k WOUMb a dl=dvantigo for our
munW to k th= wk. If vm don’t got methlng gohg kforo long, I mean
pmple am just going 10go on, md fYenot go@ to be w easy to ~tmin tise Wopb
on jobs that are sophls~td and tdnlwl as w dd. If them b enfilng eke that I
muld do to help our sum, at NFS and Ewh, I wuti Vptito a bftor or an~lng.
My eddmss b Route 1,%x3000 (D as in dw), Unbl, Tennessm, ati the ZIP k
37692. I app~te your time, ad ghhg mo h opw~nlty to exp=s w m~nb,
and vmukf hop that fho DOE would gko us the tiost mwtiemtion, hmuse w
havo one of the highest unemplowont mtes in the 5kde of ?enmssee, and we need
tho jobs despemtely bad, and wo nod b wti. ~ank you fol your tire. Bye&yo.

10.003:Comment noted.
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@
stub of gh 3tr5~

Orl,ltiIdd Wh,,m” ~.,timt.1 -.lmm..l.lFmlrnl.n Rob,,,C.Sb& 1,,
co.,,”., Comml”lw,

December 8, 1993

u, G. Department of Ener6Y
Offioe of Fiuoile Hstoriolo DlsWoitIon
0/0 SAIC-HKU
P.(J.Box 237@S
HI*II lmgt~n, W 20026-3786

RR: Diapoeit Ion of Sur91us Highly Enricl,arl Urm:iun
Draft Envi ronaental ImPnct Statement ( WtOMr 1995)

To HhOn It Hey Col,oorn:

~e New .ler8aV Devartrnent of Rnvironmant.al Proteotlon
has com~le:od ito ravlew of the above raferonoed documont.
7h- DeDartnent has no oomnentn on the Draft Environmental I 23.001
impact Stmtemont, nor afiY objections to the proposed aot lon.

Think YOU for providina the Dennrtme!)t the oppt.rt,tnity
t> r~”je” thie dowfient.

f

6L
w’2> ~

L re oe Schmidt
actor

fico of Pr08rom Coordination

c. Jill Lip,, ti, Radiation Protectl o!)

=.001: Comment noted.
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Commisionm Wn Dills
Page TW
ticmk21. lPP5

ARcr ticw d -h, tic ~tision Mcm titi tie DOE pmfd Altdve (5.c
Mmimm Commmid Use 8S%FW15Y. WUIC MO dl fow sik tion). HOWWM, w do I 10.003
have comem d-fing Mti tic dspsition of tic bw kvcl WAC h R@ M wch -C
wuld & comistmt titi the DOE’s W@c Mwgmcnl PEIS d mwciatd ROD’S ~c
Mvision mitmti i~ psition stdd in ow mviw of tie WM PE[S. in OmsiliOn 10$i1in8lwe

28,003
WICdiwml&lilies on b O& Rldgc R&wation for bw McI Mixd ~ ~w hel
w-t=.

In additiomw kvc tie tid wmeno forYOM ~icw ~ mmid~~On in tie P-lion
of a final pmpmtic cnvimmmti imp mticnt

[fyou hvc my q~iom, P* mnmt Dale Rmtor at (423) 481~5 or St... Nislv al (423)
4814163.

Sincmly

:~~-

Oimtor

A1lW~cnl

em0297.W

10.003:Comment noted,

M.003: The decision where product LLW from the surplus HEU disposition program
(0.9-percent LEU derived from surplus HEU) would be disposed of is not part of the
HEU Draft EIS, but rather is being made in conjunction with DOBS Waste Management
PEIS (DO~IS-0200-D, draft issued in August 1995) and subsequent tiered or site-
specific NEPA documentation, DOE assumes that process LLW generated as part of the
surplus HEU disposition program at the commercial facilities fincidental waste generated
during the blending process) would be disposed of as part of the normal process waste
stream from those facilities, presumably in a regional compact LLW reposito~, Product
LLW would be considered DOE waste, and thus not eligible for disposal in regional com-
pact facilities, whether it is blended at DOE sites or commercial sites. It is assumed that
all product LLW must be disposed of in DOE LLW facilities pursuant to the Waste Man-
agement PEIS.
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RECEIVEDev
--”2 g lggs

Mr. Dm DIIIs,titionm
Tc_e -MI of =tim~mt md Co~watian
do Tcnn- hvimmenti Potiw Offiti
14th Flmr MC Tower
401 Chumh S~l
N=hville, T— e 3n43 -1553

Dtimcnt NEPA Rwlm - ‘Dkpmltlon of SUWIU Hlsh~ Entichd UmIum DmR

Envimnmenfil Imp#d Statement;’ DO~lW24ND& datd Octiber 199S.

US Wwmml of~e~

O~U ofFissile MaIrndS DisWition
do SAICMEU US,
PO BoX 23786
W&n@o% DC 2W26 -3786
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Tenn&= Wn.Hmmt of Environment sBd Conwwatfon DOE @ emleht DNIIloq

Commcnb on D@ Envimnmakl Impati Statement forDhpmitlon of SUWI.S Iii@&
Endchd Umnlum, DOWlM2@ DS, Octokr 19S

General Commenk

In the public meeting in fioxvillc on Novcmk 14, 1PP5,DOE mtd tit dditioml HEU
matetia! wuld k dwl=sifi~ in -~. 195. me de~ls Of MI d=l=ifi~iOn *Ould ~

I
02,007

pmvidd in the EIS.

~c ti~ factom tiles show a di~=nce of IWOO* of mgni!ude ~Iw the sites.Tbc
~sumptiom mdc for * dculatiom w not mmpltily dislti md my & h gmtic in 21.019
nature w m~c com~wm Pssiblc. Themfom, k dmtion shouldnot b W on tisk fmtom
done.

A enstcvdmlion ofmch al!cmive, incltilng cstimabd [nilti W* for the pm~d pmjcct, 1 16.015
should b incltid in h fii EIS.

Natud Utiim HcxMod& WF6) is vdwblc m fmhk in the g-u diflwion pm=,
Ihcmfom, it dum’t m~c =nw @ w it for blending PVS sins tic k m cx-ivc
mount of dcpldd UF6 adlable at P@d, Po~outb md at Od Ridge K-25 tile. Nalwl
UF6 is mentiond in wed PI- in =Ilon 4.4 “Intitc T~~*tion” (d pslbly in
olhcr wc~iom) for blending WPW. Natil UF65bould b ctigd ~ dcplctd UF6 when
listed for we as a bladstmk in h EIS.

In addition to the ahvc mmmmL dcpletd UF~ tit is stoti al the K-2s siti should &
cvalulcd in the EIS for wc m blmdstd. 33.009

Specific Comment*

1. Ms-18.s~ s

WpICId uF~uwful m blend swh may alw ~ Ob@in~ hm ~C O* Rid6e K-25 silt. ~ K-
25 site should h tidd to this _ph in the EIS

2. MC 14. *CI ion 1

In utiifion, any LLWtromferredto any LLWfulll~ wouldbe convl!lentwiththe fi~rtment k 26,003
WMPEISandusoclaled ROD. a~subscquenf NEPA dmumetis (Icredfir,mor supplemen:lnR
/he WU.VICMawgemcm PE/S PI= ~vide information to d- tbc dispositionof LLW at

cont.

02.007: Information about the forms and locations of material that makeup the inven-
tory of surplus HEU was declassified by the Secretary of Energy on February 6, 1996,
and is included in the HEU Final EIS in Figure 1.3–1.

21.019:Variation of risk factors between candidate sites are expected for any altern-
ativedue to site-specific characteristics such as land, area, meteorology, and others. For
normal operations and facility accidents, the source terms (the quantity of radioactive
material that can potentially be released) are the same for each candidate site. When this
material is released to the environment, it is transported through the atmosphere to the
receptor (worker or public). Site-specific meteorology and distance from the release point
will determine the subsequent concentration of these materials in the atmosphere. The
closer a receptor is to the release point, the greater the concentration.The more stable the
air mass or slower the wind speed, the greater the concentration. The greater the concen-
tration of these materials, the greater the dose received by the receptor and the greater the
risk calculated. Appendix E of the HEU Final EIS presents the methodology and assump-
tions used in both normal operations and accident conditions in performing public and
occupational health assessments. Decisions on the proposed action and site selection
would likely include several other environmental and economic factors in addition to
health risks.

16.015:Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped to provide the decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to
make decisions. The cost analysis, which has been provided to this commentor and all
others who have expressed an interest in this subject, is available in a separate document
with the HEU Final EIS. It supports the conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of
blending HEU for disposal as waste.

33.009: During the enrichment process, as the ratio of U-235 increases the ratio of
U-234 to U-235 increases, accordingly. Using depleted uranium in the blending process
will reduce the ratio of U-235 to U-238 but will not change the ratio of U-234 to U-235,
To meet the American Society of Testing Materials specification for commercial fuel
feed, it is necessary to reduce the U-234 to U-235 ratio. To reduce the ratio of U-234 to
U-235, it is necessary to add U-235 in the natural uranium or LEU enrichment state.
Depleted uranium would be used as the blendstock for blending to waste because the
ratio of U-234 to U-235 is not included in the waste acceptance criteria for waste dis-
posal.
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tic IW pm~d commcmid sit= x theWM PEIS d-s not && ~mmcmid -te 28.003
di~sition. cont.

3. pmrc 3-17& 3-18. SMiw4 & 3.3.5 Wtiw ~~h &

P]= pmvidc infdon in M ~wd- *on of tis dwumat on ht hyhlogy in the
*MC uiw on M OR No infoti.on is gi~ on ~udtia vcl~ity md wlulion 22.017
cnlm~d mtiuiu in tb= wi~. In odditiom PI- provide itiotiion on ~mdmtcr
pmfcmntial Wtbwy% e.g., along We dwtion.

4. Pauc 3-18.~lOW m d Soih

Rectirge wars owr mostof :k mea but k mm:efltttk whereowrbtiemdsolls me thin or
~rmcable. Inthe mea new&u CreekVdlq, mctige IMO:k cwhtiedr~b &moldy 22.018
alonx rechse info tk arhmted mcb Ismldy along Chrnut Ridge.Grouhatcr
~eneralfyflows~m (herectige wear to the =nter ojBem CreekValleyad disc~es IWO
DearCreekand 11sIribu(wles PI- pmvidc cvidmce 10mbs~tiatc Ms smlmcnL

5. Md-N. *1 ion3,3.5. ~

Mvldc infomtion to show if the ~wdwb me~ ddting Mm titrna for a wtm supply.
22.015

6. ~4~,3.10 b w-bvcl Wa!tc

~c infomtion pmtidti on Cl= L-1 md Clms L-1 1 LLW f=ililies is cmnlly imwumlc
22,013

plmc omit or provide cumt infomtion.

7. paRc4 105.s- lion 4.4. 2.1 Silc Tmsmtintion Intdu-s for Hw&o U$Mamrial~

PICUC pmvidc information on *Y How mkfids tm~tiion by mil w MI ddmd.
20.012

Alw. comw publicex~w= md nwidcntsfor mil mspmtlon vs.tik -Pnmion.

8, Pace4- 162. & c!ion4, 6.2. Site-SNific timulo live lmn~

PI- providecmulalive Imp swmt for the0~ inwpmtins k h~ fim theWmtc 25,007
M~gement PEISdwwml tit w omitted.

Depleted UF6 would not be used for blending to waste because only commercial sites
would use UF6 as a blendstock for blending with the UF6 process. Since depleted ura-
nium cannot be used as blendstock for blending to fuel as described previously,depleted
UF6would not be used for any of the processes for commercial fuel. Depleted UF6would
also not be used as a blendstock for UNH or metal blending because it is in an incompat-
ible form and would need to be converted to UNH crystals or metal ingots, and DOE has
ample supplies of depleted uranium in metal and oxide form to use as blendstock for
waste material.

22.017:Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 of the HEU Final EIS have been revised to include
additional information as requested,

22.018:This information presented on page 3–18 of the HEU Draft EIS was obtained
from the Oak Ridge Reservation EnvironmentalReportfor 1991, (ES~SH-2Wl, Octo-
ber 1992),pages 54 to 5-8.

The thickness of the vadose zone is the greatest beneath ridges, and thins towards valley
floors. Beneath ridges underlain by the fiox aquifer, the vadose zone commonly is
greater than 30 m (100 ft) thick, whereas beneath ridges underlain by the Rome forma-
tion, the vadose zone is typically less than 15 m (50 ft) thick. Most recharge through the
vadose zone is episodic and occurs along discrete permeable features (such as relict bed-
rock fractures) that may become saturated during rain events, even though surrounding
microspore remain unsaturated and contain trapped air.

The HEU Final EIS has been revised to include the appropriate citation (OR DOE 1992c:
5-5-5-7).

22.015:A discussion of groundwater quality was provided in Section 3.3.5. However,
due to misplaced text the discussion of groundwater quality appeared to be incomplete.
This discrepancy has been corrected in the =U Final EIS. Groundwater quality infor-
mation at three monitoring wells closest to the Y-12 Plant are shown in Table 3.3.&2.
The information in Wls table indicates that the quality of groundwater generally meets
drinking water criteria.
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22.013:me cited information is current as reported in the most recent reference, Oak
Ridge Resewation Waste Management Plan, ES~M-30, Febmary 1995 (OR MMES
1995c), but does not reflect proposed waste management strategies. Section 3.3.10 of the
~U Final EIS has been revised accordingly to include these strategies at ORR.

20.012:Highly enriched uranium is transported exclusively by safe secure trailers.
Blendstock, LEU fuel feed material, and LLW could be shipped by any acceptable com-
mercial conveyance selected by the shipping traffic manager. For the HEU EIS, calcula-
tions were based on truck transport because that is the mode currently used by the Y-12
Plant, B&W, and NFS. Although rail is not excluded, it is not available at all sites.

25.007: The HEU EIS cumulative impact assessments are revised to include data, to the
extent available, from the Waste Management PEIS.

25.008: In response to the recommendations of an advisory committee, DOE is review-
ing options to bring its facilities under regulation by an external organization. Although
the regulating agency would likely be NRC or the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety
Board, no decision has yet been made.
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14.020

14.020:~is comment concerning DOE’s draft Waste Management PEIS (DO~IS-
0200-D, August 1995) is not directly relevant to the issues considered in the HEU EIS,
Decisions concerning where DOE’s LLW will be treated and disposed are being made
pursuant to the former NEPA document, not the latter. me Governor’s concerns were
addressed in a February 8, 1996, letter from Secretary O’Leary to Governor Sundquist,
which noted that OR is one of 17 “majof’ candidate sites for potential waste disposal
facilities by virtue of its current inventory of waste materials, its waste management facil-
ities, and site capabilities,me selection of preferred alternatives for national waste man-
agement configurationswill be made in the finalWasteManagement PEIS, and responses
to the Governor’s comments will also be included in the associated Comment Analysis
and Response Document.
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22.010:Site-specific upgrade requirements for each of the blending technologies are
discussed throughout the HEU EIS; specifically in Sections 2.2.3.2, 2.2.3.3, 2.2.3.4,
2.2.3.5,4.3.1, 4.3.2,4.3.3, and 4.3.4. Each of the blending processes and the equipment
needed for those processes are discussed in Section 2.2.

11.005:The HEU EIS assumes that no new facilities @uildings) would be needed to
carry out the proposed actions, although modifications or addhional equipment might be
installed in existing facilities (such additions would be necessa~ to make UF6 blending
possible, for example). DOE has no plans to construct new facilities. If commercial enti-
ties choose to build new facilities for the HEU disposition program, additional NEPA
review would probably be necessary, most likely in the context of NRC license amend-
ment proceedings.

01.002:The ability to convert HEU in the form of metal or oxide to UF6 does not cur-
rently exist at any facility. Because UF6 blendlng would only be used for blending com-
mercial material, it would only be developed if one of the commercial blenders decides it
is economically preferable to its existing UNH blending capabilities. DOE does not
intend to install new equipment for the purpose of competing with the private sector in a
commercial market when it already has adequate UNH and metal (at the Y-12 Plant)
blending capability.

16.003:The costs of undertaking HEU blending actions could initially be borne by
DOE, by USEC, or by potential purchasers of the material. Any new equipment installed
at commercial facilities would be at their own expense. It is fully expected that all costs
of blending, including waste management, would ultimately be covered by the purchase
price for commercial material.

14.003:Any utility purchaser of nuclear fuel derived from surplus HEU would be
responsible for disposal of the resulting spent nuclear fuel. Under the Nuclear WastePol-
icy Act, DOE manages the Nation’s civilian radioactive waste program in return for fees
assessed on nuclear electricity generation, so the waste would eventually be sent to a
DOE permanent repository (or possibly an interim storage facility). The process waste
from commercial blending facilities would be handled the same as any other waste from
those facilities—in regional LLW repositories governed by interstate compacts under the
hw-kvel Radioactive WastePolicyAct, as amended.
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11.00& Decisions about which facilities get blending business from this program are
most likely to be decided on the basis of competitive bidding procedures that may be con-
ducted by USEC or other entities, in addition to DOE. The metal blending capabilities at
the Y-12 Plant would only be used to blend noncommercial material for disposal as
waste, since metal blendlng would not be conducive to subsequent commercial use.

09.012:Retaining and using surplus HEU in weapons-usable forms would not be con-
sistent with the purpose and need for the proposed action. As explained in Section 2.1 of
the HEU EIS, DOE used a formal screening process and public input to identify a range
of reasonable alternatives for the disposition of HEU. The process was conducted by a
screening committee that consisted of five DOE technical program managers, assisted by
technical advisors from DORS national laboratories and other support staff.The commit-
tee compared alternatives against screening criteria, considered input from the public,
and used technical reports and analyses from the national laboratories and industry to
develop a final list of alternatives.

09.004: The United States has discontinued nuclear tests or other nuclear explosions as
part of its nonproliferation policy.

11.007:Section 4.7 of the HEU EIS discusses the positive impacts from avoided ura-
nium mining, milling, and enrichment. The more than 100 commercial reactors in the
United States (and hundreds more overseas) create a steady demand for uranium fuel.
The environmental analysis in Chapter 4 of the HEU EIS indicates that blending HEU
down would result in few significant impacts.

12.004:The Depafiment of Energy continuously assesses the impact of introducing
uranium from its inventory into the U.S. uranium market. DOE is required by the terms
of the USEC Privatimtion Act to avoid introducing uranium into the market in a manner
that would have adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium industry.The impacts
on the uranium and nuclear fuel cycle industries are detailed in Section 4.8 of the HEU
Hnal EIS.
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21.00& Several accident scenarios were considered for the HEU EIS including a tor-
nado, straight winds, an aircraft crash, nuclear criticality, process-related accidents, and
an evaluation basis earthquake. As stated in Section 4.3, it was assumed that with the
exception of the filter fire and the fluidized bed release, all of the accident scenarios con-
sidered in the EIS could be initiated by the evaluation basis earthquake. The evaluation
basis earthquake is also assumed to initiate the nuclear criticality and the UF6 cylinder
release. To be conservative, the consequences from the evaluation basis earthquake,
earthquake induced criticality, and the UF6 cylinder release were added to yield the total
consequences from both the release of radioactivity and hazardous chemicals into the
environment and a criticality.

Because details on some of the site-specific processes were proprietary, one set of repre-
sentative data were used in the HEU EIS for each blending process with nominal
throughput rates that assumed a full-scale operation with bounding values for operational
requirements, emissions, waste streams, and other parameters, Therefore, the same acci-
dent scenarios representative of each blending process were used at each site.

20.009: Continued storage does not reduce the inventory of weapons-usable material,
which is the purpose of the proposed action. It would be unreasonable to compare storage
(no action alternative) impacts with only part of the potential risk (that is, transportation)
encountered for the other alternatives. However, the total impacts for each alternative are
presented and compared. Transportation impacts are specifically addressed in Section 4.4
and Appendix G of the HEU Final EIS.

06.009: Neither blending down of HEU nor treatment with any chemical can make Pu.
However, blending HEU to 4-percent LEU and using it as fuel in commercial reactors
results in the creation of some Pu in the spent nuclear fuel. Only reactors can make Pu, It
is possible to reprocess the resulting spent fuel by dissolving it in nitric acid and using
other chemicals to separate Pu, but because spent fuel is extremely radioactive, the pro-
cess is very hazardous and difficult and must be carried out by remote control in heavily
shielded cells. This is the process that was used to make the Pu used for the nuclear weap-
ons in the first place, but it has never been accomplished by any subnational group.
Because of the difficulty of separating Pu from spent fuel, spent fuel is considered highly
proliferation resistant for at least 80 to 100 years after it is removed from reactors.
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10ral commcnu wceived in public meetingsconcerningsimilar ixucs we~ combined
Qroumd) for pxxntaflon in tis dwumenl.

06.020: Once HEU is blended down to 4- or 0.9-percent LEU, it could become HEU
again only if it were re-enriched. It would be no less difficult to turn such LEU back into
HEU than it would be for any of the much more plentiful world stocks of LEU of compa-
rable enrichment levels.

32.007: The Department of Energy supports the public’s involvement and is fully com-
mitted to giving the public access to information about its activities and opportunities for
involvement in DOE’s decisionmaking process. In this regard, the Office of Flssile Mate-
rials Disposition published a Notice of Availability in the FederalRegister (60 FR 54867)
on October 26, 1995 that announced that the HEU EIS was available for commen~ pro-
vided the dates of the comment period and the schedule of public meetings; and identified
the methods by which to submit comments.Additional information, including newsletters
and fact sheets, were distributed directly to interested members of the public who are on
the office’s mailing list. The office also maintains an electronic bulletin board that pro-
vides cument information, program status and activities, and the ability to interact with
the office directly.

Health effects studies are discussed for each candidate site in Chapter 3 of the HEU EIS.
Impacts of the proposed action and alternatives on public and worker health from both
normal and potential accidents are addressed in Chapter 4. No actions will be taken until
the decisions are made public. The ROD is scheduled to be published in the FederalReg-
ister in the summer of 1996.

06.024: The purpose of the U.S.-Russian HEU agreement is to reduce the threat to U.S.
and world security that is posed by large stockpiles of surplus Russian HEU, as well as to
provide needed hard currency to Russia to assist its redevelopment efforts. The U.S.
effort that is the subject of the HEU EIS is reciprocal to the Russian effort to reduce its
~U stockpiles.

32.008: The Department of Energy must work within the constraints imposed by avail-
able funding and resources. Because DOE is trying to reduce costs of complying with the
NEPA, and due to the geographical proximity of three of the four candidate sites identi-
fied in the =U EIS, DOE determined that two public meetings (Knoxville, TN and
August%GA) would be appropriate for Wlsprogram.
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Because pubfic involvement is critical to the success of the program, other methods for
submitting comments were also made available throughout the comment period: toll-free
fax and voice recording, electronic bulletin board, and U.S. mail. These methods can also
be used to request additional information or to be placed on the Officeof Fissile Materials
Disposition’s maifing list.

10.009:Blending down the entire stockpile of surplus HEU to less than 1 percent and
disposing of it as waste was evaluated in the HEU EIS as one of the alternatives. The
analyses showed that this alternative would generate the highest environmental impact
among other alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS (Table 2.&2). DOE has developed
cost estimates associated with the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and has made
them available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis indi-
cates that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes economic sense
and would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blendlng HELJfor dis-
posal as waste. DOE believes that all of the action alternatives (2 through 5) evaluated in
the HEU EIS meet the objective of nonproliferation and will send a positive message to
other nations.

03.007: It is comect that the foreign policy objective of reducing global stockpiles of
weapons-usable fissile materials would remain without regard to USEC’Srole. USEC’S
involvement stems from the provision of the Energy PolicyAct of 1992that makes USEC
the exclusive marketing agent for sales of U.S. Government and Russian enriched ura-
nium, There are at present no international treaties concerning disposition of fissile mate-
rials, However, the Joint Statement beween the United States and Russia on
Nonproliferation of Weaponsof Mass Destruction and the Means of their Delive~ (Janu-
ary, 1994, reproduced as Appendix B of the HEU Final EIS) provides a bilateral frame-
work for U.S.-Russian nonproliferation efforts. In addition, the President’s
Nonprol$eration and Export ControlPolicy (September 1993,reproduced as Appendix A
of the HEU EIS) commits the United States to “seek to eliminate where possible, the
accumulation of stockpiles of HEU or Pu to ensure that where these materials already
exist they are subject to the highest standards of safety, security, and international
accountability:’ The U.S. Government is pursuing fissile materials disposition on a uni-
lateral basis, to set an example for other nations, and to reciprocate similar actions
already being taken in Russia.
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03.008: There is no treaty related to Pu or HEU. However, the joint statement between
the United States and Russia on Nonprolveration of Weapons of Mass Destmction and
the Means of their Delive~ (January 1994, reproduced as Appendix B of the HEU Final
EIS) provides a bilateral framework for U.S.-Russian nonproliferation efforts. In addi-
tion, the President’s Nonproliferation and &port Control Policy (September 27, 1993,
fact sheet included as Appendix A of the HEU Final EIS) commits the United States to
“seek to etiminate where possible, the accumulation of stockpiles of HEU or Pu to ensure
that where these materials already exist they are subject to the highest standards of safety,
security,and international accountability:’

20.00& Assessment of impacts resulting from the proposed action were conducted at
sites where facilities for UNH and metal blending processes currently exist and would not
require new construction even for a new ~6 capability at commercial sites. This pro-
vides the decisionmaker a reasonable range of site options to consider. However, because
environmental and transportation related risks are low for all alternatives, it is anticipated
that decisions on blending locations will be a function of material forms, availability of
facilities when needed, and business decisions.

Transportationrisk assessmentsshowed that risks would be only slightly lower for blend-
ing to LLW at ORR. For blending to fuel feed material as UNH crystals, ORR is not the
lowest risk alternative.~o significantfactors contributed to these conclusions: (1) onsite
material handling represents the greater part of the total risk, and such handling would
still be necessary even to blend at ORR, and (2) the highest transportation risk for these
scentios is not in transporting HEU, but in transporting the significantly larger volume
of fuel feed material and LLWafier blending.

W.O1O: It is not clear what accidents the question refers to. h general, the burden of
nuclear accidents falls on whatever party has legal possession of nuclear material at any
given time. The Price-Anderson Act establishes a framework of liabitity coverage for
nuclear accidents. For the private nuclear industry, that framework includes private insur-
ance and retroactive liability that is shared across the entire nuclear industry.me Gover-
nmentis self-insured.

11.008:Mthe decision were made to blend dl surplus ~U to waste, there would be no
customer in the commercial sense. The material would be blended by or on behalf of
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DOE for disposal as waste. Any or all of the facilities could be involved in such blending.
It is not possible to specify today where blending would take place for either waste or
commercial material, since those decisions will depend in part on the forms of the busi-
ness transactions governing particular disposition actions. Decisions about blending sites
and transportation could be made by DOE, by USEC, or by other entities involved in
those transactions. It is very likely that competitive bidding procedures will be instru-
mental in such decisions.

29.001:Cost will play a key role in the decisionmaking process.The Preferred Altern-
ativeidentified in the HEU Final EIS is to maximize commercial use of the material,
because it would recover the material’s economic value and satisfy the nonproliferation
objective in the most timely manner,

Preliminary cost estimates suggest that 170 t of surplus HEU may have a net commercial
value of approximately $2 billion. More importantly, avoiding disposal costs for the same
amount of material would save the Government between $5 and $15 billion.

04.007: The Department of Energy has no expectation of recovering the invested costs
of producing HEU, which have been very high. (The marginalcost of enrichment goes up
as enrichment levels increase.) DOE has no reliable basis for estimating the actual cost of
producing HEU. The current question is whether recovery of those invested costs can be
at least partially offset by commercial use of the material or completely written off by
making it all into waste.

16.004:The value of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU has been evaluated as part of
cost estimates for the alternatives in the HEU EIS that have been released separately from
the HEU Final EIS. The value of commercial material is expected to be equivalent to
market value for any other commercial LEU. Off-spec material is expected to be dis-
counted to reflect its lower value. $’

5’3
Qc

10.008:The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the HEU EIS as &z
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with tip
NEPA, the HEU EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and *2
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide gs
this information to the decisionmakers. k%m-@h
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24.005: Cost analysis is not part of the HEU EIS, although cost estimates for the alter-
natives have been developed to be included in the ROD(s) and are available as a separate
document. It is anticipated that the work needed to blend down surplus HEU will be done
using both DOE and commercial sites. To the extent that work is done within DOE, the
requirements of Section 3161 of the Defeme Authorization Act of 1994, as applicable,
will be complied with.

10.003:Comment noted.

26.005: Storage limitations of uranium matefials differ at each candidate blending site.
Interim storage of enriched uranium at the Y-12 Plant is limited to 500 t of HEU and 6 t
of LEU for a period of up to 10 years (60 FR 54068, October 19, 1995).There are no lim-
itations on the storage of uranium at SRS.The quantity of uranium that could be stored at
commercial sites are limited by their NRC licenses, B&W and NFS are licensed to pos-
sess up to 60,000kilograms (kg) (132,000 pounds [lb]) and 7,000 t (15,400 lb), respec-
tively, of U-235 in any required chemical or physical form (except UF6) and at any
enrichment (see Sections 2,2,3.4 and 2.2.3.5 of the HEU EIS).
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21.003:The UF6 release that occurred on August 7, 1979 was reported in the Environ-
mental Assessment for Renewal of Special Nuclear Material License SNM-124, Nuclear
Fuel Services, Inc., Erwin Plant, Erwin, Tennessee, Docket No. 70-143, dated August
1991.As described on page 4-38 of the environmental assessment the quantities released
to the atmosphere increased rapidly to a maximum within 10 to 15 minutes and then
slowly decreased as material circulated out of the process ventilation and out of the stack.
Most activity (60 to 80 percent) was released in 1 hour, although it took about 3 hours for
all the activity to escape. The incident was investigated by NRC. The quantities released
were within regulatory levels. After this event, the scrubbing system was redesigned and
modified to improve the system. Detection systems with alarms were also installed at the
work station,

The HEU EIS analyzed radiological releases from UF6 blending process during normal
operations of NFS as well as under a severe accident condition during which the highest
atmospheric release of radioactivity and hazardous chemicals would occur, The accident
scenarios evaluated in the HEU EIS included the release of UF6from a cylinder leak sim-
ilar to what occurred at NFS in 1979. Section 4.3.2 of the HEU Final EIS presents
impacts of blending HEU to 4-percent UF6to the public and the environment.

22.005: Potential releases to air from the proposed action were estimated and presented
in Section 4.3 of the HEU EIS. However, it was determined that there would be no haz-
ardous waste released to the surface or groundwater during blending operations. All haz-
ardous waste would be treated until it becomes nonhazardous and, after treatment, would
then be released to an NPDES-permitted outfall.

21.004:The HEU EIS analyzed both accidental and chronic releases of HEU from the
proposed alternatives, Chronic releases are very small releases of material to the environ-
ment over a long period of time. Accidental releases are releases of material to the envi-
ronment over a very short period of time to an instantaneous release. The impacts of
chronic and accidental releases from normal operations and accidents, respectively, were
evaluated for each alternative blending process and presented in Section 4.3 of the HEU
Final EIS.

24.002: Differences in current conditions at each site lead to different potential impacts
at each site. For example, the area surrounding SRS has a higher minority population than

I
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the area around any of the other sites. Therefore, SRS may have a disproportionate envi-
ronmentaljustice impact.

21.005:NFS has higher dose rates than other candidate sites because it is the smallest
site in land area, and thus the receptors are closer. The potential impacts of any release of
HEU area function of the amount of material released (source term), the dispersion of the
material into the atmosphere (related to the site meteorology), and the distance to the
nearest receptor (the worker or member of the public). Since the source terms are identi-
cal, only the distance to the nearest receptor and meteorology will make significantdiffer-
ences in the dose rate. The closer the receptor to the source term, the larger the calculated
dose rate will be on much the same way that the closer someone is to a fire [the source
term], the more heat [the dose rate] they would feel).

20.005: The purpose of the proposed action is to reduce HEU to non-weapons-grade
for commercial use. Long-term storage would not achieve this. The HEU EIS weighs the
total impacts for the alternatives, but does not compare storage with only part of the
potential risk that might be encountered (that is, transportation).As explained in Section
4.4 of the HEU Final EIS, HEU would be transported by safe secure trailers, a convey-
ance that provides optimum safety and security. For example, there has never been a safe
secure trailer accident involving a release of radioactive material causing injury or death.
Transportation cost was not evaluated in the HEU EIS; however, it is relatively inexpen-
sive when compared to the long-term storage.

01.001:The Department of Energy will make programmatic decisions whether surplus
HEU should be blended for commercial use or for waste. Subsequently,DOE will make
decisions about specific lots of HEU for disposition. Decisions about blending locations
for commercial material may be made by DOE or USEC or other entities involved in dis-
position actions. Decisions about blending for waste materials are likely to be made by
DOE.

03.001: The Department of Energy does not agree that commercial use of LEU derived
from HEU increases proliferation potential. Among tie alternatives considered, Altern-
ative1, the No Action Alternative, has the highest proliferation potential because it leaves

,
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the HEU in weapons-usable form. DOE considersAlternatives 2 through 5, which repre-
sent blendlng different portions of the surplus HEU to waste or fuel, as roughly equiva-
lent in terms of proliferation potential, and much more proliferation resistant than the
HEU in its present form. That is, LEU at both 4- and 0.9-percent enrichment, and spent
fuel are all considered to have low proliferation potential, because both enrichment of
uranium and reprocessing to separate Pu are difficult and costly.

03.002: The program objective of setting a good example for other nations relates to
converting weapons-usable fissile materials to forms that are no longer weapons-usable;
(that is, to demonstrate to other nations that our nuclear disarmament actions are perma-
nent and irreversible). It is in the national security interest of the United States that other
nations take similar actions to reduce stockpiles of weapons materials, so the United
States is obligated to take such actions itself. All four of the action alternatives in the
HEU Final EIS (Alternatives 2 through 5) satisfy this objective by seeking to blend all of
the surplus HEU to LEU. Only the No Action Alternative, which would leave the HEU in
its present weapons-usable forms, would fail to satisfy this nonproliferation objective.

16.009:Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped for inclusion into the ROD(s) and are available in a separate document with the
HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis supports DOE’s prelimina~ conclusion that commer-
cial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared
to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.

03.003: Although spent fuel contains Pu, which if separated is a weapons-usable fissile
material, spent fuel is extremely radioactive and hazardous to handle; thus, it is difficult
and costly to separate Pu from spent fuel. In accordance with recommendations of the
National Academy of Sciences, it is the policy of the United States to make weapons- Q
usable fissile materials at least as proliferation resistant as commercial spent fuel. g;

SK
Z$

03.004: The Department of Energy agrees that blending all surplus HEU to waste :g
would be much more costly and take longer than options that make commercial use of the
material. It also would have greater adverse environmental impacts. However, it must be $$
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included in the HEU EIS to assure that a “range” of alternatives has been analyzed. DOE
also agrees that blending to waste offers no nonproliferation advantage over blending for
commercial use.

11.003:Section 2.1.2 of the HEU EIS indicates that, under some circumstances, maxi-
mizing commercial use reduces the time needed to complete disposition actions.

11.004:The HEU EIS indicates in the text box in Section 1.1.1 that blending down is
much easier than enrichment. DOE agrees with the commentor that reprocessing is also
very difficult relative to blending HEU down to LEU,

03.005: The Department of Energy considers there-enrichment of uranium from mate-
rial blended down to 1 percent and reprocessing of spent fuel to recover Pu to be compa-
rably difficult barriers to proliferation.

09.00A The gaseous diffusion enrichment plants at Paducah and Portsmouth have the
capability to deal with ~U only in the form of UF6. The K-25 Site at ORR is perma-
nently closed. Since the surplus HEU is in the form of metal or oxide, not UF6, those
facilities cannot be used for the blending activities.

32.006: The Depafiment of Energy supports the public’s involvement and is fully com-
mitted to giving the public access to information about its activities and opportunities for
involvement in the DOWSdecisionmting process. In this regard, the Office of Fissile
Materials published a Notice of Availability in the Federal Register (60 FR 54867) on
October 26, 1995, that announced that the ~U Draft EIS was available for comment;
provided the dates of the comment period and the schedule of public meetings; and iden-
tified the methods by which to submit comments. Additional information, including
newsletters and fact sheets, were distributed directly to interested members of the public
who are on the office’s mailing list. Regional print and media advertisements were also
used to draw attention to the pubhc meetings and other methods avtilable to submit com-
ments. The office also maintains an electronic bulletin board that provides current infor-
mation, program status and activhies, and the ablfity to interact with the office directly.
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04.00A The Department of Energy does not expect to have any difficultymarketing the
commercial material at market rates. Off-spec material will probably need to be marketed
at discounted rates to compensate for the added processing and operational requirements
for its use. The uranium market is now a global one, involving numerous competitors.
DOE expects that LEU derived from surplus HEU will be introduced into the market at
rates that do not have an adverse material impact on the market.

03.006: The Department of Energy agrees that the nonproliferation objectives are pre-
eminen~ however, the recovery of some of the costs involved in creating this HEU are
also very important, particularly in the current budgetary climate. Fortunately, the two
objectives are complementary in the HEU disposition program.

04.003: The Department of Energy’s preference is to utilize as much as possible of this
resource as LEU reactor fuel derived from surplus HEU.

33.001:Forms of surplus HEU are mainly metal, compounds, solutions, oxides, irradi-
ated fuel, reactor fuel, UF6, scrap, and material in weapons that have been retired but
have not been transferred to Pantex for disassembly.Surplus HEU is currently located at
10DOE sites around the country and is shown in Figure 1.3-1 of the HEU Final EIS.

..
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03.009

24.001

05.002

06,011

17.012

13,002

13.003

] 11.010

I 07.002

03.009: Among the alternatives considered, Alternative 1, the No Action Alternative,
has the highest proliferation potential because it leaves the HEU in weapons-usable form.
DOE considers alternatives 2 through 5, which represent blending different portions of
the surplus HEU to waste or fuel, as roughly equivalent in terms of proliferation poten-
tial, and much more proliferation-resistant than the HEU in its present form. That is, LEU
at both 4- and 0.9-percent enrichment and spent fuel are all considered to have low prolif-
eration potential, because both enrichment of uranium and reprocessing to separate Pu
are difficult and costly.

24.001:The largest number of direct jobs generated would be 126for blending HEU to
LEU as UF6 (disposition fuel). The largest number of total jobs (direct and indirect) gen-
erated would be 444 in the ORR region. These jobs would be created as a result of blend-
ing HEU to either waste or fuel. There would be no difference between fuel or waste
alternatives in terms of the total number of jobs created.

05.002: The Department of Energy estimates that the shortest time to blend 200 t of
surplus HEU would be about 20 to 25 years, assuming all four blending sites were used.
DOE expects that the commercial material in current surplus HEU will take between 15
and 20 years to blend, and material that must be blended to waste could take 10 to 15
years. DOE expects the demand for uranium fiel to remain essentially steady for the
foreseeable future.

06.011:The environmental impacts from disposal of radioactive wastes are being ana-
lyzed in other NEPAdocuments together with the much larger quantities of radioactive
waste that must be managed by DOE. As explained in Section 1.4.2 of the HEU Final
EIS, the disposal of LLW generated as a result of this program will be addressed as part
of DOES WasteManagement Programmatic Environmental Impact Statementfor Man-
aging Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste and any
site-specificor project-specificEIS’Sconcerning LLW repositories.

17.012 Material will generally not be blended down until it can move promptly into
the pipefine for either commercial use or disposd as w=te, so there is no need for
extended storage of blended down product. As stated in Section 4.8.1 of the HEU Final
HS, the U.S. surplus HEU would represent about 2 percent of the world market for ura-
nium.
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01.004

05.006
07.008

02,001

08.003

20!002

19.001

20.003

20.010

03.010

05.005

13.002 The demand for HEU-derived uranium would come from the approximately
100 nuclear electric power plants operating in the United States and hundreds of others
overseas. There is no expected increase in the number of these power plants in the United
States.

13.003:There is consideration of deregulation of the electrical supply industry, but that
has not happened yet and no one can be sure what form it will take or what its impact will
be. At this time, there is no deregulation data to analyze. The demand for uranium in the
United States is continuously analyzed by numerous firms specializing in the uranium
market. These analyses predict essentially steady demand for uranium at 165 million
pounds u30g per year worldwide. The United States uses about 45 million Ibs U308per
year and produces only about 6 million Ibs.

11.010:The HEU EIS analyzes genetic processes for the various blending technologies
at all of the sites. Generic process rates are also applied based on rates that all of the facil-
ities could achieve, It is possible that some of the facilities could process material at
higher rates, although it is unlikely DOE could make material available for blending at
higher rates.

07.002 The HEU EIS is programmatic in the sense that it will support programmatic
decisions (for example, as proposed, to make commercial use of surplus HEU). The Pre-
ferred Alternative in the HEU Hnal EIS does not include any site preferences. The docu-
ment concludes that the necessary blending activities could take place at any of the
analyzed sites without significant adverse impacts. Thus, environmental considerations
are not considered likely to drive site decisions, which may be made by parties other than
DOE, If subsequent decisions concerning disposition of specific lots of HEU fall within
the parameters analyzed in the EIS in terms of sites, quantities, and processes, it is
expected that no addhional NEPAdocumentation will be required.

01.004:Uranyl nydrate hexahydrate blending technology is in existence at all four
facilities, and metal blending technology exists at DOE’s Y–12 Plant, While all of the
facilities have engaged in some blending as part of their past operations, blending to pre-
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cisely 0.9 or 4 percent has probably not been done because HEU has never before been
blended down either for commercial use or waste.The point is, the technology for blend-
ing at higher enrichment levels is the same as would be used to yield the lower level prod-
ucts for this program, except more blending and blendstock would be needed.There is no
environmentally consequential difference between the experience these facilities have
and the proposed actions.

05.006: The timeframes presented in Table 2.1.2–1 of the HEU Draft EIS were rough
estimates and are considered optimistic. They were based on the assumption that the sites
can process material at the analyzed rates (up to 10 t per year) and that DOE can provide
material for blending at up to 40 t per year in the case of using all four sites simulta-
neously.The HEU Final EIS is revised to reflect more realistic assumptions, In actuality,
DOE could not provide material that quic~y. DOE expects that a realistic estimate of the
time needed to blend material for commercial use will be 15 to 20 years.

07.008: The sites that are considered in the HEU EIS are the two commercial and two
DOE sites that can process significantquantities of HEU today.The Preferred Alternative
contemplates the use of all four sites, although some alternatives or processes cannot be
performed at all sites, as explained in the EIS. DOE does not expect to select the exact
timing or use of the commercial and DOE sites in its ROD. It will make programmatic
decisions whether surplus HEU should be blended for commercial use or for waste, and
may also include decisions to proceed with disposition of one or more initial discrete
batches of HEU. Decisions about where blending will occur will be based on business
considerations, facilities being available when needed, transpofiation considerations, and
competitive bidding processes.The commentor is correct that the fores and locations of
some batches of HEU may militate strongly in favor of particular sites for blending.

02.001:Highly enriched uranium is primarily metal, uranium oxide, and UFG Most of
the amounk and forms of surplus HEU at specific locations have been declassified and
were made available in the Secretary of Energy’s Openness Initiative announcement on
February 6, 1996. The newly-released information is indicated in Figure 1.3-1 of the
HEU Final HS.

0S.003: The HEU Find HS indicates that risks would be comparable and quite low at
dl sites. Thus, the selection of sites for blending, which may be done by USEC or other
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entities as well as DOE, would probably be dictated primarily by business considerations
and the results of competitive bidding processes.

20.002 The quantity of material per truckload (shipment) varies, depending on the
alternative and type of material. For example, under the alternative to produce UNH for
commercial use, a truckload would contain 48 packages of surplus HEU, 35 kg per pack-
age (77 lbs), or 1,680 kg (3,696 lbs) of surplus ~U per truckload. Table G.1-3 of the
HEU Final EIS presents the quantity of each material transported in the assessment.

19.001:Yes.The maximum annual transportation impacts would be 0.038 fatalities for
transportation of LLW and 0.061 fatalities for LEU destined for commercial fuel fabrica-
tion. A cumulative summary of transportation environmental impacts is presented in
Table 4,4.3.3-1. The accident risk for each material is presented in Appendix G.

20.003: Safe secure trailer trucks are reserved for the exclusive transport of highly sen-
sitive special nuclear materials, primarily for security reasons. LLW does not require
intensive security oversight and therefore would be transported by certified commercial
truck, Regardless of the vehicle, either safe secure trailer or commercial truck, the carrier
of radioactive materials must comply with the same stringent Department of Transporta-
tion packaging and transport requirements, as explained in Section 4,4 of the HEU Final
EIS. For normal traffic fatalities, no difference is assumed in the probability of risk per
kilometer for either safe secure trailer or commercial shipments, However, for the proba-
bility of release of radioactivity in the case of accidents, it is lower for safe secure trailer
shipments (due to special design of the safe secure trailer) than for commercial ship-
ments.

20.010:Depending on the severity of the accident for the LLW material (with 0.9-per-
cent enrichment), some of the Type A radioactive material packages could disengage
from the truck and be breached, and some material could possibly be released.Any loose
material could be recovered by conventional tools, repackaged, and transported away
with minimal loss of life or propefiy, and minimal permanent site contamination.
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For the 4-percent LEU in UNH form, the material would be transported in ~pe A pack-
aging, and the accident scenario would be similar to 0.9-percent LLW material. For the
4-percent LEU in UF6 form, the material would be transported in ~pe B packaging
designed to prevent the release of contents under all credible transportation accident con-
ditions. It is expected there would be no breach of the package and no loss of contents,
even in severe accidents.

Both 0.9-percent LLW and 4-percent LEU are very low in radioactive properties. The
health effects from transporting materials evaluated in the HEU EIS have been calculated
and are presented in Appendix G of the HEU Final EIS.

03.010:Spent fuel is not a weapons-usable fissile material because its high radiation
field makes reprocessing it to separate the Pu very difficult.Thus, there would be no fis-
sile material that could be directly usable in weapons after use of LEU fiel derived from
surplus HEU in commercial reactors.

05.005: The 8-year period in the HEU Draft EIS was based on the assumption that four
blending sites would be used, and 46 years was based on the assumption that only one
site would be used. In actuality, DOE will not be able to make material avdilable for
blending quickly enough to meet the 8-year schedule, and the HEU Final EIS is revised
accordingly, DOE expects that a realistic estimate of the time needed to blend currently
declared surplus HEU material for commercial use will be 15 to 20 years, and material
that must be blended to waste is expected to take an additional 10 to 15 years.

13.004:There is no certainty that anyone will purchase the blended HEU, but 45 mil-
lion pounds of uranium are purchased in the United States each year and 165 million
pounds purchased world wide. It would appear that there is an adequate market for the
blended Government uranium.

06.015:Because all of the action alternatives in the HEU Final MS (Alternatives 2
through 5) fully satisfy the nonproliferation objective of the surplus HEU disposition pro-
gram by making the material non-weapons-usable, extensive discussion of the differ-
ences among the alternatives for nonproliferation purposes is not called for The
economic and nonproliferation objectives of the program are consistent in that they both
support commercial use.
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03.01~ The Department of Energy does not agree that commercial use of LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU increases the proliferation potential. DOE considers A1tema-
tives 2 through 5, which represent blending different portions of the surplus HEU to
waste or fuel, as roughly equivalent in terms of proliferation potential, and much more
proliferation-resistant than the HEU in its present form. That is, LEU at both 4- and
0.9-percent enrichment and spent fuel are all considered to have low proliferation poten-
tial, because both enrichment of uranium and reprocessing of spent fuel to separatePu are
difficult and costly. Although fuel derived from U.S. surplus HEU and sold abroad could
conceivably be reprocessed in some countries to separate Pu for commercial (non-mili-
tary) use in mixed oxide fuel, that LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would simply
replace other fuel, so no incremental POwill be created as a result of this program.

06.017:The Deptiment of Energy agrees that setting an example for other nations is
an important objective of the surplus HEU disposition program. Consequently,it is con-
sidered important to begin work on making our surplus HEU non-weapons-usable in a
prompt manner.

03.011:The International Atomic Energy Agency probably would not track HEU
beyond the point that it is blended down to LEU, at which time it is no longer a prolifera-
tion concern, and which will occur in the United States. Currently, 123 nations are mem-
bers of the IAEA.

06.019:The inventory of surplus HEU has an average enrichment level of 50 percent,
which means that, on average, 50 percent of it by weight is U-235. Almost all of the
remainder is U-238, with small quantities of U-234 and U-236 in some of the material.
Various portions of the inventory contain numerous other materials. Details concerning
the forms, quantities, and locations of surplus HEU are shown in Figure 1.3-1. Some of
the material is located at Rocky Flats.

07.004: As explained in Section 1.4.2 of the HEU Final EIS, DOE prefers the Maxi-
mum Commercial Use Alternative because it would best serve the purpose and need for
the proposed action, which is to make the surplus HEU non-weapons-usableand, where
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feasible, recover its economic value. It is self-evident that the economic recovery objec-
tive is best served by an alternative that seeks to maximize commercial use of the mate-
rial, since the alternative of blending the material to waste recovers no value, DOE
believes that the nonproliferation objective is also best served by the maximum commer-
cial use alternative, primarily because it would permit the surplus HEU to be blended
down more quickly than blending it to waste.

05.013:As described in Section 1.4.2of the HEU Final EIS Preferred Alternative, DOE
intends to sell as much as possible of the LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU or surplus
HEU using a combination of four sites and two possible blending technologies. The goal
is to achieve DOE’s objectives in a way that would satisfy programmatic, economic, and
environmental needs, beginning after the ROD and proceeding, as necessau, until all sur-
plus material is blended down.

10.003:Comment noted,

10.014:Alternative 2, which considers blending the entire stockpile of surplus HEIJ to
LEU for disposal as waste, was included in the analyses because it provides a compre-
hensive evaluation of a full range of alternatives in the ~U EIS as required by NEPA.
Blending the material to waste would not recover any of the economic value of HEU for
the Government or provide peaceful, beneficial use of the material; however, it would
meet nonproliferation objectives. DOE’s Preferred Alternative is to maximize commer-
cial use of the material.

14.006:The HEU EIS does not need to explicitly analyze the disposal of spent fuel,
since this program would create no incremental spent fuel to dispose of. As explained in
Section 1.4.2 of the HEU EIS, spent fuel management and disposal is covered by the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act, as amended. That program has its own NEPA process which
must be fulfilled.

14.011:Spent fuel need not be dedt with in the HEU HS because the HEU disposition
program would generate no incremental spent fuel that would not be generated in the
absence of the program.
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10.009:Blending down the entire stockpile of surplus HEU to less than 1 percent and
disposing of it as waste was evaluated in the HEU EIS as one of the alternatives. The
analyses showed that this alternative would generate the highest environmental impact
among other alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS (Table 2.+2). DOE has developed
cost estimates associated with the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and has made
them available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis indi-
cates that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes economic sense
and would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blending =U for dis-
posal as waste. DOE believes that all of the action alternatives (2 through 5) evaluated in
the HEU EIS meet the objective of nonproliferation and will send a positive message to
other nations.

04.006: The Department of Energy’s preliminary analysis has found no economic
advantage of blending to 1 percent or less for waste disposal, since approximately five
times as much blending would be required, and waste disposal costs are expected to be
high. An analysis available separately from the EIS compares the costs of the alternatives
and supports DOE’s preliminary conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel derived
from surplus HEU makes the most economic sense and would save considerable money.
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I01.003

04.005

I09.005

I 05.001

I 11.009

I 09.002

22.003

14.004

26.002

01.003:Fifty t of HEU is proposed to be transferred to USEC to increase the corpora-
tion’s assets and value. That would increase the proceeds to the Federal Treasury when
the corporation is sold. That proposed transfer is evaluated as part of each of the commer-
cial use alternatives in the ~U EIS (Alternatives 3 through 5).

04.005: Thetransferof 50 t of surplusHEU to USEC might have been considered sep-
arately for purposes of NEPA, but DOE concluded that such separation might constitute
unallowable segmentation of connected actions. The only difference between the 50 t of
surplus HEU proposed to be transferred to USEC and the remainder of the surplus HEU
is that the 50 t is the only concrete disposition proposal at this time. There is no difference
in terms of potential environmental impacts, so it made the most sense to consider it in
this EIS together with the rest of the surplus.

The HEU Final EIS does not contain a formal economic analysis, and one is not required
by NEPA. However, cost estimates for the HEU EIS alternatives have been developed
and are available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis sup.
ports DOE’s preliminary conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from sur-
plus HEU makes the most economic sense and would save considerable money.
Economic considerations will clearly play an important part in ROD(s) stemming from
this EIS. The 50 t figure was derived from DOE estimates of the quantity of material that
could be made available for blending over a 5-year to 6-year period,

09.005: Depleted uranium at Paducah and other DOE sites could be used as blendstock
for HEU. However,depleted uranium would generally not be used as blendstock for com-
mercial material because it would not yield appropriate isotopic content in the product
material. Since DOE has copious inventories of natural and low-enriched uranium that
would make better blendstock, it is not likely that the HEU disposition program would
make much use of the depleted UF6at Paducah or Portsmouth.

05.001:It takes about four times as long to blend a ton of HEU to 1 percent as to blend
it to 4 percent, because the processing rates are limited by the quantity of material output.
The process can be expedited by maximizing commercial use and using more than one
blending site.

I
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I
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11.009:At tils time, DOE is aware of no commercial facilities seeking licenses to pro-
cess HEU other than the two analyzed in the HEU EIS.
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09.002 The gaseous diffusion enrichment plants at Paducah and Portsmouth have the
capability to deal with HEU only in the form of UF&The K-25 Site on ORR is perm-
anentlyclosed. Since the surplus HEU is in the form of metal or oxide, not UF6, those
facilities cannot be used for the blending activities.

22.003: Waste types, forms, and volumes generated by the three blending processes
(UNH, metal, and UF6) are listed in Tables 2.2.2.1-2, 2.2.2.2-2, and 2.2.2,3-2 of the
HEU EIS.

Conceptual treatment schemes for the blending alternatives as envisioned at the candidate
sites, and storage and disposal impacts are described in the waste management sections of
Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences.

Mixed waste is generated by all three of the blending processes, as indicated in the tables
referenced above, but the mixed wastes are treated to LLW in the conceptual treatment
schemes.

14.004:The Department of Energy does not intend to take actions to commence blend-
ing of HEU until there is a clear destination for the resultant material. In the case of waste
material, that destination is a LLW repository. In the case of commercial material, the
destination is the normal nuclear fuel cycle, which in the United States is a “once-
througti’ cycle ending in disposal of spent fuel.The alternative of blending HEU to waste
would generate LLW for disposal that would not otherwise exist. In contrast, the spent
nuclear fuel that would result from commercial use of blended-down HEU would not rep-
resent any increment over that which would exist in the absence of this program.

The context of this comment pertains to the timing of disposition actions. DOE explained
that waste HEU would not be blended until disposal capacity for the resultant LLW was
available, because DOE does not want to build expanded storage facilities for the much
higher volume of the blended-down material. The commentor expressed the opinion that
HEU should likewise not be blended for commercial use until disposal capacity for the
resultant spent fuel was available. The difference between the two is that, without this
program, there would be no less spent fuel to dispose of (as fuel from natural uranium
would be used instead), whereas LLW that would be created by blending HEU to waste
would be in addition to that which would otherwise exist.
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26.002: ~o DOE sites, NTS and ORR, are possible locations for disposal facilities for
LLW derived from surplus HEU as identified in the Waste Management PEIS. The HEU
EIS analyzes NTS as a representativesite for such disposal for purposes of analyzing the
transportation of waste materials.The Y-12 Plant is the primary facility for interim stor-
age of surplus HEU, pending its disposition.

16.005:Cost estimates for the alternatives have been developed for inclusion in the
ROD(s), and are available to the public separately from the Final HEU EIS. The cost
analysis supports DOE’s preliminary conclusion that the cost of commercial fuel altern-
ativeswould be less than making nuclear fuel by enriching natural uranium, as blending is
relatively easy, whereas enrichment is difficult and expensive. Even if this were not so,
and HEU-derived fuel cost more than natural uranium-derived fuel, it would almost cer-
tainly still be economic from DOE’s perspective to bear that additional cost in order to
avoid the much higher costs of blendlng the material to waste (involving 3 to 4 times as
much blending) and waste disposal, which is now very costly. In other words, even if
DOE had to give commercial material away free, it would almost certainly be more eco-
nomical to do so than to bear the high costs of disposing of it all. The cost analysis also
supports DOE’s conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEIJ
would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal
as waste.

22.004: As discussed in Chapter 2 of the HEU EIS and shown in the Tables 2.2.2.1-1
and 2.2.2.2-1, strontium, cesium, arsenic, and mercury would not be used during the
blending down process, and consequently,would not affect the water supply at Watts Bar.
As discussed in the Chapter 4 water resource sections, there would be no direct dis-
charges of process wastewaterto groundwater.Any hazardous liquids generated would be
treated to limits specified in local, State, and Federal pemits and would not be released
until permit requirements are met. Consequently,the the alternative of blendlng process
would not affect the water supply at WattsBar.

06.012 The surplusHEU under consideration in this EIS is from the U.S. nuclear
weapons program, not Russia thus no waste would be sent to Russia. DOE anticipates no
problems marketing the resulting nuclear fuel over a 15-to 2&year period.
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%.004: Surplus HEU is currently located at 10DOE sites (see Figure 1.3-1 of the Final
HEU EIS) but most will be moved to the DOE’s Y-12 Plant for interim storage. The
blendstock material, which would be used in blending with surplus HEU to produce
LEU, is located at various sites as natural uranium, depleted uranium, and LEU. These
sites are OR, SRS; Hanford; Paducah, KY, and Portsmouth and Femald, OH. Once the
surplus HEU material is blended to LEU, it will be shipped to fuel fabricators. DOE does
not intend to blend down all surplus HEU and store as LEU. Surplus HEU will be kept in
storage until there is a buyer that would utilize the material as fuel in commercial reactors
within a reasonable timeframe.

23.002 All of the facilities at candidate sites have NRC permits in place to conduct
down-blending of HEU.

15.001:Spent fuel is considered to present low proliferation potential during the 80 to
100 years that its radiation field is very high, Fuel fabricated from HEU-blended material
that may be sold to foreign users would present absolutely no increment to proliferation
tisks, since it would simply supplant fuel derived from natural uranium.

30.004: Once the material becomes commercial fuel, it is fungible with and supplants
other commercial fuel. Thus, the surplus HEU disposition program presents no incremen-
tal impacts after the material becomes commercial fuel, other than the positive impacts of
avoided uranium mining, milling, and enrichment.The impacts of spent fuel management
and disposal are covered under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, as amended, including
appropriate NEPAdocumentation.
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specially designed for security and safeguards considerations).The selection of transpor-
tation contractors for blendstock or LEU shipments could be done by DOE, USEC, or
other commercial entities that are involved in blending or purchasing the material.

10.003: Comment noted.
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09.003: The Department of Energy’s Preferred Alternative is to blend as much as possi-
ble of the material for commercial use as reactor fiel. Some portion of the material
(between 15 and 30 percent) is in forms that may ultimately prove uneconomical to
develop for commercial use and will have to be blended down for disposal as LLW.

17.001:Commercial fuel derived from HEU is expected to enter a global uranium mar-
ket. It is possible that it could supplant uranium imports or augment U.S. exports.

10.003:Comment noted.

07.00A The HEU EIS is programmatic in the sense that it will support programmatic
decisions (for example, as proposed, to make commercial use of surplus HEU). The Pre-
ferred Alternative in the HEU Final EIS does not include any site preferences. The docu-
ment concludes that the necessary blending activities could take place at any of the
analyzed sites without significant adverse impacts. Thus, environmental consideratiol~s
are not considered likely to drive site decisions, which maybe made by parties other than
DOE. If subsequent decisions concerning disposition of specific lots of HEU fall within
the parameters analyzed in the HEU EIS in terms of sites, quantities, and processes, it is
expected that no additional NEPAdocumentation will be required.

04.00Z The Department of Energy does not expect to have any difficulty marketing the
commercial material at market rates. Off-spec material will probably need to be marketed
at discounted rates to compensate for the added processing and operational requirements
for its use. The uranium market is now a global one, involving numerous competitors.
DOE expects that LEU derived from surplus HEU will be introduced into the market at
rates that do not have a material adverse impact on the market.

17.004:Under the current proposal, if this HEU EIS is finalized and an ROD is pub-
lished consistent with the Preferred Alternative to maximize commercial use, the ROD
may include a decision to transfer title to 50 t of HEU to USEC. This is planned to
increase the value of USEC and thus the proceeds to the Federal Treasury from the sale of
USEC. As explained in the HEU Final EIS, under current law, USEC must act as DOE’s

I

I
I

I
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marketing agent for the sale of all enriched uranium, including that derived from HEU.
Proposed legislationto pnvatize USEC may modify or eliminate that restriction, in which
case material could be marketed by DOE directly or by any number of other commercial
entities acting as agents for DOE pursuant to competitive contracting arrangements.

04.004: It is expected that avoiding the costs of disposing of the material as waste will
be a more important cost consideration to the Government than the potential proceeds
from sales. However, market prices probably will play a role in DOES sales decisions,
since DOE will be required to avoid causing adverse material impacts to the domestic
uranium indust~.

08.00~ It is expected that HEU would not be blended down until it can either be sold
for commercial use or moved to a repository for disposal as waste.Thus, there would be
very little storage needed for blended-down material. Some portions of the surplus stock-
pile may continue to be stored as HEU for up to 15or20yearspriorto theirdisposition.

05.002: The Department of Energy estimates that the shortest time to blend 200 t of
surplus HEU would be about 20 to 25 years, assuming all four blending sites were used.
DOE expects that the commercial material in current surplus HEU will take between 15
and 20 years to blend, and matetial that must be blended to waste could take 10 to 15
years. DOE expects the demand for uranium fuel to remain essentially steady for the
foreseeable future.

12.003:The United States has agreed to purchase LEU fuel derived from 500 t of
highly enriched uranium from Russia to be delivered over a 20-year period. Eighteen tons
equivalent to 14 million pounds of U308 have already been delivered to USEC. Legisla-
tion passed by Congress and signed on April 26, 1996, (RL.104-134)authorized transfer
of this material from USEC to DOE to be sold starting in 2002 at a rate not to exceed 3
million Ibs per year. In addition, this legislation limits the sale of subsequent uranium
received from the agreement between the United States and Russia. No further purchase
of Russian uranium is anticipated. See Section 4.8 of the HEU final EIS.
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material adverse impact on the domestic uranium indusg, taking into account the U.S.-
Russian HEU agreement. It is possible that if the Russian agreement appears to bejeopar-
dized by domestic HEU disposition actions, the administration might decide to defer
domestic sales until market conditions improve.
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12.005

I 17,003
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17.002:The Department of Energy expects that some or most of the off-spec material
will eventually be able to be sold for commercial use, subject to NRC license amend-
ments for the users. Although the elevated U-234 content would present some radiation
safety concerns for workers, particularly in fuel fabrication plants, comparable material is
used in reactors overseas without any significant safety problems. DOE would fully dis-
close the composition of any material it sold.

33.003: The Department of Energy has large inventories of depleted uranium in many
forms and with many levels of contamination. In general, depleted uranium would be
suitable blendstock only for material that is to be blended to 0.9 percent for disposal as
waste. However depleted uranium is less likely to be used as blendstock for commercial
material, since it would not yield appropriate isotopic composition for commercial fuel.
U-234 generates a substantial portion of the radioactivity in uranium, so elevated levels
may necessitate special measures to protect workers during handling.

06.025: It is expected that natural uranium will be used as blendstock for blending
some of the SUWIUSHEU. New quantities of uranium may not need to be mined for this
purpose since DOE has extensive supplies of natural uranium in its inventory.

12.004:The Department of Energy continuously assesses the impact of introducing
uranium from its inventory into the U.S. uranium market. DOE is required by the terms
of the USEC Privatization Act to avoid introducing uranium into the market in a manner
that would have adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium industry.The impacts
on the uranium and nuclear fuel cycle industries are detailed in Section 4.8 of the HEU
Final EIS.

12.005:The cited “no impact” quotation refers to the case in which all surplus HEU
would be blended to waste for disposal, in which case there would indeed be no impact
on the nuclear fuel cycle. The HEU EIS correctly notes just below the cited passage that
for the commercial use alternatives, “there would be some effects on the world and U.S.
uranium fuel cycle industries.”

17.003:Comment noted.
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Section 4.8 of the HEU EIS, which has been enhanced in the final document.

02.002 The 200 t does not include any foreign HEU. It consists of about 175t of
domestic HEU presently declared surplus by the President plus an additional amount that
may be declared surplus sometime in the future.

07.005: The estimates of the quantities of HEU that will be deemed commercial, off-
spec, and non-commercial are based on DOES current understanding of the material in
the surplus invento~. That understanding is still developing. Since the HEU EIS analyzes
a range of fueUwaste ratios from 0/100 to 85/15, the eventual outcome is in any event
covered by the analysis.

29.003: The Record of Decision is scheduled to be published in the FederalRegister in
the summer of 1996.

05.004: The Department of Energy expects that a realistic estimate of the time needed
to blend currently declared surplus material for commercial use will be 10 to 15 years.
Material that must be blended to waste is expected to take an additional 10 to 15 years.

20.004: The Department of Energy does not anticipate any challenges regarding trans-
portation of surplus HEU or LEU among the candidate sites used in the ~U EIS because
these sites have been routinely transporting radioactive materials for many years.
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07.003: me HEU EIS explains in the text box, Highly Enriched Uranium-A Weapons-
Usable Fissile Material, Section 1.1.1, that commercial reactors use uranium enriched to
between 3 and 5 percent. ~roughout the HEU EIS, references to 4-percent enrichment
are intended to be surrogates for the range of commercial use enrichments. mere is no
intent to limit the blend-down enrichment level to precisely 4 percent. ~is point has
been firther clarified in the HEU Final EIS.
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~ 95/820

m. J. David NUltOn
Department of En0r9Y
Of fica of Fissile MtarialS

Dis~sitiOn
c/o SAIC-HEU EIS
P.O. BOX 23786
Washington, m 20026-3786

Dear Mr. mlton:

ma Depa-unt Of the Interior han completed Ito review Of the
Draft Environmental Statomant for tho Disposition of Suwlua Highly
~ri~ad Uraniw (HSO) at Four Potential Sites locatod in TennOSSOO
(2), South Carolina, and Virginia.

Wo axe concornod abut tha rinks involvod in transportation of
tieaa ntoria16 to varioun nitea a5 identified in me profomed
altornativo. me Final EnvirOnmOntal statamont shOuld diOcuss thO
risks Of doing all tho blending at O* Ridge, whera tho mterialo
aro now storad, ao comparod to tho risks Of additional
transportation and processing at othor plantn.

It in estimtcd in the publia health impact analyoio that tho
maximm additional cancer fatalities from accldont-fraa operation5
would occu at Oti Ridge as a rasult of blending related eqosures.
~is analysis nhould includa a dincuuuion Of nonfatal cancor5. In
addition, the risk Of maxim~ additional cancer fatalities at Oak
Ridgo should b compared with the accident asuociatod risks of
transporting HSV to tho sites identified in tho preferred
alternative.

We appreciate the opportunity to comont on thio docment.

Sincerely yours,

20,013

21.011

20.013:OakRidge Reservation has the capability to blend surplus HEU as metal or as
UNH. However, it is not considered as a candidate site for blending as UF6for which the
material would have to be transported from ORR to another site. The results showed that
transportation risks would be only sfightly lower for blending to either metal or oxide
LLW at ORR. For blending to fuel feed material as UNH crystals, ORR is not the lowest
risk alternative. ~o significant factors contributed to these conclusions: (1) onsite mate-
rial handling represents the greater part of the total risk and such handling would still be
necessary even to blend at ORR, and (2) the highest transportation risk for these scenar-
ios is not in transporting HEU, but in transporting the significantly larger volume of fuel
feed material and LLW after blending. The =U Final EIS compares all of the blending
options in Section 4.4 and Appendix G.

21.011:Public and occupational health assessments revealed that the maximum incre-
mental cancer fatalities would not occur at ORR when all four sites were involved in
blending. However, estimates showed that ORR would have higher incremental cancer
fatalities when blending occurs at two DOE sites.

For a uniform irradiation of the body, the incidence of cancer varies among organs and
tissues; the thyroid and skin demonstrate a greater sensitivity than other o~ans. How-
ever, such cancers also produce relatively low mortality rates because they are relatively
amenable to medical treatment. Because of the readily available data for cancer mortality
rates and the relative scarcity of prospective epidemiologic studies, somatic effects lead-
ing to cancer fatalities rather than cancer incidence (nonfatal) are presented in this EIS.

Transpoflation risk assessmentsshowed that risks would be only slightly lower for blend-
ing to LLW at ORR. For blendlng to fuel feed material as UNH crystals, ORR is not the
lowest risk alternative.~o significant factors contributed to these conclusions: (1) onsite
material handfing represents the greater part of the total risk and such handting would still
be necessary even to blend at ORR, and (2) the highest transportation risk for these sce-
narios is not in transporting ~U, but in transporting the significantly larger volume of
fuel feed material and LLW after blending.
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w. (ml) W.lm
F-, IWO ~.~1

I!,lyl N.,l!.
t.,,,,, 1,,,”.091tiotl.wstlll.l

Jmary 11, 1996

O~U of fisdle Materids Dis~4tion (~-4)
Am ~U ELS
U. S Dcpament of Ener~
P O BOX23786
1000 Ind@cncc Avmue S.W.
WStinBtoR D.C. 20585

DW SrNadm

USEC has reticwed the Odober 199S D/$~ition uf S!{rp!usHigh~ E?trlchedUmitlm
I>wflF~virt))lmc!t[ulIm~ct.Vfutemettt.We offer lho folloting mmmmts on the draft dowmt.

Sccllon 1.4- USEC supfmrtstheprdened dtmtive 10sdl u muti ~U m ~wible for uw h
commercialreactorfiel usinga cotination of dt= md blmdng @kologim thatbat xm= I 10!003
prograwtiq cnvironmcntd, d emnomic neds

Section 2.1.23- (! e the Mmitd Commemkl UseAJtermdve) slatestba! the 50 t of HEU *II
M s~t qtily bd~ two commerdal facilities. This dlmative shuld alsoavm the possibihty 09.024
of hti~ dl of M mtd go to ody ON ftity ~ othti mticial uscdtemativcs @vc mgcs
oftb * bm all wmmtial” to “dl DOW The Cltited Com@tid Use dtema:ive shwld be
dyud in lk sme way

SmIlon ~ - On pwo 2-13 it stat- th~ “UNW md, md W, are rcwtivc and am not suil~le for
1A ~d u -e., ati IM tk fom wld nd to b mnvmcd to triuradc wbotide prior
to dispoml [t is not dw in tis $@ion Iht the mtimnmmtd impwts awiatd with this 33.007
conversionSICPwereamlpd, If these impatis wme md~ed it should be CICUIYstated in lhis
semion, and flh~ wuc not aald, an atiysis skuld k done md indudcd in the appropriate
smtion of the impati nndysm

Smtion 2222 M*1 Blinding - SIateSthat metal blctiig would only be done if the HEU was to
b-we fi]s =tion shodd be mpmdd to spctifi tit metal ble~ng may alw b U* to I 11!011
produm fccdstockfor USE~s Advancti VaporLasmlsotopcSmarationprosram

OR.., . P,tih Ke”ltik” l~vl$mfi.ti VJ3*WM W

10.003:Comment noted.

09.OU: The alternatives described in the HEU EIS were selected for analysis purpose
only and are not intended to represent exclusive choices among which DOE (or USEC or
other decisionmakers) must choose. These alternatives and site variations were defined to
encompass the entire spectrum of potential fue~waste ratios and combinations of sites
that could result from the proposed action. Even though blending of all of 50 t of USEC
material at a single commercial site was not included as a vtiation in the limited com-
mercial use alternative, the impacts of that variation are evaluated in the substantial com-
mercial use and maximum commercial use alternatives.

33.007: The environmental impacts associated with the oxidation step are analyzed in
the HEU EIS and stated in Section 2.2,2.

11.011:Section 2.2.2.2 of the HEU Final EIS has been revised to include the fact that
metal blending may also be used to produce feedstock for USEC’SAdvanced VaporLaser
Isotope Separation program.

33.009: During the enrichment process, as the ratio of U-235 increases the ratio of
U-234 to U-235 increases, accordingly.Using depleted uranium in the blending process
will reduce the ratio of U-235 to U-238 but will not change the ratio of U-234 to U-235.
To meet the American Society of Testing Materials specification for commercial fuel
feed, it is necess~ to reduce the U-234 to U-235 ratio. To reduce the ratio of U-234 to
U-235, it is necessa~ to add U-235 in the natural uranium or LEU enrichment state.
Depleted uranium would be used as the blendstock for blending to waste because the
ratio of U-234 to U-235 is not included in the waste acceptance criteria for waste dis-
posal.

Depleted UF6 would not be used for blending to waste because only commercial sites
would use UF6 as a blendstock for blending with the UF6 process. Since depleted ura-
nium cannot be used as blendstock for blending to fuel as described previously,depleted
UF6 would not be used for any of the processesfor commercial fuel. Depleted UF6would
also not be used as a blendstock for UNH or metal blending because it is in an incompat-
ible form and would need to be converted to UNH crystals or metal ingots, and DOE has
ample suppties of depleted uranium in metal and oxide form to use as blendstock for
waste material.
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03.02& The benefits of reducing the threat of temorismor nuclear accidents from HEU
due to WISproposed action have been added to Section 4.7 of the HEU Final EIS.

04.Olfi Recently completed cost analyses for alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS
revealed that net income from the proposed action would be realized if the fue~waste
ratio remains between 65/35 (substantial commercial use) and 85/15 (mmimum commer-
cial use). DOE agrees that there would be positive economic benefits to the Federal bud-
get from selling surplus HEU as commercial reactor fuel, and that the proposed action
would reduce the necessity of storage, and associated costs, for Government inventories
of depleted uranium, natural uranium, and LEU. ~ls positive impact has been incorpo-
rated into Section 4.7 of the HEU Final EIS.

12.023:Section 4.8 of the HEU Final EIS has been revised to update information on the
current status of the uranium mining and nuclear fuel cycle industries. Addhional discus-
sion of economic consequences of the Russian HEU was also added to the HEU Final
EIS reflecting USEC’SEA on the purchase of Russian LEU derived from the dismantle-
ment of nuclear weapons in the countries of the former Soviet Union, and enactment of
the USEC Privatization Act. In light of the act’s restrictions on deliveries to commercial
end users of material from Russian HEU, DOE concludes that the USEC EA’sprojections
concerning the need for operation of the second enrichment plant are not likely to be
valid.

33.011:Section 4.9 of the HEU Final EIS has been revised to reflect termination of
chromium use as a cooling water additive at the gaseous dlffision plants. The editorial
change has also been incorporated in Section 4.9 of the HEU Find ~S.
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cha.9es to 1* vmms~l.

CC..lnvtmmntll concerns

Ad@qulcy of the Imoact S1attWnt

c4tr90ryl-. Mcqu11e

Cth Mllcvrs ths draft IIS adequalrly stls forlh tAt cavlM*wntal Impttl(a) or thr
pm ferrti ●ttrmat{.e and thase or tti ?ltcrMtl*r$ rttso.ably alill~brc to the proJcct
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The draRmvimnmenml impact s!atcmat (EIS) is mmprchettsivc regarding mdiation

scla!cd avimmnental impack and the cumulalivq si[e-specific im~cts of a vade~y of wte

managaent tasks tie Department of ficrgy (DO~ might assign to a particulm facihty.
Particularly weful is tha ducussims at the end of Chapter 4 concerning the ~lntive impmis of

“dc+nriching” highlfimrichd umium (HEU) and enricl!ing nalurol umrri!ml WU). Tltis 33.012
md~ clear that radiation ~sms fmm tha “de-iting” pmccss ore at least tivo orders of

magnitude less tlw tltal assockkd with the sndchment pcocesswhich would be displaced by

DOE’s dispod of the surplus HEU. II \vould ba helpful If (his slmlysis \wra exlmdcd 10 the

production ofmdioactivc WICS ad psdmps 10snvimmnca)bl impacts in geneml.

Th~ m se}tml additional points at which the dra~ E[S could b strcnglhmcd. nle

nalucc of tha cxcsm HEU to bc dispod ofk not cldy defid. This is significant bmsuse
envimrrmcnd effects, Includil!g rndiation-mlslcd onw nm diml funclions of(hc degree or

blending that is ncc~ to “d%c~ the maletial 10a given Ievcl. W!s IS the mason, for
cxcmrplc, that blending to WIC Ilm 8rcalcr atimncntal impmls than blending 10 ruel. Thus,

ths mtum of the HEU to ba dispossd of Is a cmti detcmrinnnl of Uw Iota! envimnmrmto[

effects. The mtiomle for the ~umptimr thnt Usamatsfial Is on avmge 507. mrichcd is not

clearly explained in the text. Indeed, givm that Iha EPWMI rmsmr for having surphm IiEU is 33.010
nuclcm dimrmsmmt, mm might =sumc Uml the Icvcl ofenrichmmt of the materiel IO bc
dispsed of wuld bc “bomb gmdc”, or wll above 90%. II is also not olem \vhy my
“oaaurnption$’ is ncccssary -. unlike problems mmcinted tvith characlerifing complex silca for

CIWUP, DOE should have o complcle invmlo~ of HEU in its posssasion. The EIS should

provide a mom complete dwussion of the HEU to ba dispscd ofmcd to !hc extent them is
uncctinty,crmccming the composition of Um material discuss rmd put boultds upon tha!

Umcrtainty.

The EIS wdd dso discuss explicitly tha functional mloliormtip bsl~vem llm dcgrcc of

“de+tichment” ~uircd md mvironmsntd and economic impacts. If Umrc is a strotlgly

nonlinear rahiomltip, it may bc that tie entimmnentnl consequences of de.mrichin8 say, one 33.010
unil of2W/. HEU and onc unit of9WA HEU is much greater than d~nriching t\vo units of S57,

HEU, (the avcmge of 2WA and 9WA). If so, one could not aascssIlm ovemll c~ects of IIIC
cont.

. .
~PalEn ~l~Oul tiOwing SOMCltillg about tfm aclml dish.bulion ofcnrichmmt ICVCIS in the
surpl~ matcrmls.

It w?uld bc helpful if the EfS clmifid cscly in the text that the molte!j mctnl blending
P-SS would only bs usd to crcatc low-level mle and not Iow.enriched umnium (LEU), It is 07.015
also unclw !vhy blending win~ tile urnnium hexafluoridc pmccss is mentioned since nmle of the
facilities have Ihat capobilily.

33.OIA A discussion is added in Section 4.7 of the HEU Final EIS to include
avoided waste generation as a result of replacing current reactor fuel obtained from
mined natural uranium with the LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU. A discussion is
also added to compare potential emission rates of pollutants generated during the
current fuel cycle and the surplus HEU blending process.

33.010:The nature of the surplus HEU was classified when the HEU Draft EIS
was published and could not be included in the EIS. However, the amounts and
forms of surplus HEU and their specific locations have been declassified recently
and were made available in the Secretary of Energy’s OperrnessInitiative announce-
ment on Febmary 6, 1996. This information is now included in Figure 1.3-1 of the
HEU Final EIS. A declassified discussion of the rationale for using an average of 50
percent enrichment for the surplus HEU inventory in analyses was also added to Sec-
tion 2.2.1 of the HEU Final EIS. As explained in this section, most of the surplus
HEU is between 35-percent and 70-percent enrichment. Because the relative impacts
of blending HEU to different enrichment levels are expected to be linear, and the
variance from the 50-percent mean for the bulk of the surplus HEU is not great, it is
reasonable to use 50 percent as the enrichment level for purposes of analyses in the
HEU EIS.

07.015:Low-enriched uranium is a terminology used to characterize material that
has a U-235 isotope enrichment of 19 percent or less. It is proposed in the HEU EIS
that all surplus HEU will be blended down to LEU. Therefore, whether surplus HEU
is commercial or not, the blending process will transform that material from a
highly-enriched state (20-percent or greater enrichment) to a low-enriched state.
Material that cannot be used in the fabrication of reactor fuel will be discarded as
LLW. Hence, molten metal blending will be used to produce LEU, and this LEU
would be discarded as waste. The fact that metal blending would only produce waste
material has been added to Section 1.3 of the HEU Final EIS.

UF6 is a technically viable blending process that could be used to blend surplus HEU
inventory. Commercial reactor fuel fabricators prefer to receive LEU for commercial
reactor fuel feed as UF&Therefore, because this process could be implemented with-
out major modifications to current blending facilities, the HEU EIS evaluates poten-
tial impacts of using the UF6blending process.

,
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~e EISwould al= bilcfil fmmcomedetilcd md specificnmlysis of ils pmfemd
dtcmlive. Foraple, theeotimamlysisk sm~d 10tl~ ~umdhm tlml 10lmmornmi~iol

~r YW m -d ~e *dpllon of Ik pmfc~ olkmalivo susgcsS lMI 20 Ions pr year
am p~ Oocs thb double the skti lemt mvlmnmml arrd WMmic cm~uenc=
=Iimatcd fw this alt-tivq or is M effat mom or 1ssstin tiLs7 While tie higher p~=s 07.016
me@ in the mlysb my bc =mblc, the rcsdti wufd hw a cl-r=mc of Ihe tmdeo~
bctm the dwion of(k di~l mcnpignand tious messum of impact. hl gmeml, Otc

rmalysis should awid -Ilg a gmctic tiue for a -(m which is sxpficitly vuicd in EII
allemntivc.

It k * WCI- in lk pmfti rdlmative tidher tic 50 tom of HEU to bc Imnsfed
IO the Utiti Sts& ~fictint Co~mtlmr @SEC) till bc pm~ ti disposed of
differently U~ tic tir 150 mm of HEU. For wmple, on psgc S-1S, smnd ~gmph Ihc

50 tom of HEU sm mtioti s~cslely fmm lha mmaifig 120 kensW muld bs blmrdcd 10
LEU for con]m=ial fuel at my of the four sire. HOWCW, In tie follow.ns pomgmph. it 07.014
mcntiom tht the tw DOE f=ifiliw would mch blind 8S loos of HEU 10 LEU far wnlmeminl
fusl. ~i moun~ to i Io&l of 170 tam of HEU for mmwlal fuel, nnd fmm Ibis ammmt it

OPWm = tio~h the :W facititim ltill =ciw or she llm SOtom fmm the US EC.

fitily, it wodd bc wful 10 bn an cxpficit di=ion in the ICX1why “WMIC” mmt be
blm]dcd b =smlirdly Mgmund lcvek kfora tispml. In Ihc nb=cc or such a tiscussiml (of
ctitimfily or orhcr buss) it is nol CIW 10the @er \vhy \wta could not bc created by blending
HEU don m mm intemdiate ICVC1of Iow<michcd wnium, SCY10%. ~s !nuld mkc

33.002
mch M al!cmmtive mom attmctive in Ierms of tho mmu= of impact dchilcd in titc ICX$ though

pstips still unfavomble *en !hc wqu- ofhving 10mi!:c A pmus additional NU
m com[bd.

07.016 The environmental impact analyses in Section 4.3 of the =U EIS are based on
an assumed processing rate of 10 t per year per site for commercial material. The com-
bined, life-of-campaign analyses (in Sections 2.4 and 4.5 of the =U Draft EIS) thus
assumed that up to 40 t per year of commercial material could be processed in the site
variation involving four sites. b the ~U Final EIS, DOE has revised these prmessing
rates to reflect more redlstic assumptions about the rate at which material can be made
available for blending, commercial considerations, and the need to avoid adverse material
impacts on the domestic uranium indust~. The durations shown in Table 2.1.2-1 have
been revised to reflect a total commercial processing rate of about 8 t per year.The total
life-of-campaign impacts for each alternative and site variation in Section 2.4 of the ~U
final EIS are not changed by these revised rate assumptions,but they reflect lower annual
impacts spread over a longer period of time.

07.014:There is no difference in processing between 50 t of surplus ~U proposed to
be transferred to USEC and tie remaining commercially usable material.As described in
the PrefemedAlternative section of the Summary, the proposal to transfer 50 t of ~U to
USEC is a component of each of the commercial use alternatives (3, 4, and 5). In describ-
ing these alternatives, 50 t of surplus ~U is always mentioned separatelybecause this is
the only concrete proposal for disposition of a batch of =U at this time and the transfer
is specifically authorized by P.L. 10*134. Nevertheless, footnotes have been added in
the Summary and Section 2.1.2.4 (footnote 5 in both sections) to clarify this matter.

33.002 The representative enrichment level of 0.9 percent (used for analytical pur-
poses) was selected for material destined for waste disposal based on experience in both
the United States and Europe where waste has been disposed of at slightly greater than
l-percent U-235. ~ls enrichment level assures that an inadvertent criticality would not
occur. It is possible that uranium at higher enrichment levels could be disposed of (the
LLW facility at NTS has accepted 1.25-percent enriched uranium in the past), but the
lower level was selected for purposes of conservatism in the =U EIS analysis.Blending
to an enrichment level less than 0.9 percent would substantially increase the amount of
waste product and cost of blending (for example, blendlng to a natural uranium state of
0.7 pement would increase the waste volume by 40 percent) without any incremental crit-
ictity protection. The actual percentage of blend down will be detemdned by the waste
acceptance criteria of the selected waste disposd site.
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32.003

12.002

I 16.001

32.003: The Department of Energy originally designated a comment period of 45 days
running from October 26 to December 11, 1995. In response to requests from the pubtic
from several reviewers, the comment period was extended until January 12, 1996. DOE
feels that the total comment period of 78 days provided an adequate period for review and
comment based upon the length and content of the document.

12.002 The quantity and rate of processing of materials addressed in the HEU Draft
EIS was established to evaluate the environmental impacts associated with the maximum
amount and processing rate of HEU that might potentially be made commercially avail-
able for use in reactor fuel. The rate at wtich material would actually be introduced into
the market by DOE would be significantly less because of DOE’s ability to make the
material available for blending and because of the limitations on commercializationspec-
ified in the USECPrivatization Act (P.L. 104-134).The processing rates in the HEU Final
EIS (Section 2.1.2) are revised to reflect more realistic assumptions about the rates at
which LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU might be made available for commercial sale.
DOE estimates that no more than 8 t per year total would be blended for commercial use.

The rate at which LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU could be introduced into the com-
mercial market would be determined over time by many factors, including the rate at
which the material becomes available from the weapons program, physical infrastructure,
legislative guidance, and future market conditions. DOE’s physical ability to make sur-
plus HEU available for blending is constrained because much of it is in forms that cannot
be used without prior processing and there is limited availability of processing capacity
(such as for weapons dismantlement). It is anticipated that delivery of the proposed 50 t
of material to USEC over the next 6 years will largely exhaust DOE’sdelive~ capabili-
ties during that period. From the existing surplus, only an additional 40 t of material is
likely to be blended and introduced into the market for commercial use over a period of
10 to 15 years. The USEC Privatization Act @.L. 10+134) requires the Secretary of
Energy to determine that sales of uranium will not have an adverse material impact on the
domestic uranium indus~. Based on these considerations, DOE does not believe that the
rates of disposition of domestic surplus HEU will have any significant impact on the
U.S.-Russian HEU agreement. DOE will take these and other factors into account in
making its decisions concerning uranium sales.

16.001:The Department of Energy has developed cost estimates associated with the
alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and they are available in a separate document with
the HEU Final EIS. The alternative to “blend =U to 19-percent enrichment LEU and
store indefinitely” was considered by the original screening process and eliminated
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16.001
cont.

11.002

30.003

32.005

becauseit would not recover the economic value of the material or provide for peaceful,
beneficial us% would necessitate the cons~ction or expansion of storage facilities to
accommodate the increase in volume of material; and would require addhional process-
ing for either commercial use or disposal. The related alternative to “blend HEU to 19-
percent enrichment LEU rind sel~’ was eliminated after the initial screening process, a
decision that was formalized by the screening committee in a subsequent meeting for
essentially the same reasons. DOE’s explanation of its rejection of the “blend to 19 per-
cent and store” option in Section 2.1.3 has been expanded in the ~U Final EIS.

11.002: The HEU Final EIS includes additional discussion (in Section 4.8) regarding
the relationship of the prefemed alternative on the U.S.-Russian HEU agreement. DOE
expects that there will be no significant impact on the agreement because LEU fuel
derived from currently declared surplus HEU from the U.S weapons program would be
introduced into the market over a period of 10 to 15 yeas (beginning in 1998 or beyond)
and represents a small increment over the Russian material. The HEU Final EIS
acknowledges the need to avoid adverse material impacts on the uranium industry.

30.003: Technical documents supporting the ~U Draft EIS are available for review in
12 DOE reading rooms, published in the Federal Register (60 FR 54867) on October 26,
1995, announcing the availability of the HEU Draft EIS. DOE has developed cost esti-
mates associated with the alternatives evaluated in the ~U ~S (which are available in a
separate document and have been provided to this commentor and all others who have
expressed an interest in this subject). The cost analysis supports DOE’s preliminary con-
clusion that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes economic
sense and would save biltions of dollars compared to the alternative of blending ~U for
disposal as waste.

The option of blending to 19 percent and storing the LEU indefinitelywas eliminated by
the original screening process for surplus HEU disposition alternatives because it would
not recover the economic value of the material or provide for peaceful beneficial use;
would necessitate the construction or expansion of storage facilities to accommodate the
increase in volume of material; and would require additional processing for either com-
mercial use or disposrd.
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With regard to extending the pubfic comment period for the ~U Draft EIS, DOE
extended the period to January 12, 1996. A notice to WISeffect appeared in the Federal
Register (60 ~ 58056) on November 24, 1995. In fight of the extension granted, DOE
feels adequate time existed for dl interested parties to complete their review and submit
comments.

32.005: The Department of Energy must work witiln the constraints imposed by avail-
able funding and resources. Because DOE is trying to reduce costs of complying with
NEPA, and due to the geographical proximity of three of the four candidate sites identi-
fied in the ~U EIS, DOE determined that two public meetings (fioxville, TN and
Augusta, GA) would be appropriate for this program.

Because pubtic involvement is critical to the success of the program and recognizing that
some individuals might not have been able to attend any public meetings, DOE provided
other methods for submitting comments throughout the comment period: toll-free fax and
voice recording, electronic bulletin board, and U.S. mail. These methods can also be
used to request additional information and to request to be placed on the Office of Flssile
Materials Disposition’smailing list,
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12.014:The timeframes presented in Table 2.1.2-1 of the =U Drafi EIS were rough
estimates and should be considered a very conservative, worst-case scenario. They were
based on the assumption that each of the sites can process material at the analyzed rates
(up to 10 t per year) and that DOE could provide material for blending at up to 40 t per
year in the case of using all four sites simultaneously.In actuality, DOE will not be able
to provide material nearly that quickly, and the rates presented in the HEU Final EIS have
been revised accordingly. DOE expects that a realistic estimate of the time needed to
blend cumently declared surplus material for commercial use will be 10 to 15 years. The
~U Final EIS identifies 103 t of material that is likely to be commercially usable in the
next 10 to15 years, but 63 t of it is either already transferred or proposed to be transferred
to USEC, leaving only 40 t of additional near-term commercial material in the current
SUWIUS.DOE must abide by the requirement in the USEC PrivatizationAct that it avoid
adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium industry in undertaking its uranium
transactions.
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12.014
cont.
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cont.
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12.014
cont.

03.023

03.0~: me HEU Find EIS is revised to enhmce the discussion of the cumulative
impact of the U.S.-Russian HEU agreement on the uranium industry,as well as the poten-
tial impact of the domestic surplus HEU disposition program on the Russian agreement.
DOE does not expect to be able to make HEU available for disposition actions at the high
rates suggested by the HEU Draft EIS, and those rates have been revised to reflect more
realistic assumptions in the HEU Final EIS. It is correct that excessive depression of the
market price of uranium could adversely affect the viabifity of the U.S.-Russian HEU
agreement. However, in light of the restrictions on the rate of commercialization of both
Russian and U.S. HEU specified in the USEC Privatization Act, DOE does not believe
the domestic surplus HEU disposition program will significantly affect market prices. A
countervailing consideration to the market price impact is that Russia would be reluctant
to expand its HEU disposition actions if the United States does not reciprocate with simi-
lar actions with respect to its domestic stockpiles of HEU. Under the Act, DOE must
ensure that its surplus HEU disposition actions are undertaken in such a way as to avoid
adverse material impacts on the industry, and on the nonproliferation objectives of the
U.S.-Russian HEU agreement.
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16.015:Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel-
oped to provide the decisionm~er, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to
m~e decisions. me cost analysis, which has been provided to this commentor and all
others who have expressed an interest in this subject, is available in a separate document
with the HEU Final EIS. It supports DOE’s preliminary conclusion that commercial use
of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared to the
alternative of blendlng HEU for disposal as waste.
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4. TIIE DRA~ EIS IS DEFICIENT AS fT FNLS TO EXPLAIN THE
mSON ~IE DEPARTMENT DELSTED ~IE BLEND TO l.EU (1%
PERCENT ENRf~lM~ AND STORE INDEFIN~LY.

m Dmn EIS mjcc~ m P e 2-9. k Bl~ tO LEU (lg.wment cnrichm~t) ~
tStore Indcfidtcly alt-iw wi~ w~clmt explwlion. While rcm~iting that such

m dtcmtive wmdd bvc M im~t on $e commemld OUCIW fuel mmkti md rdns
the ~tmtid valw of tk bl~ed mtmjd, N CO* analysis nccompies IMS mjcctd
altcmtivc in oticr to sup e the D

r
Tat’s mtio”. Witbom a coti com~wn

&wa xorngc aw md t c ndditiom ws 10b!~ this mtctid m a Iowcr ctichmmt
Icvcl it is immsiblc tn AC a rawnd analysis of the bncfik of tits dt-tivc as
com~ to otheroptiom

Mention is retie in ~lng to avtimcntil conccrm siakd M!h morngc
that wuld # 10 b mmmmtitd udcr Ws a!l-tive. H?wcvcr, NW of them
comcm m identified. ~ kyfit of no im~l on the mmmcmlal nuclcw fwl mtiet
cc~inly may ouwjgh thcw mlkntified enviromenti mncem.

~ Dmft EIS plmm a high vnluc on tk kncficid xw of tbc makrial d in
other mjctid d~uvm for the movw of .monct~ value by the Gove~cnt =
gods of tic De-ent. The public mlmng lk hfi EIS }s at ~ Mdlmp in
=xssinq tbe Imc hcfit of th- ~Ofc~d goals as lhc.~~ ~~mt~ wl~ $ucbg~l$
me not Jncludd to k romp-d tilh mjcctd allmtlves. Fuficr, m wlntd out in
Comcnts I A 2, ticm arc ovmiding Plicy goals M =vercly mstid the dis~sition
of this matmial into the commmial wkeL

Ibis m~a~=vc . . matcrid ndvcr$c im~l on tk domestic _im mi”i”g
cnt tiou!d comidcr tbc Icgislativc mmdatc Ibt the dispmilion of

indm~ ad the cffmt of swh di~sition on I c U.S.-HEU A~cnt in is mtd
altmtivcs. Glvcn the national =cutity md energy ttiexwe lm ~w of tie
~licy d~isions, the Bl~ti to LEU (19-pmt cmicticnt) md ~rc I“dcfititely
altemtivc dt clOX =vtmv.

16.015
cont.

07.006: mile it may appear that there is no impact of blending and storing at 19 per-
cent, there are environmental concerns associated with potential storage of 19-percent
material. These concerns are the construction of new storage facihties that would be nec-
essa~ to accommodate the increased volume of the material and transportation of the
material between the blendlng sites and the storage facilities. DOES prefiminafy conclu-
sions about the economics of the HEU disposition alternatives are based on first-order
analysis: (1) if DOE blends material for sale, the resulting revenues would offsetblending
costs; (2) storage costs would be reduced; (3) if DOE blends material for disposal as
waste, there will be no offsetting revenues, but only large outlays for disposal costs and
much higher blendlng costs because much more blendlng is needed and (4) blending for
storage would likewise entail substantial outlays for new storage capacity,with no offset-
ting revenues. h analysis comparing the costs of HEU disposition alternatives has been
prepared (and provided to this commentor and all others who expressed an interest in this
subject) to aid the Secretary of Energy in reaching an ROD. The cost study, which is
available separately from this EIS, supports the conclusion that commercial use of LEU
derived from surplus HEU makes economic sense and would save billions of dollars
compared to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste. DOE will comply
with the legislative mandates to avoid adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium
industry when undertaking future uranium transactions.
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e U. S. ENEmGY / CRESTED CQRp,
871 No,, h bth We,t [ln7) rn5b.v27 I Rl\crIn., W}omtng 82$nl

VfA FAX: 1-8WS20-5156

Janua~ 1S. 199S

~nmcnl of Eurgy

O~cc of FissOe Matcrhk Disposition

do SAfCIHEU

P.O. BOX 237S6

Wmh!nglon, DC 200%3786

~dica and Ocntkmn.

~s krccr K in mspnw to your kwihtlon to submit mmnk with m~t tolk
Dcpsmem’s Dmft Envkomtil hpact Statcmcnf for DkWsition of SWI.S Highfy
EticM Umium (HEU HS). As a mbcr of M Umnkm Wuwm of Anreri= (“UPA”)
we have mvicwd tk UPA mmenk with CCCPI 10Ihc HEU EfS. We both ng~ with cmd
Iomrporatc by mfemmc h rmmnts of the UPA with rc~ m Ihc dcficiwi= h h
~tit”s HEU EfS nd the dcvmtating effti tht the Dcpticnt’s fifed AIIccoaIivc
will hvc on M United SbtS urmrium pdumrs as a whole, Wc ala echo UPA’a com
tit the D_nt’s ~fcd Altilive wUI hve a dctrimen@ cffmt on rhc U.S. - Skmla
HEU Ag~mnt.

~c ~mnt’s supprcsion of prim in the United Statcc from rhc Micrtimtc
rcl=sc info Ihc commhl mrht of low etiti umium CEU) derived fmm blcdmg
.wlm- U.S. hlgMy enriched uraniw ~HEU”) wwld b mfl-d in ti world mkcl
p~c for mmml umnium w~n~m!ss (U,O,), as WCI1a unnium Aafluoride (UFJ. NOI
ody ww!d tkdsccdmc the cct,cnu= ex~ccd by fkmia from iu ag-m wi[h the U. S.. 12.015
ckkbrg the ~siblc Icmimtion of h U.S. - Rw$hn AgmmM (withobviom ml Iod
-rity hpli=tiom), or the *cd for ti U.S. 10 tie mtioml ~rity premium pym~ to
avoid sti rccmhmion, x mtcd in tbc UPA kttcr of sunk, ht alw h pmwl of

Russh or tkc United S@tm Emtini Corpomtion ~USSC-) cbcndumping rhc UU dmivcd
frm Rmaia HEU on tbc world mrkct wmld -r dQ=S tbc PA for U,O, wmMwidc.
~k wrmld mt ~iely prep! pmtesrr by Cati d Aumlti, m WCI1as tiling ti fiml
b!ow to rhc U.S. utium p~ti. kltiig U.S. =rgy Cnrp.

AFrr fmm * co- ti ti~om 10 tk Dcp~nt’s HEU EfS, WW hve
kn sold- vccy @pbly in h UPA Ict!cr of muti, U.S. _ CoQ. ti _
c— tit k cff- rbc ~crmcm.s p- adiom will bw on k ~q”a pti

FAX {;07) S57.?r5<11 *wlm—

12.015:TheDepartment of Energy may not release uranium into the commercial mar-
ket indiscriminately due to the provisions of the USEC Privatization Act. Most obseners
of theuraniumfuelindustryareprojectingsubstantialincreasesin worldumium prices
in thenextseveralyearsas existingstockpilesaredepleted.Oneproducerhassubmitted
commentsto the effectthatworlduraniumproductionis alreadyonlyone-halfof world
demand. DOE anticipates that the combined impacts of Russian and U.S. HEU disposi-
tion actions will be to moderate those expected price increases, DOE is confident that its
foreign policy (nonproliferation) objectives and the interests of the uranium industry can
be accommodated. DOE intends to move cautiously, and must abide by the requirement
in the USEC Privatization Act to avoid adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium
indust~ in undertaking its uranium transactions.
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~~ of-
J- 1S, 19%
hge 4

p-. ~ COmpmy is mtiy arrmgi~ fi-kg to Wt * fxilitia M ho

-MS. Whm @ - b fill production, opcmcionof the J-t &, which MS a
~jcctcd life of 13 to Z y-, @ SwmW& till will mrploy appmxtitiy ~ pmple in
Wyoming. ~ dm MI imlti itil~ ~loymm io the -fig - mIdw tim
chcopcracionof h * ad mill. E wtid ba Mgh pyti ~h in m srti where * Is
=rims udcrcmploymm:, which mu= MP rmt only to h N- fdfics, bm dao m
k WIC ati fderal govcmmt. Tm rmem= m the StMc of WytiW h ti fom of

-Y. wb d d vo!omm mm am cstti[d to ba appmtitely $3.4 million tily
w~ the mim A mill arc in fill Wmtion.

In Utcfs, motivation of k Shtibg Canyon N br t3titeId CW, @ mu h
~ ~sik in &n JM ad MCY Cmmt~, mWid to fd M mill, wmld mrfdoY
appmxbtcly 2S0 ~mm in m am wbcra cmploymm oppostsodticsam quik lMtcd.
Agah, WX wwld ~ Mgh paying jobs ati the nutir dots rmt inclub mrplom ga”u h

WPm ~kccs. bforcovcr. additimsslrcvmuca b k Sh@ of Uti whm k miu ad
mOl w bsfti opcrstion would ba mbscmtlal.

N] of tis wld bc 10SIor a! Imt dclayd I&fititcly if tha prim of umtium
mncmtmti rcmk dcpmd as a result of shcu~tralti d~sitlon of LEU fmm
“wIu- HEU, which k bcm ammlalcd by tk Dcp~rst or its pbsom ovsc
Wd dmdca. According 10 Ihc Dcpamnt’s OM amlysis and Wbli~tiom, toti U.S.
umnimrr co~ntmtc prduct[on in 1994 w= ody 3,4 mflllon poti. ~s romp- 1043,7 12.015
miUiOn pmmds b 19g0 ~W Am ua( 1984), Mormver, krc wm M smsrdmrs
comntraw pduclion fmm convmtiod ding ad milting of ~ H br 1994 d by

rent.

the cod of 1994 only sk mnvmlimml mtils wem being msltii~ on a stiby mode In be

u~t~ s~~a ~ 1994). Tfsk com~cs m 24 cnnvmsioml umdm
dlls h h US. br 1981, of which 20 wem ~thg Chrmghwt h ymr ~

_ 19W). @loysmnt in lk U.S. udm ifiustry in 1994 (excluding ~tition
work) mticd 4S2 person-ywm (up 19% fmm 1993) mvcd to a ~k of 21 ,9S1 ~fi.
yam in 1979 (19,919 pcrmn-ym in 1980), Thk diwmuc dccllm In prtidma smd
aploymt in k U.S. umnlum Mustry is atihtsble prtipslly IO k dcpti prlws
mmlting fmm M@ kvcntorim buti! up during the 1980’s ad & dursrpingof utim
au-m from Ruia ad other CIS counti= dua W flint Mf of h 199tTa.

Now it appcm ShMthe Dcparcmti, d Itid othcm in tha Clinton admltis~tion.
u W md bi~ m contimc m mppms pr~s ad f~trab cffom, mti M those by
mr Co~ny, m mviuliz Ihc domslic urardum itimtcy. Not mdy is Ms in viobationof Chc
CXPE mtitcs of TIIIC X of tic Mrgy Policy Act of 1992, bestit ic mntmry to my mtim
of semiblc govcrmt ~~iy. Tbc impact on ti U.S. Mlaw of pa~cm deficit will
mtitic to wor=n if the U.S. uranium itiustry is cripp!cd titir. T3scWtmtial for the
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05.009: The Department of Energy has modified the discussion of the schedule for
~U disposition actions in Section 2.1.2 of the ~U Rnal EIS to m~e it more realistic.
The more realistic schedule will also be reflected in subsequent ROD(s), as appropriate.

09.019: The ~U EIS explains the rejection of the blend to 19 percent and store option
in Section 2.1.3. DOE does not consider the options of blending ~U for extended stor-
age as reasonable as other alternatives because it would delay recove~ of the economic
value of the material and incur unnecessary costs and environmental impacts due to the
need to build addhional storage capacity to accommodate the increased volume of the
material.
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10.003: Comment noted.

13.006: me Department of Energy expects that there will be a market for some or most
of the off-spec material, although some of it may ultimately prove uneconomical to
recover.
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VIRGINA POWER, INNSBROOKTECHNCAL CEmR,
GLEN ALLEN, VA
PAGE 10F 2

12.019

12.019: me Department of Energy agrees that the domestic HEU disposition program
alone is urdikely to have significant adverse impacts on the domestic uranium industry.
However, in conjunction with the projected deliveries from Russian HEU disposition
actions, the cumulative impacts are more significanceand the HEU Final EIS is therefore
revised to reflect these cumulative impacts, as well as the implications of enactment of
the USEC Privatiwtion Act. DOE also agrees that predictability is important in avoiding
adverse material impacts on the uranium indus~ from ita HEU disposition actions.
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12.020: me Department of Energy has received confecting comments from different
segments of the industry with respect to the current and expected future condition of the
uranium conversion industry. We believe the weight of the evidence supports a conclu-
sion that uranium from ~U disposition actions will enter a conversion market that is
tightening. fie USEC Privatiwtion Act requires DOE to avoid adverse material impacts
on the uranium industry.
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11.001: The GE Wilmington Fuel Fabrication Plant is used in the HEU EIS as a repre-
sentative site where conversion of natural UF6blendstock to U308 for use in UNH blend-
ing might occur. This step is not likely to be necessary since DOE has plentiful supplies
of natural uranium metal and oxide that can be used as blendstock for the UNH process.
In the event that limited conversion of UF6 blendstock is necessary, the impacts at the
conversion facility would be negligible relative to the existing activities at the facility.

21.007: Table E.2.3-1 includes the unit “curies” in its title which is consistent with the
style chosen for the HEU EIS. Table E.2.3-2 inadvertently omits curies from the title.
This has been corrected in the HEU Final EIS.

22.011:

21.008:

The HEU Final EIS has been revised to correct this discrepancy.

Results of accident analyses were summarized in the Environmental Justice in
Minority and Low-Income Populations section of the Summary in the HEU Final EIS. In
addition,Tables S-2 and S–3 in the Summary present a comparison of the potential incre-
mental impacts from accidents for all the alternativesevaluated in the HEU EIS.

22.012: The cumulative impact sections have been revised to eliminate ORR as a can-
didate site for the Tritium Supply and Recycling program.

05.007: The timeframes presented in the cited table have been substantially revised in
the HEU Final EIS to reflect more realistic assumptions about commercial consider-
ations, availability of material, and other factors (such as legislative restrictions concer-
ningimpacts on the uranium industry) in addition to processing rates. DOE expects that a
realistic estimate of the time needed to blend material for commercial use will be 15 to 20
years. The cited discussion concerning UF6 at Portsmouth on page +187 of the HEU
Draft HEU pertains not to the 50 t of HEU that are proposed to be transferred to USEC,
but rather to 7,000 t of natural uranium that are proposed to be transferred to USEC as
part of the same transaction. The 50 t of HEU that is proposed to be transferred to USEC
is in the form of metal and oxides, not me
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17.013: The ~U Final EIS reflects the potentially significant consequences associated
with a postulated ~6 release accident, as well as the low probability of such an accident.
See, for example, Tables 4.3.2.M and 4.3.2.&5. Mether any UF6 and related blending
facilities are developed will be decided by commercial entities based on business consid-
erations and subject to licensing and regulation by MC.

07.OIA The Department of Energy agrees that the ultimate determination of the pro-
portion of surplus ~U that can eventually be sold for commercial use will depend on
more detailed characterization of the surplus inventory.

10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the ~U EIS as
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with
NEPA, the =U EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide
this information to the decisionm~ers.

I f
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06.008

06.008: Comment referred to tie Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management.
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03.016 ~pical spent fuel actually contains about l-percent Pu. DOE does not agree
that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU increases the proliferation
potential, because no incremental spent fuel would be created as a consequence of this
program. Spent fuel is considered to have low proliferation potential, because reprocess-
ing of spent fuel to separate Pu is dangerous, difficuIt, and costly. Although fuel derived
from U.S. surplus HEU and sold abroad could conceivably be reprocessed in some coun-
tries to separate Pu for commercial (non-mifitary) use in mixed oxide fuel, that LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU would simply replace other fuel, so no incremental Pu would
be created as a result of this program.

14.00~ It is correct that the use in reactors of nuclear fiel derived from surplus HEU
would result in the production of spent fuel, However, this fuel simply supplants nuclear
fuel that would be produced from natural uranium anyway, so no additional spent fuel
would be generated as a result of this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, it is
extremely hazardous to process and separate the Pu. It is a tenet of U.S. nonproliferation
policy, consistent with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, that
weapons-usable fissile materials be made at least as proliferation resistant as spent fuel.

10.009: Blending down the entire stockpile of surpIus HEU to less than 1 percent and
disposing of it as waste was evaluated in the HEU EIS as one of the alternatives. The
analyses showed that this alternative would generate the highest environmental impact
among other alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS (Table 2.*2). DOE has developed
cost estimates associated with the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and has made
them available in a separate document with the ~U Final EIS. The cost analysis indi-
cates that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus ~U makes economic sense
and would save billions of dollars. DOE believes that all of the action alternatives (2
through 5) evaluated in the HEU EIS meet the objective of nonproliferation and will send
a positive message to other nations.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons-
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under WEA safeguards at
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOES
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to
the maximum extent possible.
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10.003: Comment noted.

21.018: Accident consequences presented in the ~U Draft EIS were estimated using
the GE~ computer code. GENU is generally used and best suited for modeling impacts
of radiological releases under normal operation of facilities because it handles a l~e
number of radiological isotopes and accounts for the ingestion pathway. GE~ was used
with 50 percent meteorology (average meteorological conditions that would occur 50
percent of the time in any given period) during the accident. It is assumed that the nonin-
volved worker is placed in the sector that yields the maximum dose calculated by GE~.
btent cancer fatalities were calculated by applying this dose to all workers assuming that
they are located 1,000 m away (or at the site boundary if less than 1,000 m) from the acci-
dent due to lack of data on site-specificworker distribution.This was done to compensate
for a lack of data regarding onsite worker distribution, but yields highly conservative
results. Also, this approach yielded disproportionately higher impacts at Y-12 and SRS
because of the larger workforce at those sites compared to commercial sites.

h response to public comments, accidental releases of uranium were re-modeled using
MACCS computer code with more detailed site-specific information to better estimate
noninvolved worker cancer fatalities at each candidate site. MACCS is a widely used
code and offers better capabilities than GENU in terms of modeling accident conditions.
It uses actual (recorded onsite) meteorological conditions and distributes data recorded
over a 1-year period. The worker distribution data for each site were also collected and
incorporated into MACCS runs to obtain a more realistic estimate of potential worker
accident consequences.

The results obtained from MACCS runs have been incorporated into Section 4.3 of the
HEU Final EIS. The methodology for the accident analysis has been added as Section
4.1.9 and Appendix E.5 of the HEU Final EIS.

23.00& Building 321 is in the process of being deactivated and will not be available for
metal blending as was stated in the HEU Draft HS. Therefore, metal blending will not be
performed at SRS.
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07.001: Alternative 2 represents blending 100 percent of surplus =U to waste for dis-
posal. Alternative 5 represents blending up to 85 percent of surplus =U for commercial
use as reactor fiel. Blending 100 percent for commercial use is not analyzed in the =U
Final EIS because 15 to 30 percent of the currently declared surplus inventory is in forms
or assays that may prove uneconomical to develop for commercial use.
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M22 Kendall ~ve
Nashville, TN 372W
&nuary 8, 1996

DOEfiaaile Materials Dispasitim
CIOSAIC/HEUEIS
P.O. BOX23788
Wa8Mnglon,OC 2W26-37~

Dear Sir w Madam,

I write to express my opposition to turning highly enriched uranium into nuclear
reactor Iud. We already have much nuclear wasle, wllh no safe and permanant
means of dispaslng 01It. At least until tha! problem la resolvad, I and many others
remain unallarably opwsd to waaling more toxic and radioactive waste.

While I am certainly no axpert on Ihls isgue, 1hava grava wncerns about the
dlapaeel of nuclear wasleg, especially slnca I live in a slate that has been proposed
aa a dumping ground. TransMallon and storage of these wastes can not be made
cola, and neither I w othw clllzens should sulfsr IW short-sighled plannlng.

I do auppert the tiwnblandlng of highly enrichad uranium ao that It can not be used
in weapons,and davaloping the copacily to downblond all uranium declared surplus
in Ian years. The function of govwnmenl ia to protect its citizana, not to expose us 10
unnecessaryrisks.

Sincerely, . .

Adelle Wmd

I 10.024

I 14,018

I 10.023

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains W, because of the high
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.
Thus, in accordancewith recommendations of the NationalAcademy of Sciences, it is the
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera-
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

14.018: Spent nuclear fuel that results from commercial use of LEU fuel derived from
surplus HEU will not be in addition to spent fuel that would be generated in the absence
of the surplus HEU disposition program. It will be managed and eventually disposed of
together with other domestic commercial spent nuclear fuel pursuant to the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act, The shippers and carriers of radioactive materials must comply with
stringent Department of Transportation packaging and transport requirements, as
explained in Section 4.4 of the HEU Final EIS. There have been no injuries or fatalities
from a radioactive release in DOBS 40-year history of transporting of these materials.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic-
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There-
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU
inventory.
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10.009: Blending down the entire stockpile of surplus HEU to less than 1 percent and
disposing of it as waste was evaluated in the HEU EIS as one of the alternatives. me
analyses showed that tils alternative would generate the highest environmental impact
among other alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS cable 2.+2). DOE has developed
cost estimates associated with the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and has made
them available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis indi-
cates that commercial use of LEU derived from surplus HEU makes economic sense and
would save blltions of dollars compared to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal
as waste. DOE believes that all of the action alternatives (2 through 5) evaluated in the
HEU EIS meet the objective of nonproliferation and will send a positive message to other
nations,
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P.H.(PETE) ZARS
887 MVS STRRET
ERW2N, TN 37650

ph&fss 423-743-2151
e-roil: phzeaol.ca

22 JAN. ’96
DOW-OFFICE OF FISSILE
~TERIALS DISPOSITION
C/O SAIC/HEU EIS
P.O.BOX 237S6
WASHINGTON, DC 20026-37S6

SUBJECP : CO~NTS ON TRE DISPOSITION OF S~LUS HIGUY
ENR2CMM ORANIUW, DRAFT SNVIROMMNT~
I~ACT STATWNT, REPORT OF OCTOBER, 1995.

20 WHM IT WAX COXCERW:
We received a copy of the subject report late

Mc_r and early January, the latter s- days after
the last etiension had e~ired and after we had been
hbilized by the previous wek’s snowstom. ~though
we are supposedly on the NRC’s list of concerned private 32,016
citizens, no mterial was given to us by that route. Our
cmnts are therefore brief and force us to reguest a
public hearing to Mtter address the grave issues before
deeiding bet-n final alternatives.

Comments

1) Under Alternative 1, “no action but continued
storage”, w feel this option is to be preferred over
all others for the following valid reasons: 10.021

a) All other proposed actiong do @ addregs
the hediate probla of pm=ent proliferation

possibilities. It is posgible today for a private

citizen to purchase an atm _ frm several knm
or unbm foreign suppliers.

32.016: The availability of the HEU Draft EIS was announced in the Federal Register
(60 FR 54867) on October 26, 1995. In addition, notice was mailed directly to approxi-
mately 3,000 individuals on the mailing list of the Office of Fissile Materials Disposition,
and notice of the dates and locations of public workshops on the HEU Draft EIS was pub-
tished in Erwin-area newspapers at about the same time as the Federal Register notice
appeared. Notice of the HEU Draft EIS was not provided through the NRC’s notice sys-
tem because the EIS is not an NRC document and does not involve any pending NRC
hcensing or enforcement actions. The comment period was extended from 45 to 78 days
and ended on January 12, 1996. Unfortunately, there is no way for DOE to assure that
every interested individual is notified, but we do the best we can. Although your com-
ments were received after the end of the official comment period, they have been fully
considered. To reduce costs of complying with the NEPA of 1969, as amended, and due
to the geographical proximity of three of the four candidate sites identified in the HEU
Draft EIS, DOE determined that two public meetings (fioxville, TN and Augusta, GA)
would be appropriate for this program.

10.021: a) The No Action Alternative is analyzed and will be considered with other
alternatives in the ROD. However, it does not satisfy the nonproliferation and economic
objective of this program because it leaves the material in weapons-usable form. If it is
true that private citizens can purchase atom bombs, it would seem that converting HEU to
LEU would improve that situation and set an example for other nations,

b) The U.S. HEU disposition program is not a bilateral action with the nations of the
former Soviet Union, but it is intended to reciprocate similar actions Russia has already
taken unilaterally to reduce its HEU stockpiles and set an example for others.

c) DOE makes no assumption about abatement of proliferation threats beyond the obvi-
ous one that reducing global stockpiles of surplus fissile materials reduces those threats.

d) It is primarily Russian stockpiles of HEU that we wish to see reduced, and they have
already taken the first step by agreeing to sell 500 t of weapons HEU to the United States.

e) Once HEU is blended down to LEU, it cannot be used in weapons without re-enrich-
ment. Any of the worlds abundant supplies of LEU could conceivably be further
enriched to make HEU-at great expense and only with sophisticated technology.

0 Fusion energy is not projected to be a viable source of energy, even by its most ardent
proponents, until about the 2040 timeframe. The ~U disposition program proposes to
destroy HEU, not proliferate it, and will not extend the hfe of reactors or cause new ones
to be built.
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b) The lead tti for effectively ~lmnting
the proposed alternative (s) dependg in too great a
magure on the willingness and readiness of fomr
USSR arsenalg to cm to a maningful agremnt.

c) NE propgals assme that within a few years
of down-blending the threat of proliferation will
have been abated. This approach is unwarranted in
view of all historical evidence. It ig high folly.

d) Even ghould the United State9 unilaterally
down-blend its warhead stocks, few other countries,
France, to single out one, would never participate
in a cooperative and parallel enterprise.

e) --blending to the levelg for power plant
uge will not agsure that guch fuels, worldwide,
cannot be subverted to re-concentration by hostile
foreign govermnts. Witness Saddm Hus9ein’s
ability to buy the re~isite facilities.

f) The rapidly approaching era (2010?) of 10!021
fusion power will likely obviate any large-scale, cont.
long-tern progrm to continue with fisgion power
into the near future. Many of the pregent nuclear
power plants are approaching their decommissioning
age due to wear and tear. Why then proliferate HEU
into a ~adrangle spiderweb of down-blenderg in
which the chances of catching an accident are
~atipled?

g) The continuing increage of spent fuel
wasteg, abetted by any progrm of down-blending
weapcng-grade uranim to fuel-grade, only prolongs
the agony of wastes disposal. Surely the United
State9 has already enough headaches with cleaning
up the already contaminated areag such as Hanford,
Savaenab River, Rocky Flats, etc.,etc., to gay
nothing about global enviromntal contamination
due to previous shoddy practices, Chernobyl etc.

g) me HEU disposition program would not produce additional spent fuel, but rather
would replace spent fuel that would be generated anyway.h fact, environmental conse-
quences are less while getting rid of HEU.

h) Economic and environmental justice concerns are addressed in the HEU EIS in
response to requirements by the Council on Environmental Quality and DOE NEPAreg-
ulations.

i) Some of the sequestration of HEU abroad is inadequate to eliminate it as a serious pro-
liferation concern. Consequently, reducing global stockpiles of surplus ~U is consid-
ered the best way to reduce the proliferation threat. If we do not begin to reduce our own
stockpiles, Russia will not continue to reduce theirs. Far from being a band-aid solution,
eliminating HEU by blending it down to non-weapons-usableLEU is a permanent solu-
tion to this problem.
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h) Why highlight econdc and tinority concerns
at a tti when the general dec-sgioning of World
War II and Cold War facilities has already cauged
fsr greater disl~ations?

i) A continued seqaegtration of U.S.and foreign
HEU materialg, under secure guard here and abroad, 10,021
would gurely be the best interim response to the rent.
current crisis. Down-blending would be a ~D-Um
golution to a maggive hemorrhage. NO one hae yet
attempted to storm Fort ho% 1 (But tiey certainly
have been after local banks.)

j) Should the weight of other c~nt dictate
the blend-down options decided upon in the subject
EIS, we suggest that all such activity be assigned
to DOE’s Y-12 Plant in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and
nowhere else. There is where the manpower and the 10.008
nuclear e~ertise, as well ag the gtorsd HEU is
pregently concentrated.

We enclose a bibliography of previoug probl~
at WFS, glossed over in the ME volume, including the
curioug reference in the 1993 World Almanac and itg
subsequent deletion, as well as pertinent data as to the
flood proneness of that 1957 facility. There have alao
been enough recent gafety incidents at WPS to warrant
renewed taution.

Most respectfully g~tted, f.<,~d’)

P.H.zars

10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the =U EIS as
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with
NEPA, the ~U EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide
this information to the decisionm~ers.
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